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SUMMARY.

The objective of this thesis is to quantify the effects of radiation from the 

Inset Dielectric Guide,(I.D.G.).

The I.D.G. has demonstrated excellent potential both as a transmission 

medium and a basis for leaky-wave antennas and belongs to a class of open 

nonseparable waveguides that have been proposed for use in the millimeter band.

The theoretical analysis of I.D.G. circuit and antenna elements requires the 

complete mode spectrum of the I.D.G.,which previously,had not been rigorously 

derived.

A hybrid transverse characteristic Green’s function is presented that allows 

the complete mode spectra of open nonseparable structures to be recovered.In 

particular,the continuous radiation modes of the I.D.G.,the microstrip loaded 

I.D.G. and slotline with finite thickness metallisation have been identified.

Transitions between closed rectangular waveguide and the I.D.G. have been 

analysed and have shown excellent agreement between experimental and 

theoretical values,confirming both the validity and utility of the mode spectra 

developed.

Radiating strips and patches on the I.D.G.,from which leaky-wave antennas 

may be constructed,have been analysed,demonstrating several interesting 

phenomena and providing building blocks from which linear arrays may be 

synthesised.

It is concluded,that the commercial exploitation of the millimeter band will 

require the complete mode spectra of open nonseparable waveguides.This thesis 

presents a method that permits their derivation and further demonstrates their role 

in the development of practical circuit components.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION.

1.1) Introduction.

With the ever increasing demands being placed upon communication and 

radar systems,there has been a steady increase in the operating frequencies of 

these systems.

Higher operating frequencies promise greater channel capacity and allow 

wider channel separation,thus reducing cross-channel interference.The decrease in 

wavelength,not only offers the possibility of higher resolution radar systems,but 

also the construction of physically small antennas with large electrical apertures to 

improve the efficiency,security and resistance to interference of point to point 

communication systems.For many applications,such as airborne radar,personal 

communications and satellite systems,the compact nature of high frequency 

technologies is also of prime importance.

In the past few decades considerable attention has been directed toward the 

millimeter waveband, (30-300GHz), in an attempt to realise these 

advantages,[1].Early experiments were disappointing due to atmospheric 

absorptions process not fully characterised until later.In fact today,not only are 

the propagation windows in the spectrum utilised,but also the high absorption 

bands, which find applications in the fields of secure battlefield and ship to ship 

communications and weather forecasting.

Exploitation of any region of the electromagnetic spectrum requires the 

development of four areas;
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i) Coherent source generation.

ii) Propagation and passive circuit media.

iii) Antenna structures.

iv) Active devices.

Sources have been produced that cover many of the frequencies in the 

millimeter band,including refined travelling wave tubes,klystrons and magnetrons 

developed from the centimeter band and gas lasers developed from from the far 

infared region.Currently the use of solid state sources,such as gunn and impatt 

diodes,is restricted to applications requiring less than 100W of continuous 

power,[2].

To date,active devices are not widely commercially available for much of 

the higher frequencies of the millimeter band and fall outside the scope of this 

thesis.

The remaining two aspects listed above,propagation media and antenna 

structures,have generated increasing interest in the past 20 years,although the 

transition from the centimeter to the millimeter band has required the development 

of new technologies to overcome performance and manufacturing difficulties.

The next section shall briefly discuss the progress that has been made in 

developing this aspect of the millimeter band,concluding with an introduction to 

the Inset Dielectric Guide,(I.D.G.),the main concern of this thesis.The following 

section considers the emergence of a promising new class of leaky wave antennas 

formed in dielectric waveguide.Section (1.4) discusses the methods currently 

available for the analysis of discontinuity problems that allow both circuit 

components and antennas to be designed without resorting to an empirical 

approach.The final section outlines the work to be presented in the remainder of
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this thesis.

1.2) Millimeter Wave circuit Technologies.

Although in principle the circuit technologies currently used in the 

centimeter band,such as hollow metallic waveguides,microstrip and finline may be 

dimensionally scaled for use in the millimeter band,in practice frequency limits 

are set by manufacturing tolerances and material performance.Not only does 

manufacture become difficult and expensive,but in general the circuitry becomes 

increasingly lossy as the operating frequency is increased.Therefore considerable 

attention has been directed toward developing alternative circuit technologies for 

use in the millimeter band.Although several technologies have been proposed and 

developed,no one has yet gained universal acceptance.

The main criteria that need to be satisfied by these new technologies are;

i) Cost,both in terms of materials and fabrication methods.

ii) Ease of manufacture and mechanical robustness.

iii) Low material and radiation losses.-

iv) Simple active device integration.

v) The ability to realise passive circuits such as couplers and filters.

Printed circuit techniques,such as microstrip and slotline,figure la  and 

b,are well proven in the centimeter band and are simple to manufacture.The use of 

special substrate materials,such as sapphire and fused quartz,can extend the useful 

operating range of microstrip up to lOOGhz,however,above this frequency these 

structures become increasingly lossy with Q factors of the order 

lOO.Notwithstanding this,the ease of manufacture and device integration of
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microstrip,has motivated its continued development and some microstrip 

components operating at up to 220Ghz are now available,[3,4].

A problem that is encountered with printed circuit technologies is the 

excitation of surface waves in the grounded substrate at any discontinuity,[5] .Not 

only does this contribute to the overall loss,but it also causes undesirable crosstalk 

between components.

The relatively low loss finline structure has proved popular for many 

applications for frequencies between 25- 150GHz,[6] .Although housed in a split 

block,resembling rectangular waveguide,unlike the latter,the tight manufacturing 

tolerances are placed upon the printed substrates,rather than on the block.The 

printed substrates may be produced using conventional photolithographic 

techniques and allow simple integration of beam lead devices.However,as the 

frequency of operation is increased,finline suffers progressively from 

unacceptable losses.

Most common centimeter band technologies and those just discussed 

support a quasi-T.E.M. or fast wave fundamental mode.An alternative approach is 

to consider structures that support surface wave propagation.These structures 

utilise dielectric interfaces to guide power and typically have Q factors of several 

thousands due to the concentration of the fields in a low loss dielectric,[7,8].

Image line,figure le, has received considerable attention as a propagation 

media,[9],although its initial promise has not been fulfilled due to excessive 

bending losses and radiation from any discontinuities.In addition,its manufacture 

is not particularly simple either,as it is difficult to maintain tight tolerances when 

machining the dielectric.This is especially true when,in order to reduce conduction 

losses,an an insulating layer is introduced to give insular line,shown in figure 

lf.The large bending losses of image line arise as a consequence of the lack of
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lateral field confinement and,in attempt to overcome this difficulty,trapped image 

line has been proposed, [10] .Although bending losses are reduced,it is only at the 

expense of fabrication simplicity.

Other structures,illustrated in figure l,such as inverted strip dielectric 

guide,[11],and nonradiative guide,[12],whilst similar to image line also possess 

improved loss performance,although interest in these structures as propagation 

media seems to be waning,again probably due to manufacturing difficulties.

Inset dielectric guide may be considered as a special case of trapped image 

line and in fact has previously been analysed as an intermediate structure in this 

context,[13] .As the fields are excellently. confined to the dielectric region,the 

bending losses are low compared to image line,[14].The the structure is relatively 

simple to construct as,unlike image line,the I.D.G. does not necessarily require 

precision machining of dielectric materials and may be fabricated by moulding 

dielectric material into a preformed slot.Altematively,for lightweight 

applications,the I.D.G may be formed by depositing a thin metallic coating on 

three sides of a precut dielectric bar.In contrast to image line or insular line,the 

construction of the I.D.G. does not require the bonding of dielectrics,which is 

advantageous due to the lossy nature of most bonding materials.

Although dielectric guides,and in particular the I.D.G.,satisfy many of the 

criteria previously set out,their success will be determined by the simplicity of 

active device integration and ease with which passive networks,such as couplers 

and filters,may be realised.A complication that arises in this context is the open 

nature of this class of guides.Consequently,any discontinuity causes power to be 

lost through radiation.Whilst the I.D.G.,for example,may be relatively insensitive 

to surface imperfections and bends,the design of circuit components must be
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undertaken with due regard to minimising radiation losses.However,in 

contrast,the deliberate excitation of radiation has allowed a new class of leaky 

wave antennas to be proposed.

13) Dielectric Leaky-Wave Antennas.

Leaky-wave antennas are structures that ’leak* part of the guided power as 

radiation.More precisely,in many cases they are structures that possess a complex 

pole that lies in the nonspectral Riemann sheet of the propagation constant plane 

close to the real axis.Although these leaky-wave poles do not belong to the 

spectrum of the structure,the deformation of the branch cut integral describing the 

radiation field,may cross these poles,which then often dominate the far field 

distributions,[15].

Originally continuously slotted rectangular waveguide and later arrays of 

discrete slots,were the first examples of such antennas and in fact it was 

consideration of their behaviour that led to the realisation that leaky-waves 

exist,[16].

In the millimeter band leaky-wave antennas formed from dielectric 

waveguides have many advantages over their counterparts.Compared to 

conventional reflector based antennas,dielectric waveguide antennas are more 

compact and lightweight.This is particularly important for airborne radar 

applications,which often currently involve complicated hydraulic scanning 

systems that are bulky and expensive.Not only may leaky-wave planar arrays be 

electrically scanned,but they may also be conformally mounted onto the skin of an 

aircraft-Although microstrip patch antennas have also been developed for these 

applications,they suffer from three main drawbacks,narrow bandwidth,(at best a 

few per cent),poor polarisation properties and interelement coupling by the 

excitation of surface waves in the substrate,[17].
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Arrays in dielectric guides have been formed using both dielectric 

discontinuities and metallic radiators.The former class have their origins in optical 

waveguide gratings,commonly employed as beam couplers and frequency 

sensitive reflectors for distributed feedback lasers,[16],Scannable grating arrays 

have been investigated in image line and inverted strip line,[ 18-21],and whilst 

promising are hampered by their relatively complicated manufacture.

Arrays formed from metallic radiators can be produced using conventional 

photolithographic techniques and are consequently attractive for commercial 

exploitation.Such arrays formed in image line,[22,23],dielectric

rod,[24,25],trapped image line,[26] and the I.D.G.[27,28,29] have been both 

theoretically and experimentally investigated.

An important consideration for planar arrays is the coupling between 

guides in close proximity.For example,coupling between parallel image lines 

limits their use in such arrays,whereas in contrast,the relative isolation of parallel 

LD.G.’s makes them ideally suited to such an application.

One of the main objectives of this thesis is to develop a rigorous method to 

allow I.D.G. leaky wave antennas to be analysed and synthesised,without 

excessive experimentation.

The I.D.G. has two fundamental modes of operation,either an H.E. 10 mode 

in a deep slot I.D.G. or an E.H.n  mode in a shallow slot I.D.G.,[30].In both 

configurations the guided fields are almost maximal at the air-dielectric 

interface,which is therefore an ideal location for the introduction of radiating 

elements.Transverse metallic strips placed upon a deep slot I.D.G. produce 

vertically polarised radiation,which,due to the minor contribution from the 

transverse magnetic field of the fundamental mode,does not suffer from the cross- 

polarisation difficulties experienced with microstrip patch antennas.Similarly
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longitudinal strips,when excited by the fundamental mode of the shallow slot 

I.D.G.,produce horizontally polarised radiation which is useful for many 

applications.

Experimental studies have shown that I.D.G. leaky-wave antenna arrays 

may be successfully formed in this manner and exhibit many desirable features 

although to date,their accurate design has been hampered by a lack of a 

rigorous,complete spectrum for the I.D.G.

1.4) The Analysis and synthesis of circuit components and Antenna structures.

The accurate analysis and synthesis of circuit elements and antenna arrays 

relies on an ability to model discontinuities.Although uniform quasi-infinite 

gratings and antenna arrays may be analysed as periodic structures supporting 

leaky-waves,practical components are often nonuniform and far from infinite.

In general there are two approaches to modelling discontinuitiesrpurely 

numerical methods and analytic techniques,[31].The former category includes 

techniques such as the finite difference method and the finite element method 

which,with ever increasing computer power,are finding favour in many fields.

These methods solve Maxwell’s equations on a microscopic level,using a 

finite difference and a variational formulation of Maxwell’s equations 

respectively.In the former method the fields and their derivatives are expressed in 

terms of the fields at the nodes of a mesh superimposed on the 

structure.Substitution of these quantities into Maxwell’s equations yields a matrix 

equation which may then be solved for the nodal field values.Although not 

essential,a variational formulation of Maxwell’s equations can be used to 

improved the convergence of the solution,[32] .The finite difference method does 

not suffer from the appearance of spurious solutions that can complicate a finite 

element analysis,although it is only strictly accurate for regular meshes and
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therefore does not allow targeting of problematic regions such as sharp 

comers.Recently,the finite element method has overshadowed the finite difference 

method as is does allow the use of nonuniform meshes.In this method the structure 

is decomposed into a mesh of elements,such as triangles for a plane,and the fields 

in each element approximated by a low order polynomial,determined by 

interpolating between preselected nodes within the element.Substitution of these 

polynomials into a variational formulation of Maxwell’s equations and applying 

continuity between the elements again results in a matrix equation that may be 

solved for the nodal field values,[33,34].As commented above,spurious solutions 

have been a problem in some finite element analyses,although various methods 

have been developed to overcome this difficulty,[31].A further limitation is the 

ability to consider open structures.In certain circumstances a combination of finite 

elements and analytical techniques has been applied,in which the fields within 

some predetermined nonphysical boundary are treated with finite elements and 

those external to the boundary using a spectral approach,[35].

The alternative to purely numerical techniques is to use an analytical 

approach based upon a spectral representation of the fields.An arbitrary solution to 

Maxwell’s equations may be expressed as a superposition of the modes of the 

structure,where the modes are the eigenfunctions of Maxwell’s equations,subject 

to the boundary conditions imposed by the structure,[36] .Theoretically,once the 

modes are known.it is possible to use their orthogonality properties to identify the 

expansion coefficients and thus the solution to the problem.Unfortunately,not only 

are there an infinite number of modes,but often the solution may still only be 

expressed as that of an integral equation.However.the solution of this integral 

equation may be obtained using a technique,such as Galerkin’s method,in which a 

physical understanding of the nature of the solution can have a profound influence 

upon the ease with which the solution may be recovered.This is the main
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advantage of the analytical approach,namely that it allows the analyst to use their 

experience to optimise the formulation of the problem that is finally solved by 

numerical evaluation.

In comparing numerical and analytical techniques there are two 

considerations to make.Firstiy the ease and efficiency with which,if at all,the 

solution may be determined.Numerical methods are continually being refined,in 

terms of efficiency,the elimination of spurious solutions and the range of problems 

that they can tackle and advances in computer power,have alleviated the common 

criticism that they are time consuming and require extensive computer 

facilities.The principle advantage of numerical methods is the ease with which 

they may be applied to structures with complex geometries.However.for many 

common structures it is possible to apply analytical methods and derive results 

more efficiently than by purely numerical means.Solutions to more complex 

structures can then be built from those of the elementary problems.Employing 

both an understanding of the physical situation and mathematical ingenuity,can,in 

some circumstances,yield a good approximation to the solution in a closed form 

and,even if this is not the case,the problem may be reduced to a form far more 

amenable to accurate and efficient numerical solution than otherwise possible.

The second consideration is more esoteric.lt has been stated above that a 

physical understanding of the problem can often lead to simpler methods of 

solution being found.Further,as argued by Collin,[37],it is often the case that 

practical developments have been proposed to capitalise on properties predicted 

from an analytical concept and it is interesting to wonder if some advances would 

have been made if powerful computers had been available 40 years ago.Purely 

numerical methods can only ever solve a sequence of particular problems rather 

than a class,and,although results may be interpolated,they yield little further to aid
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an understanding of the principles involved.lt seems reasonable to argue that 

numerical and analytical approaches are complementary,neither can be applied to 

every situation and each has its own advantages.

This thesis is concerned with the spectral approach to electromagnetic 

problems.Clearly in order to pursue the spectral approach outlined above,the 

complete mode spectrum of the structure of interest must be available.This is 

available for 1 dimensional and 2 dimensional separable sections.The main 

objective of this thesis is to develop a method that allows the complete modal 

spectrum of open nonseparable structures to be identified.By nonseparable it is 

meant that the transverse geometry,and hence the modes,of the structure cannot be 

represented in the form X(x).Y(y).This is a class that includes many of the 

structures discussed above that are being developed for use in the millimeter 

band.

The spectrum of open waveguides comprises of two types of mode.There 

are discrete modes,often referred to as bound modes,which may,or may not,exist 

in a given situation.These modes,as the name implies,are characterised by discrete 

values of the propagation constant and are bound to the structure.These are the 

modes which are exploited for transmission purposes and many methods are 

available to recover their shape and dispersion relationships,[31,36,38].ln addition 

to the discrete modes,open waveguides also possess a continuum of radiation 

modes.These modes radiate power away from the structure and are characterised 

by a continuous propagation constant.Any discontinuity causes these modes to be 

excited and power to be radiated,whether intentionally,as in an antenna,or not.The 

continuous modes of separable open waveguides are amenable to identification by 

the separation of variables,[36],or instead by a scalar transverse characteristic 

Green’s function approach,[38].Until recently,the continuous modes of
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nonseparable open structures have received little attention.lt is the identification of 

these modes,and in particular those of the I.D.G.,that are the principle concern of 

this thesis.

1.5) The Structure of the Thesis.

Chapter 2 shall expand upon the spectral approach,briefly introduced 

above,for solving electromagnetic problems,highlighting the role of the complete 

mode spectrum and its use in constructing an inversion operator to Maxwell’s 

equations,the Green’s function.

A novel vector transverse characteristic Green’s function shall be 

presented that allows the complete mode spectra of open nonseparable structures 

to be identified.

Chapter 3 shall demonstrate the use of this method to recover the complete 

spectra of open separable structures,for which closed form solutions are already 

available.

The strength of the method shall be demonstrated in chapter 4,in which the 

continuous spectrum of the I.D.G. shall be derived.

Subsequently these modes shall be used in chapters 5 and 6 to rigorously 

analyse rectangular waveguide to I.D.G. transitions and radiating patches on the 

I.D.G. respectively.

Chapter 7 derives the continuous spectrum of the microstrip loaded 

I.D.G.,a structure that is useful in the analysis of certain I.D.G. leaky wave arrays.

Chapter 8 extends the method developed in chapter 2,to include 

structures,specifically slotline with finite metallisation thickness,that have more 

than one nonseparable interface.
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Finally,chapter 9 shall discuss future studies suggested,and draw 

conclusions from,the work presented in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2.

THE SPECTRAL APPROACH TO ELECTROMAGNETIC PROBLEMS.

The general problem that is posed in the analysis of electromagnetic 

systems,is to determine the response of the system to a given source.The source 

and response may be defined in many forms,depending upon the context of the 

analysis,although they are fundamentally related through Maxwell’s 

equations.Consequently it is essential to consider the properties and methods of 

solving Maxwell’s equations.

For linear media,Maxwell’s equations,in their most general form,may be 

stated as;

V . p(r,f) . HQ\t) = 0

or more compactly,in the form of the operator equation;

V x

(2 .1)

-V x -  ■gjriit.O

\

H(r,t) - " 0
J

\----J \  -  J
(2.2)

As discussed in the introduction,there are two approaches to solving this 

equation.The first is to apply purely numerical techniques,such as the finite 

element method,and the second,is to use the spectral representation of the fields 

and currents to construct an inverse operator,such that;
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-^-e(r,0 V x

-vx

Vl

" 0  _ H(r,t)
L —  J  V —  —  J

(2.3)

The objective of this work is to determine the complete mode spectrum of 

nonseparable open waveguides and subsequently construct and utilise this inverse 

operator.The approach is based upon certain results available from functional 

analysis and it is now appropriate to review the essential theorems that shall be 

applied later.

2.1) Application of the Spectral Theorem to Linear partial differential operators.

This section shall introduce the spectral theorem and its application to 

linear partial differential operators.lt shall be shown that the inversion 

operator,used to solve an operator equation,may be developed from a knowledge 

of the spectrum of the operator.The following section shall then discuss the 

characteristic Green’s function method of determining the spectrum of the 

operator.

It is not possible or appropriate to present more than a review of the 

essential theorems that shall be applied later,further details may be found in 

references [1-5].

The problem under consideration is to determine the response,y(r),of a 

system to a given source/(r).The system may be characterised by the operator 

equation;

and the boundary conditions associated with the range and domain of the operator 

L.Attention shall be restricted to linear partial differential operators.

L y(r)= /(r) (2 . 1. 1)
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The inverse operator,!,-1,defined by the equation;

V(r)=L -1/(r) (2.1.2)

shall be expressed in terms of its spectral representation.Before this spectral 

representation may be introduced and derived from the spectral theorem,it is 

necessary to define the spectrum of an operator.

The spectrum of the operator L is defined as the set of complex 

values A,for which the operator L -X  does not have a bounded inverse.Therefore if X 

lies in the spectrum of L there does not exist a value of m,such that;

< (L -  X)~1x(r),x(r) > < m< x(r),x(r) > (2.1.3)

holds for all x{r) within the domain of L.The inner product < , > is chosen in 

accordance with the range and domain of L.

Application of this definition to a linear partial differential 

operatorJL,reveals two possibilities;

i) If XH is an eigenvalue of L,ie Xn is a solution to the equation;

then clearly the operator (L -  Xn)~l is unbounded.For Xn to be a strict eigenvalue the 

corresponding eigenfunction <j>n(r) must lie in the domain of L.The set of 

eigenvalues {X*},which always consists of discrete values,constitutes the point 

spectrum of the operator L.

ii) The second possibility is that there may exist values of X for which; 

(L-X)fc(r) = 0 (2.1.5)

(L-XB)«j)w(r) = 0 (2.1.4)

although the functions <fo.(r) do not have bounded norms and therefore cannot lie in 

the domain of L.These values of X constitute the continuous spectrum of L.As the
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name implies,these values are not discrete but are grouped into continuous sets.As

L,although they are often referred to as an improper eigensolution of L.

Now that the spectrum of L has been defined,the central theorem 

underlying the spectral approach,the spectral theorem,may be introduced.

The spectral theorem states that the proper and improper eigenfunctions of 

the operator L are linearly independent.This is a somewhat simplified 

statement,but it is sufficient for the present context.

Consequently,if the eigenfunctions may be shown to be complete and span 

the domain of L,then an arbitrary function within the domain may be expressed as 

a linear combination of these functions,ie;

This expansion is referred to as the spectral representation of \j/(r)

The advantage of the spectral representation is apparent upon application 

of the operator L.

If Ly(r) in this form is equated to the spectral representation of the function /(r);

then the solution to the operator equation,equation (2.1.1),is immediately 

identified as;

fa(r) does not lie in the domain of L,X and <fo,(r) cannot be a strict eigensolution of

(2 .1.6)
H

L W )  = 'Zyn$n(r)Xn + jdX ̂ ( r ) X (2.1.7)
n

fir) = 2>„$„(r)+ M*(£) (2 . 1.8)
A

a \<h(r) (2.1.9)
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Before this expression may be used to derive the inverse operator,/,"1 ,it is 

necessary to explicitly relate the coefficients a„ and a*, to the function f(r).

As stated above,the proper and improper eigenfunctions of L form a 

linearly independent set,however,they are not necessarily orthogonal.In general 

they satisfy a biorthogonality relationship of the form;

< ^ 0 ^ 0  > = 8««

< ̂ n(r)M(r) > = 0

<h(r)M<r)> = 5(X-X0 (2.1.10)

The functions and <>x (r) are the proper and improper eigenfunctions of the 

adjoint operator toL ,//.

The adjoint operator is defined as the operator for which the expression;

< Lx(r),y(r) ) = < x(r),LAy (r) > (2.1.11)

holds for all x(r) and y(r) in the domain and range of L.Further,it may be proved 

that the spectrum of LA is the conjugate to that of L when the inner product is 

defined on a complex linear space and equal to that of L when the inner product is 

defined on a real linear space.

The Dirac delta function,appearing in the biorthogonality relationship 

between the improper eigenfunctions,highlights the non-bounded nature of these 

functions and also their continuous dependence upon the parameter X.

The biorthogonality relationship between the eigenfunctions of the 

operator L and its adjoint / / , allows the coefficients a„ and a* in equation (2.1.8) to 

be evaluated as;

=  <  <J>n(0./(r) >  : a k  =  < <|>2(r),/(r) > ( 2 . 1 . 1 2 )



If these expressions are substituted into equation (2.1.9),then the response of the 

system may be written as;

Now that the response y(r) has been expressed in terms of the source/(r),it 

is possible to seek the general inverse operator,/,*1.

If the inverse operator is defined to be of the form;

then it is apparent that the kernel,G(r,rO,known as the Green’s function.is given by;

Thus to summariseiif the spectral representation associated with the 

operator L and its adjoint,//,is determined,then the inverse operator,/.-1,may be 

expressed by means of a Green’s function whose spectral representation is given 

in equation (2.1.15).

Now that it has been demonstrated that the inverse operator may be 

developed from a knowledge of the spectrum of an operator,it is necessary to 

consider in detail how this spectrum may be determined.

2 2 )  The Characteristic Green’s function Method.

As discussed above,the spectrum of the operator L is defined as the set of 

values of X for which;

(2.1.13)

(2.1.14)

(2.1.15)

(L-X)<k(r) = 0 (2 .2 . 1)

where <fo.(r) may be either a proper or an improper eigenfunction.
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The method used to determine the spectrum and the eigenfunctions of L 

will obviously depend upon the particular system under consideration and for a 

given system there may,in fact,exist a variety of techniques,both numerical and 

analytical.lt is often found that if the domain of the operator is dimensionally 

separable,then the separation of variables permits analytic solutions to be 

identified-Naturally it must be ensured that all the possible solutions have been 

recovered and that they are normalised in accordance with equation (2.1.10).

The characteristic Green’s function method is a technique that obtains the 

complete,correctly normalised,spectrum in one fell swoop.This section shall 

introduce the characteristic Green’s function and demonstrate its utility in the 

derivation of the spectrum and the eigenfunctions of an operator L.

Consider the inhomogeneous equation;

where X is not contained within the spectrum of L.Again an inverse 

operator,(L -  X)-1,may be defined and expressed in terms of a Green’s function,in 

this case known as the characteristic Green’s function.

It is noted that the characteristic Green’s function is symbolically distinguished 

from the Green’s function of the previous section by its arguments.

The motivation for considering this inhomogeneous operator equation and 

its inverse,is that the characteristic Green’s function may be expressed in two 

forms.Naturally,it may be written in terms of the spectral representation 

associated with the operator L and,in addition,it may be shown that it is also the 

solution to the inhomogeneous equation,(2.2.2),for a particular source 

function.The equivalence of the two forms subsequently permits the identification

(L -  X)g(r)=f(r) (2.2.2)

(L -  X)-'f(r) = g(r) = -<  G(r,r';X)J(r') > (2.2.3) •
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of the spectrum of the operator L.

The spectral representation of the characteristic Green’s function may be 

determined in a similar manner to that of the Green’s function of the previous 

section.The spectral representations of the functions /  and g;

/(£) = ^n(r)J(r) > + <h(r)< ^i(r)J(r) >
ft

£ (0  = S>»(r)a* + Jdk <h(r)ax (2.2.4)
“  ft

are substituted into equation (2.2.3),which identifies the spectral representation of 

the characteristic Green’s function to be;

^  4>n(r)<tf(r') f J<w 4>x(r)<|>£(rO
G(r,r'X) = ---- + * " —  (2.2.5)

The second means of determining the characteristic Green’s function is 

recovered by applying the operator (L -  X) to equation (2.2.3).

/(r) = -<  (L -  X)G(r,r U W )  > (2.2.6)

demonstrating that the characteristic Green’s function is also the solution to the 

inhomogeneous equation;

(L -  X)G(r,r'\X) = -IS ir-r ')  (2.2.7)

where /  is the identity operator.

The connection between the spectrum of the operator L and the 

characteristic Green’s function may be made,if the spectral representation of the 

latter is integrated around a contour,C, in the complex X plane that encloses all of 

its singularities.Evaluation of the integral using the residue theorem gives;
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^ - ! d X  G(r.r';X) = 2*.(r)«|tf <rO + j'dX ̂ (r)<t>i!(0 (2.2.8)

Therefore,if the characteristic Green’s function may be somehow 

determined by solving equation (2.2.7),then it is apparent from equation

(2.2.8),that the point spectrum of L consists of the values of X for which it is 

singular.Similarly the values of X corresponding to any branch cuts in the complex 

plane constitute the continuous spectrum of L.The corresponding proper and 

improper eigenfunctions may then be identified,usually by inspection,from the 

explicit foim of equation (2.2.8).

The specific method used to solve equation (2.2.8) for the characteristic 

Green’s function will depend upon the operator L and its domain,although it is 

usual in a multidimensional system for one or more of the dimensions to be 

separable.

Consider the example of two dimensional separable system with

eigensolutions defined by;

(L-Xmn)^mn(x,>) = 0 (2.2.9)

The separable nature allows this equation to be written in the form;

(Lx + Ly - \ mn)*m(x)Xn(y) = 0 (2.2.10)

from which it may be seen that the functions,<t>m(*) and x«(y) are the eigensolutions

of the equations;

(Lx - X m)Om(x) = 0 : (Ly -XH) x M  = 0 (2.2.11)

where Xmn = Xm + XH.

The two dimensional eigenfunctions,'?^*,?),may then be derived from the 

two,one dimensional,characteristic Green’s functions as;
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[ It is noted that the summation w.r.t. p is symbolic not necessarily literal.]

The spectral representation of an arbitrary function will now involve 

summations and integrations w.r.t. two independent variables;

Attention shall now be refocused upon the application of the preceding 

theory to the electromagnetic system characterised by Maxwell’s equations.

2 3 )  Application of the Spectral Theorem to Maxwell's Equations.

The theory of the preceding sections has demonstrated a technique that 

may be used to solve Maxwell’s equations,by means of constructing an inverse 

operator.Before the procedure may be pursued,it is necessary to formulate 

Maxwell’s equations into an operator equation and to determine the domain of 

functions upon which it operates.Similarly an adjoint operator and its domain 

must be identified.

Equation (2.2) expresses Maxwell’s equations in the form of the following 

operator equation;

-dtz(r,t). V x 
-V x -9/p(/v).

\ 'E(r, 1)

/ \--- >
” 0

\  ~ J
(2.3.1)

For arbitrary linear media,this is the most basic operator equation that 

characterises the system.However,for most practical applications it is possible to 

use the specific properties of the structure to derive an alternative,simpler,operator 

equation.For example,if the media is isotropic,then the permeability and 

permittivity dyadics may be,a priori,replaced by scalar functions.This process 

often results in an operator that is its own adjoint.If,in addition,the domains of the 

operator and its adjoint are identical,then the operator is known as self adjoint.



This section shall show,that for the structures that are the subject of this 

work,the operator equation may be reformulated such that the operator is its own 

adjoint,but with differing domains.Thus the operator is not self adjoint.The 

difference between the two domains may be most simply observed with the 

operator in the form of equation (2.3.1).

The domain of this operator is the set of functions satisfying the following 

criteria,[5]:

i) n(r,t)xE(r,t) = Z(r,t).H(r,t) where Z(r,r) is a known dyadic and n(r,t) is the 

normal to the enclosing surface.For an open structure,this surface may be regarded 

as being at infinity,in which case,this condition is replaced by the requirement that 

the fields are bounded at infinity,ie the radiation condition,[6].

ii) \dv\dt E(r,t)£(r,t) + H ( r , t ) is finite,ie the domain consists of 

functions having a bounded norm.

iii)
'nr, o ' rE(r. O' V
" 0\ -  J \--- J 0

v-v
for t < t ! ,ie the system is causal. (2.3.2)

It is simple to show that the adjoint operator to that of equation (2.3.1 ),is;

(2.3.3)ir
\

 
. /—

n

• j'*
 —' i < X 'EA(r,l) '

"V x 9/|iA(r,/). 
v — -  J

H A(r, 1)
\— -  J

II

~ 0
K -  J

where e*(r.O and pA(r,0 are the adjoint permittivity and permeability dyadics. 

The domain of the adjoint operator is the set of functions satisfying;

i) K{rj)xEA{rj) = ZA(rj)MA{rj)

ii) \dv\dtE(r,t)A£ A(r,t) + HA(r,t)JiA(r,t) is finite.
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It is observed that the imposition of causality constrains the domains of the 

operator and its adjoint to consist of outgoing and incoming waves 

respectively,[5] .Consequently the two domains are mutually exclusive.Even 

though the operator and its adjoint shall be reformulated such that they are 

functionally identical,the operator is not self adjoint.

The structures under consideration shall be assumed to be time invariant 

and consist of a number of isotropic regions,each of which has a scalar 

permeability and permittivity,albeit different for each region.

For such structures the original operator equation may be reformulated to 

the wave equation;

Unfortunately the source function for the magnetic field vector has become a little 

more complicated.However,it is clear that the system response is completely 

characterised by the electric field vector which,once determined,may be 

substituted into Maxwell’s equations to give the magnetic field vector.Therefore 

the response of the system may be completely described by the solution to;

It is this equation that shall be considered analogous to the operator equation

'e m )
H(r,l) ~  Vx 7(7,<)

V —  —  7  V _  —

(2.3.4)
v—  J  \

(2.3.5)

L y (r )= f( r ) (2.3.6)

and to which the theorems of the preceding sections shall be applied.

Section 2.4 shall demonstrate how the electric field characteristic Green’s



function may be developed for structures that,in general,possess both a point 

spectrum and a continuous spectrum.In particular,the technique presented allows 

the complete spectrum of nonseparable open structures to be derived.

Section 2.5 shall use this spectrum to formulate the Green’s function and 

hence the inverse operator to Maxwell’s equations.

Finally section 2.6 shall consider a slight reformulation to allow 

inhomogeneous and lossy structures to be treated more succinctly.

2.4) The Electric field Characteristic Green’s function.

The electric field characteristic Green’s function is defined as the solution

to;

(V xVx -ep32/ -  X)GE(r,r\t,t'\X) = - I d i r - r ^ t - t ’) (2.4.1)

It is immediately apparent,that the operator may be expressed as the sum of a time 

operator and a spatial operator.This is a consequence of the time invariance of the 

structure.Therefore the electric field characteristic Green’s function and 

eigenfunctions may be written in the following,separable,form;

GE(rtr\tX;X) = GE(ryX)GE(t/;K) : X = K + K (2.4.2)

Y(r,r ;X)¥V/;X) = y(rX)^(r 'X )T(rX)TA(t'&t)

2 n jCr =  - -

/ \
—  J d K  G£(r,r';V) J A  CE(t,l 'X)2nj Ci

(2.4.3)

Substitution of equation (2.4.2) into equation (2.4.1),identifies the time and spatial 

characteristic Green’s functions as the solutions to;

(V xV x -  K)GE( r y X )  = -W r - r ' )
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(e|i32/ + Xt)GE( t /X )  = S(/-0 (2.4.4)

These two equations may now be analysed independently for the dyadic 

spatial and the scalar time,characteristic Green’s functions,which then may be 

substituted into equation (2.4.3) to give the complete electric field eigenfunctions.

2.4.1) The Time Characteristic Green’s function.

Consider the possibility that the scalar time characteristic Green’s 

function,GE(t,t'X),may be written in the form;

where it is noted that causality requires that Im [ w ] > 0.

This form is suggested as the functions e±j<M are known to be solutions to 

the homogeneous equation;

function at t= t\

In order to ensure that this singularity is of the correct strength,the 

expression for GE( t / X ),given in equation (2.4.5),is substituted into equation

(2.4.4) which is then integrated w.r.t. time,ie;

Ge(u 'A,)= - (2.4.5)

(Ep32r + Xl)7'(f;X<) = 0 (2.4.6)

and,in addition,the second derivative w.r.t. time of ej<a1 l~f 1 results in a dirac delta

,j<t> I t-f I l ,=f'+0
= 1 : -» y(X,) = 2y'(0£p (2.4.7)

and hence;

(2.4.8)

As discussed in section 2.2,the integration of GE{t/X )  around a closed
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contour in the complex X, plane,permits the time eigenfunctions,T(t \Xt),to be 

identified,in this case by inspection.G£(r,/';Xf) is a multivalued function of X, and 

therefore it is necessary to introduce a branch cut along the negative real axis of 

the Xt plane.This branch cut defines the boundary between the proper and 

improper Riemann sheets.Upon the former the fields are bounded with 

time,whereas upon the latter they increase exponentially with time.

Re [to]

Fig 2.4.1) The integration in the X, plane.

As the only singularities of GE(t/\Xt) are the branch points,the integration 

in the complex X, plane may be evaluated as;

i f  i 7 7 gJ* i'*''i
ge« s x ) = ^ 1 ^ - 2 ) ^ ^ —  = U ® - ^ -

= j  duT(i ;X,)r/l(<';X,) (2.4.9)

recovering the familiar fourier integral functions;
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\2tc

\2jc
(2.4.10)

The method used to construct the time characteristic Green’s function 

relied upon the identification of its functional form by inspection.For the spatial 

characteristic Green’s function,this is clearly not possible and a more formal 

approach must be adopted.

2.4.2) The Spatial Characteristic Green’s function.

The previous section relied upon the separation of variables to isolate a 

one dimensional characteristic Green’s function,which could then be solved in a 

relatively simple manner.This process has reduced the problem to that of 

determining the spatial characteristic Green’s function defined by;

Unfortunately,at this stage the previous process falters.If the structure is 

nonseparable in the transverse plane,then neither the transverse characteristic 

Green’s function,nor the transverse eigenfunctions,may be written in a separable 

form.Clearly an alternative,more general,approach is required.

As discussed in section 2.2,the spectrum of the operator V x V x 

comprises,in general,of a discrete spectrum and a continuous spectrum.The 

spectrum of a closed structure is purely discrete,whereas that of an open structure 

may be purely continuous,as in the case of a solid conducting bar,or contain both a 

discrete and a continuous spectrum,for example the case of microstrip.

(V xV x -  K)GE(r,r'-X) = - /  5(r-r') (2.4.11)
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Transverse resonance has been applied to both open and closed,separable 

and nonseparable structures,yielding their discrete spectra,[5,7,8,9].However,a 

rigorous derivation of the continuous spectrum of nonseparable open structures 

has not,to date,been achieved.

After a brief review of the transverse resonance method,a 

rigorous,generalised method shall be presented that permits the complete mode 

spectrum of a nonseparable open structure to be determined.

2.4.3) The Transverse Resonance Method.

Y, YT

y0(p)

Jdp

Fig 2.4.2) The Transverse Equivalent Network of the I.D.G.

The transverse resonance method approaches the solution of the 

eigenvalue equation;

(VxVx-Xr)\j/(r;Xr) = 0 : V.y(r;Xr) = 0 -> (V2 + = 0 (2.4.12)
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directly,by considering the transverse equivalent network of the structure.

For example,consider the Inset Dielectric Guide and its transverse 

equivalent network shown in figure (2.4.2).Each separable region may be 

modelled as a superposition of transmission lines,discrete in the bounded 

region,continuous in the open region.Q is the admittance transformer associated 

with the,possibly nonseparable,interface.

For cylindrical structures such as waveguides,it is possible to separate the 

dependence of the eigenfunctions upon z and r, and write them in the form;

(V? + K M n ' X , )  = 0 : V? = d2x  + d2y 

O2z + XI)Z(z;XI) = 0

\jf_(rX) = ̂ rJ \\Tt)Z{zX) : Xr = Xr,+X2 (2.4.13)

A scalar characteristic Green’s function,GE{z,z\\),developed in an analogous 

manner to that of GE(t,t'\Xt) above,may be shown to be;

G £ ( z ,z / ;X x) =  : K  =  P 2 . / m f P l  <  0

from which it follows that;

g-yp* cyp*
Z(z;Xz) =  - j = r  : Z ^ ( z ; ^ ) = - =  : z >  J

V2tu V2tc

Z(2-X) = - ^ r  : Z*(z-X) = 1= -  ■■!<!' (2.4.14)
V2rc V 2)t

recalling that causality requires that the fields consist of outgoing,and the adjoint 

fields of incoming waves.

To determine the transverse eigenfunctions,<j>(r,;Xrf),the following argument
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is employed.

For finite voltages and currents to exist on the transmission lines in the 

absence of any sources,the transverse admittance seen at any p o in te r , + 17*,must 

be identically zero.The expression for the transverse admittance for a given 

structure is a function of the parameter K, and for certain values,the 

eigenvalues,vanishes.

These discrete values of V, constitute the point spectrum of the operator V? 

and physically correspond to the bound,or surface,modes of the structure.Whilst 

for nonseparable structures the discrete eigenvalues and the functional form of the 

bound modes are recovered,ensuring the correct normalisation still requires the 

direct integration of the eigenfunctions over the guide cross-section,which may 

not be that straightforward.

However,transverse resonance cannot recover the continuous spectrum of a 

guide.This may may be illustrated by considering the transverse network of the 

lossless Inset Dielectric Guide.The admittance presented by the open region to a 

mode of the continuous spectrum has both real and imaginary pans,whereas that 

presented by the slot is purely imaginary.Consequently the total transverse 

admittance seen by a continuous eigenfunction is always nonzero and hence not 

identified by transverse resonance.

It shall now be demonstrated how the correctly normalised complete 

spectrum of both closed and open nonseparable structures may be rigorously 

derived.

2.4.4) The Spatial Characteristic Green’s function for open nonseparable Structures.

The spatial characteristic Green’s function may be decomposed into 

solenoidal and lamellar components,^G|(r,r,;Xr) and ĜE(ry X ) .h  is apparent,from
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equation (2.4.4),that these components are defined by;

(V2 + KWdryJ-X) = |W - o }  : V.CK:,:';W  = 0 : V.Gi(r,r'X) = 0 (2.4.15)

g E(r,r'-X)= P t p  : VxG^(r,r'X) = 0: V xG'£(r,r'X) = 0 (2.4.16)

The source functions are,respectively,the solenoidal and lamellar components of 

the dyadic delta function.

Clearly GE(r,r';K) is analytic at all points of the V plane except the origin 

and shall be left in this form for the moment.

Direct solution for the solenoidal p a r t , i s  complicated by the 

source function, [/S(r-r')]',that appears in equation (2.4.11) and therefore it is 

more convenient to adopt an indirect approach.

The solenoidal electric field eigenfunctions,both proper and improper,are 

defined by;

In general there exists a two component magnetic vector potential satisfying;

such that the three component electric field vector,derived from it,satisfies 

equation (2.4.18).In fact,which two components A consists of is arbitrary and may 

be chosen as appropriate to the particular structure under consideration.The price 

of involving only two components is that the magnetic vector potential will 

contain both a lamellar and solenoidal part.Under the Lorentz guage,the electric

(2.4.17)

(V2 + ^ ( r ; X r) = 0 : V.E'(r;*r) = 0 (2.4.18)

(V2 + Xr)A(r;Xr) = 0 (2.4.19)
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and magnetic fields may be derived as,[7];

dtE(r,t) =
f \

->2 w
ep A(rj) (2.4.20)

|i//(r,f) = V x A(r,t) (2.4.21)

the former of which,given the ej(al time dependence of the eigenfunctions 

determined above,may be written as;

E(r;(o) = - j  (o A(r\co) (2.4.22)
k 0j)

The equivalent inhomogeneous equations to those of (2.4.18) and (2.4.19)

are;

(V2 + Xr)E'(r;Xr) = / £(r) : V.£'(r;Xr) = 0 : V . fE(rX) = 0 (2.4.23)

(V2 + XT)4(r;Xr) = /A(r) (2.4.24)

with E'inXr) and A(r;V) related through (2.4.22).

Clearly the three component source*/|(r),and the two component 

source/*(r),are also related,although in order to derive this relationship,it is 

necessary to make an observation concerning the adjoint fields.The solenoidal 

electric field and magnetic vector potential eigenfunctions are separable w.r.t. z 

and r„their z-dependence being given by the functions in (2.4.14).It is important 

to realise that,if the z-dependence of a field is e^Sthen that of its adjoint is e+ypz 

and not Although for real p this distinction is superfluous,at a later stage p 

will become complex and then it will be necessary.In addition,as the complex type 

inner product is appropriate for the transverse eigenfunctions,it is known that the 

eigenvalues of the adjoint problem are the conjugates of those of the original 

problem.Therefore the transverse eigenfunctions and their adjoints are defined as
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solutions to;

(V? + VJ£'(r,;V,) = 0 : (Vf + X;)[£'(r(;V ) lA = 0 (2.4.25)

Conjugating the first of these equations and comparing with the secondjeveals 

that [E*(rt;Vri)]A = ,where R = (/, -  zz).The reflection operator,R,is included

to ensure that the adjoint eigenfunctions are solenoidal.Physically,this is consistent 

with the outgoing and incoming wave nature of the eigenfunctions and their 

adjoints.Having now related the fields and their adjoints,it is possible to relate f E(r) 

and / A(r).

If the inner products of equations (2.4.23) and (2.4.24) are formed 

respectively with AA(rX) and [£5(r;Xi-)]A,we get;

<AA(rX),<y2 + K W i r X ) >-<  [E 'O ^ lV v 2 + K W r X ) >

= < AA{rX )M r) >-< [E\rX)\AM r)  > (2.4.26)

Using Green’s theorem,the complex definition of the inner 

product,< a(r) , b(r) > = \\\d V  a \ r ) . b(r) and the result of the preceding discussion,it 

may be shown that the left side of (2.4.26) is zero and hence

Armed with this result the following approach may now be pursued.A 

characteristic Green’s function for the magnetic vector potential is defined by;

where p specifies an arbitrary plane.This permits the magnetic vector 

potential,excited by an arbitrary source tangential to the plane p,to be identified.A 

restricted set of such sources will result in the excitation of a solenoidal electric 

field.The magnetic vector potential from which this electric field may be

< A A{ r X ) fE ( r )  > = < [E*(rX)]AM r )  > (2.4.27)

(V2 + K)GA(r ,r 'X )= P pZ (r-r  0 (2.4.28)
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derived,may then be directly related to the solenoidal electric field source,/^),by 

using equation (2.4.27).Finally,applying equation (2.4.22),term by term^elates the 

excited solenoidal electric field to f E(r\ and permits the solenoidal electric 

transverse characteristic Green’s function to be determined.

Consider,initially,a structure consisting of two homogeneous separable 

regions having a common nonseparable interface in the x-z plane,as illustrated by 

the Inset Dielectric Guide in figure (2.4.2).In this case it is appropriate to consider
1 J  J* A A A A AAthe dyadic pp as xx + zz.

The problem may be viewed as a discontinuity analysis between the two 

separable regions,with a current lying in the x-z plane.

As before,the time and the z-dependence of the magnetic vector potential 

eigenfunctions may be determined by the separation of variables,leaving the 

following equation defining the magnetic vector potential transverse characteristic 

Green’s function;

(y ? + K,)GA(r„rt'X,) = <xx + zz)5(r,-rl') (2.4.29)

Consider expressing GA(rt,rt'\\ri) in the form;

Gj\ (lj ;̂ t>) — 2
V

GA(rt,r,''X,) = £
V

(2.4.30)

where the two component v e c to r s ^ ( r , ; ^ ) ^ ^ ;^ , ) ^ ^ ;^ )  and E~ (r,;^),satisfy 

the homogeneous Helmholtz equation in the regions above and below the 

nonseparable interface,ie;



(V? + K,)E$(rt'X t) = 0 :y > 0  :(V? + (rtX , )  = 0 :y < 0 

Ep(r,X,) = xE$x(r,Xt) + zÊ t(r,Xt)

(V} + K,)K(rtX t) = 0 : y > 0  : (V?+ Xr<)A;(r<;Xr/) = 0 :;y<0 (2.4.31)

Similar relationships are satisfied by the adjoint quantities.

The electric field vector has been used with a view to substituting equation 

(2.4.27) at a later stage and also removes the magnetic vector potential from the 

final expression for the electric transverse characteristic Green’s function.

To ensure the continuity of GA(r„rt'X , ) M  is necessary to set;

K (x,0X ') = A;(x,0Xt) ; e ;(x,0X,) = E;(x,0 X i) (2.4.32)

It is clear,that if the expression for GA( r „ r /X t) is substituted into equation

(2.4.30),then the discontinuity in the derivative w.r.t. y at y=y’,results in a 

singularity of the form F(x,x')8(y-yr).

The function F(x,x0 may be found by integrating equation (2.4.29) w.r.t.

y,ie;

J d y ( V f  + Xri )GA(r,,r,'X,) =

dyAy (r,X,) ( r r X , ) ^  (rt'X , ) f
Y v f tr ,)  ”  Y v f tr ,)

= -(xx + zz)8{x-xr) (2.4.33)

-y=y'

As the magnetic vector potential does not contain a y-directed component,its 

derivative w.r.t. y is simply;

ByM(r,X,) = iiHy(r,X,) x y (2.4.34)

and hence equation (2.4.33) may be written as;
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nZ
Ei(';;K,)Hv(r,X,)xy

%(K.)

y=f+o
= -(xx + zz)h(x-x) (2.4.35)

y = f - 0

It is important to observe,that this is not an identity gather the condition that must 

be satisfied if it is possible to express GA(r„rt'X,)  in the form of equation

(2.4.30).This condition will indeed be satisfied if p //vCr,,^.) x.y \ forms a
L—  — y =y'-0

complete,linearly independent,basis that spans the interface,with E$(x,y'Xt) as the 

adjoint basis.Recalling that £^(r<;Xr,) = (/?£v(rr;Xri))*,allows this requirement to be 

written as the orthogonality condition;

\i\dx

or as;

RE^rrX,).Hv(rt-X,)xy
JvX,)

y=/+o

 Svy (2.4.36)
y = / - Q

pjd*
RE^rrXJxHvirrX,)-}

yvX,)

y=y/+o

 Syij (2.4.37)
y=y'-o

Using the solutions to this equation,the magnetic vector potential characteristic 

Green’s function is given by;

g_a (n St 'X ,) — S  M

- n J <ix [fl£v(r,;Xri) x / / v(r,;Xr,),v}=0'L — ~ - “ Jy=(r

:y >0

G*(r„r;-X,) = T.—
-iijdx  r*E.(r,;Xr,) x //„(r,;Xr,).y}=0* 

— L ~ ” Jy=0”

:y <0 (2.4.38)

The magnetic vector potential characteristic Green’s function that acts on f E(r) to 

give i4(r),such that the electric field derived from it is solenoidal,may be found by
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substituting equation (2.4.27);

S»0j.£< X )  =E— z— =_^=----- =̂ _=----------------  2 0
v -nJ<fa [«£v(r,;X„) ).>}•**

X(r,.r,’-X,) = I ,  .    :>£0 (2.4.39)
-v ld x  rfi£v(r,;Xr,))x //v(r,;Xr,).>}rf>*L — -  — -  Jy=cr

The solenoidal electric field characteristic Green’s function may now be found by 

simply replacing the terms Av(r,;^() by Ê (r,;Xrt);

G iftsi X , ) = 2 — ; — ----- =-=-----------------  -7 2  0
v - i l j d x  r/f£v(rl;Xr, ) x / / v(r,;Xr, ) 7 } =0*L — - — - -*>=0"

-p  J dx [/te^ r,;^ ,) x H v(r,;Xr,).y]y=0
>=o_

Finally it is recalled that the characteristic Green’s function,as defined in section 

2.2,must act on the total source rather than its predetermined solenoidal or 

lamellar constituents,ie the source to GMw';^,),defined in (2.4.15),is f E(r) not 

/|(r).This modification may be made by substituting ->co4(r,;X.r/) =

Es(ft\K) + and recognising that,< (Es(rt;Kt) + ^ V V A i ^ X , ) )  , f E(rt) >

= < E t (rt\ \ ri) J sE(r,)> = < £ ,(r,AT,)/£(r,).Thus the required transverse characteristic 

Green’s function is given by;



GKr„r,';^,) = 2 ry£0 (2.4.41)
V

Noting that an additional sign is introduced due to the change of sign of the

source for the solenoidal part the electric characteristic Green’s function compared 

to that of the magnetic vector potential.

Now that the solenoidal part of the electric field characteristic Green’s 

function has been determined,there are two further aspects that must be considered 

before the eigenfunctions may be identified.The next section shall detail the 

process by which the vectors ^(r,;^),satisfying the orthogonality condition of 

equation (2.4.37),may be found.The following section shall discuss the contour 

integration of the characteristic Green’s function in the complex Xrt plane that 

allows the eigenfunctions to be explicitly identified.

2.4.5) Formulation of the Transverse Eigenvalue Equation.

The transverse characteristic Green’s function has been constructed from a 

complete set of linearly independent electric field vectors^v(r,;A,r/),defined by the 

biorthogonality relationship;

This section shall discuss the general approach used to determine these 

vectors.

It is helpful to attribute a physical interpretation to the quantity

y=y'+o
(2.4.42)

y = y '~0
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Obviously,this term has the dimesions of power,although it is incorrect to 

interpret it as the net power leaving the interface,due to the presence of the 

reflection operator,R.Rather,this quantity may be regarded as term from a 

reciprocity relationship between the fields and their adjoints.

This expression appears in the denominator of the characteristic Green’s 

function,implying that,if / /v(r,;^r<)x> is continuous across the interface,then the 

transverse characteristic Green’s function is singular.As,in this case,the source has 

been interpreted as a current tangential to the interface,this will only occur if the 

source is identically zero.Of course the existence of continuous,non trivial,fields in 

the absence of a source is indicative of a discrete eigenfunction,confirming the 

premise that the singularities of the transverse characteristic Green’s function 

occur at the discrete eigenvalues.

The continuous eigenfunctions require a source to sustain their 

existence,although this source is considered to be at an infinite distance from the 

interface.lt shall be shown in the following section,that the continuous 

eigenfunctions are constructed from two terms,each of which either sources or 

sinks power at the interface.These two terms are evaluated on opposite

sides of a branch cut.Each term has the same transverse electric field at the 

interface,although in the open region,one is constructed from incoming waves and 

the other from outgoing waves.When combined in the appropriate manner,the net 

source required at the interface is zero,resulting in a standing wave representation 

in the open region.

Physically,the continuous eigenfunctions may be regarded as the result of a 

scattering process.A source at an infinite distance from the interface,excites a 

packet of waves propagating toward the interface.These are scattered and result in 

both standing waves and exponentially decaying terms in the open region.lt is
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probable,that in the future an alternative method of deriving the continuous 

eigenfunctions of nonseparable structures may be based upon this interpretation,as 

this has already achieved for separable ones,[3].

At this point,it is apparent that the transverse resonance method is a 

particular case of this more general formulation.Recalling that transverse 

resonance seeks the values of V, for which the transverse admittance vanishes,it is 

observed that this is equivalent to requiring continuity of H_v(r,',h,)xy across the 

interface.Therefore transverse resonance is a method of locating the singularities 

of the transverse characteristic Green’s function without requiring its explicit 

form.However,it is equally apparent,that as the transverse characteristic Green’s 

function is not singular at either of the points used to construct a continuous 

eigenfunction,transverse resonance cannot identify these points.

Returning now to the orthogonality condition,this may be written,without 

loss of generality,in the form;

where -j^ iP yiK ,)  + jQAK,)) is the denominator of GE(rtJr,'\Xri) and PV,QV and av(Xrt) 

are,by definition,real quantities.corcxvC^) has been introduced as it shall be shown 

later that a* appears as the phase shift in the standing wave representation of the 

continuous eigenfunctions.

-jS^PyO -  jcottXv(Xt,))requires the solution of the following eigenvalue equation;

—y’M P  v + jQ v)— j&vfiP v(l — jcotcLv(^ri)') (2.4.43)

Expressing in the form
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cotCLy Re co\i]dx  [flE^r,;^,) xH v(rt'X,) •
L  " *  "  “  « J v = u ' .

=/+0  

'> =y'-o

= Im
=/+o

W-o
(2.4.44)

In each of the two separable regions of the structure,the vector Ev(r,\Xrt) 

may be expressed as a linear combination of solutions to the homogeneous 

Helmholtz equation,with expansion coefficients determined from the transverse 

electric fields at the interface.The vector Hv(rt;Xri) on each side of the interface can 

then be expressed by means of admittance operators acting upon Ev(rt;Xr,),allowing 

equation (2.4.44) to be formulated solely in terms of the transverse electric fields 

at the interface.In this form the eigenvalue equation may then be solved,for 

example,by Galerkin’s method,identifying a set of eigenvalues {cocav(V,)} and 

eigenvectors {Ev(jc, 0;^,)).

In a discretised form,it is possible to combine the properties of matrices 

and the physical interpretation introduced above to prove that these solutions are 

linearly independent and satisfy the required biorthogonality relationship.

2.4.6) Integration of the Transverse Characteristic Green’s function in the complex 

K, plane.

To recover the transverse electric eigensolutions of the structure,the 

transverse characteristic Green’s function derived above,must be integrated 

around a contour in the complex Xrt plane that encloses all of its singularities,ie;

- I t  J  dXr, G e M X n) = Z,Ur,-,klp)ti(r;iklp) + jdk, (2.4.45)
C Kl  —  ~  ~  P  ~  0 v

where V, = k,2.
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To determine the contour of in te g ra tio n ,,th e  properties of the transverse 

characteristic Green’s function must be examined.

The lamellar part has been left in a form such that its integral around any 

closed contour in the K, plane,just recovers the lamellar part of the completeness 

relationship.This is not a problem as it shall be shown later that the lamellar part 

of the Green’s function,GE(r,r),may be succinctly derived by an alternative 

approach.

The solenoidal part of GE(rttr,fX ,)  is constructed from solutions of the 

homogeneous Helmholtz equation in each of the separable regions.Assuming that 

the nonseparable interface lies in the x-z plane,the solutions in the open region 

may be written in the form;

<&(kxtx)e~jkyy : kl + kj = kt2 : 0<kx<oo (2.4.46)

Due to its dependence upon ^,and not just &J,the solenoidal part of the transverse 

characteristic Green’s function is a multivalued function of Xr<,necessitating the 

introduction of a branch cut in the complex \ .t plane.To ensure that the fields are 

bounded at infinity,the imaginary part of ky must be negative.Therefore writing

V, = £r,<?ye with V^T= restricts 0 to the range -27i<6<0,and requires a 

branch cut along the positive real axis,as illustrated in figure (2.4.3).

Therefore,the contour integration will consist of residues from the isolated 

singularities and the integral around the branch cut.As observed above,the 

singularities occur when the source at the nonseparable interface is zero.If Xn is 

complex,then propagating waves exist in the open region.Clearly this implies a 

source at the interface and therefore Gsir^r/X,) cannot be singular.Consequently 

the singularities are restricted to the negative real axis.
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Fig 2.4.3) Integration in the A,, plane. ̂

The integral around the branch cut may be determined as follows.

In the lossless case,the dependence of the transverse characteristic Green’s 

function upon the sign of ky,\s manifested in the term PV(K,) in equation

(2.4.43).On either side of the branch cut this term is of opposite sign.Thus the 

transverse characteristic Green’s function immediately on one side of the branch 

cut,is the complex conjugate of its value immediately on the other side,ie;

(2.4.47)

Consequently the complete contour integral may be evaluated as;

2^ c v =  - - - 7  L=  - - J *0

p  0 v

Clearly,as previously discussed,the singularities of the transverse characteristic 

Green’s function correspond to the point spectrum and the branch cut integral to
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the continuous spectrum.

If the specific form of is introduced,it can be seen that the

discrete eigenfunctions are given by;

Ep(rt’*ktp)Ej Oj'\ky>)

-7‘copjdx \Rfy(r,\ktp)x ^ (r ,;k tp).y^sy
=/+o

' y=y'-0

N 2iYp

N j  =  -;co |i J dx [ r E j .W X )  x  ^ (r .J c ^ .y J * *
>=y'-o

(2.4.49)

and hence;

ax/ t  n g?fry»M  <t£(r«;M = “ —  7  >>
^piTt^tp) f

= “   *<?I'tp
(2.4.50)

Similar expressions may be identified for the adjoint eigenfunctions.The 

continuum eigenfunctions may be identified from equation (2.4.48) as;

£fIm
E^rM E* (r, \kt) 

-jPAW-jcotOvik,)) — ‘fit) (2.4.51)

where the eigenvalue notation introduced above has been adopted. 

In the open region the v ec to r^  (r„fct),may be expressed as;

Ev(rM  = \dkx e v(kx)Q>(kx,x)e~jkyy e v = jd x  E v(x, 0\k() M ^ x ) (2.4.52)

and,if it is assumed that the other region is bounded,the vector E^(rM  may be 

written as;
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Because in the lossless case,the dyadic Ev(x,Q;kt)E$(x'Q;k,) is common to 

on both sides of the branch cut,this term may be taken outside the ’Im’ 

operator in (2.4.5 l).Therefore using the following identities;

and similarly for the adjoint quantities.

2.5) The Inversion Operator to Maxwell’s EquationsiThe Green’s Function.

2.5.1) Guided Mode Representation of the Green’s Function.

Having identified the solenoidal eigensolutions of the operator 

(V  x V  x -  end/2 -  x jjx  is possible to construct the Green’s function of the structure 

and hence define the inverse operator to Maxwell’s equations.

e - j k y > siROfcjj+OyOfcî sinavOfcf)
P M

: ky real

e jkyys,m2CL̂ {kt)

P M
: ky imaginary

Im X(kyn',y) = X(^«;>)sin2av(^)Pv(^) (2.4.54)
- j P  V  ( ^ l ) O  - j C O t  O t y  ( k t ) )

permits the continuous eigenfunctions to be identified as;

4 > v ( r t ; k , ) =  \ \dkx ev(kx)^(kx,x)sin(kyy+c^(kt))
-  I Z r  V ( X | )  o

+ ----- -— ~\dkx ev(kx)fy(kx,x)e~ * ** * ysin<Xv(A:t) :y >y (2.4.55)

$nU)X(̂ >n;>’)sin(av(^)) :y <y' (2.4.56)



The part of the Green’s function constructed from the solenoidal 

eigenfunctions is given by equation (2.1.15) as;

*2_*,2-p2

g -y p  I i - i '  I e j<a 11- f  Ie (2.5.1)
(2tc)2

The integration w.r.t. p may be performed by applying Cauchy’s theorem to the 

contour Cp in figure 2.5.1,giving;

It is clear that this part of the Green’s function may be expressed solely in 

terms of the eigenfunctions with an eigenvalue,X,of zero.ie k2 -  p2 - k 2 = O .If  the 

structure is homogeneous,then these eigenfunctions are the conventional,source 

free,guided modes and are functionally equal to the transverse eigenfunctions 

developed above;

However,if the structure is inhomogeneous then the dependence of p upon it,and 

hence the permeability and permittivity,precludes the possibility of a separable 

mode of the form equation (2.5.3) being identified.Although this does not 

invalidate the representation of the Green’s function given in equation (2.5.2),it 

prevents the use of network models as a means of analysing problems.Section 2.6 

shall show that a slight modification of the transverse characteristic Green’s

GE( r y tt,t')=  Jdco 2
p

yto I t - f  I
— \with £ p 2 = k2 -  k,2*- (2.5.2)
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function derived above,allows guided modes to be found for inhomogeneous 

structures and,in addition,considers some of the effects of lossy materials.

The representation of the Green’s function in terms of guided modes is not 

unique,in fact an alternative representation may be immediately derived by 

performing the integration w.r.t. to in (2.5.1) around the contour Cm in figure 

2.5.1,to give;

GE(r.O= jdp -27C0E|I

, - y p h - z ' l

(2tc)
(2.5.4)

again with $2 = k2-k ,2.In certain circumstances,such as determining transient 

effects,this representation may be more useful.
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Howeverjetuming to the guided mode representation,it may be shown that 

the general biorthogonality relationship satisfied by these modes can be re- 

expressed.

The eigenfunctions with X=0 are solutions to the homogeneous operator 

equation;

r-d tz (r t) V x  >

-V  x  -3rp(rf)

N
fE(r)' V

y
H{r)

\ —  J
0

\rJ
(2.5.5)

which if a guided mode representation is sought,may be rewritten as,[5];

\  s\
- V ,x  -& p(rf)

-  y
H{r)

\ —  y
= -dz

0 z x  

-z  x  0

Efr)
H(r) (2.5.6)

where;

(V, + 3z z) x E (r) = V x E(r) (2.5.7)

As it is already known that the z dependence of the fields and their adjoints is of 

form and e*$*,equation (2.5.6) becomes an eigenvalue equation with 

eigenvalue p;

(-dtz(rt) V, x  V £ ( r ) N

- V ,x  -3rp(r,)
-  y

H(r)
\ —  y

=yp
0 z x  

- z x  0

^ U T t  \ \E{r)
H(r)

\ —  y
(2.5.8)

Using this equation,it is possible to demonstrate that,if the media possesses 

particular properties,such as losslessness or isotropic symmetry,then the 

biorthogonality relationship satisfied by the modes may be simplified to a form 

that does not involve the adjoint fields.For example,the modes of a structure 

containing gyrotropic media,ie most common waveguides,satisfy;

\ d x  \ d y  E(r,-#m) x  //(r,;PJ.z = 8* (2.5.9)
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and the transverse completeness relationship;

££,(V,P„) H(r,';P„) x i  = (jS + yy)S(rl-r,r) (2.5.10)
II

noting that the summation sign is symbolic,not necessarily literal.

The eigenfunctions developed in section 2.4,are normalised as
• •  • •

j  dxjdy RE(r,;ktn) . Eir,;^) = 8^ .It is easy to show,that the only difference between

this and the normalisation of (2.5.9) is a factor, which can be simply absorbed

into the mode functions if the more conventional normalisation of (2.5.9) is 

required.In fact this convention shall be adopted for the remainder of this thesis.

2.5.2) Completeness of the Green’s Function;Validity in the Source Region.

The expression for the Green’s function presented above,has been 

constructed solely from solenoidal eigenfunctions and then reduced to a guided 

mode representation.To be complete,it is necessary to determine the contribution 

made by the lamellar eigenfunctions.In fact,it shall be shown that an explicit 

derivation of the lamellar eigenfunctions is unnecessary and that their 

contribution to the Green’s function may be expressed in a more convenient form.

There has been much discussion, [10-13],upon the validity of electric 

dyadic Green’s functions at the source point.The problem arises because the 

classical expansion of the Green’s function using only the solenoidal modes of a 

structure,cannot completely represent the lamellar part of the excited field.

It must be noted,that the Green’s function constructed from the solenoidal 

modes is not,in fact,solenoidal at the source point and therefore does contribute a 

lamellar term.

Pathak,[10],has shown that the complete Green’s function may be 

recovered by augmenting the classical Green’s function,ie equation (2.5.2),with an
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extra term,specified below.Although the proof of this result is relatively 

straightforward,it is fairly lengthy and only a general outline shall be given here.

The magnetic field Green’s function is purely solenoidal and given a 

similar guided mode representation to that discussed above,valid at all points of 

the structure.The electric and magnetic field Green’s functions are related by;

If the expression for is substituted into equation (2.5.11),it can be shown

that,in addition to the guided mode expansion,the electric field Green’s function 

contains an extra term;

where the guided modes have been normalised w.r.t. equation (2.5.9).

The extra term is a consequence of the discontinuous nature of the 

transverse magnetic fields at z=z’.Performing the curl operation results in a term 

that is proportional to the product of a singularity,8(z -  zO,and a term which is 

identified by the transverse completeness relationship as 8(rt -  r,').

Unfortunately in practice,the Green’s function in the form of equation 

(2.5.11) is difficult to apply.The difficulty arises due to the numerical accuracy 

with which the mode vectors may be determined and the behaviour of the integral

over jfc.Jt is often found that both the integral overkt and the term result in° ; coe

unbounded terms and,although theoretically,they have a well

behaved,bounded,difference,it is impossible to numerical ascertain.Therefore it is

dttGE(r,r') = V x GM(rtr') - Id(r-r0 (2.5.11)

GE(r,r') = J d m  £

:: 5(r-rQ
j  coe (2n) (2.5.12)
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necessary to somehow express the term zz^% as an integral over allowing

the difference to be taken between the integrands rather than the total integrals.

It is demonstrated in appendix A2 at the end of this chapter,that the 

longitudinal field components also satisfy a biorthogonality relationship of the 

form;

Using this expansion in equation (2.5.12) recasts the Green’s function into 

a form that is convenient to apply in practice.

2.6) Inhomogeneous Structures.

This section shall discuss a slight reformulation of the transverse 

characteristic Green’s function,that allows the guided modes of an inhomogeneous 

structure to be found.

It has been demonstrated,that to construct the solenoidal part of the 

Green’s function,it is only necessary to determine the eigenfunctions with an 

eigenvalue of zero.Further,to allow network modelling of the guide,it is 

advantageous to seek guided mode solutions.Modes satisfying both these criteria 

are solutions to;

(2.5.13)

As S & jp  must satisfy the boundary conditions of Ez(r,) and E* (r,),it may now be 

expressed as;

(V ?  + k2 -  P2Wrf;P)tf-'TV®* = 0 (2.6.1)
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To permit solutions to be found for piecewise inhomogeneous 

structures,the transverse mode vectors are defined as solutions to;

(V? + (erpr -1  )kl + k l -  p2Mr,;P) = 0 (2.6.2)

ie,

(V? + (ErPr - \)k2 + *t2)<J>»(£i;P) = 0 (2.6.3)

where;

k,2 = k l - p2 ; E = ErE„ ; U = PrP0 ; ^  = £<, (̂02

k,2 may be regarded as the eigenvalue of the position dependent operator 

V? + (er|ir-i)it2.A transverse characteristic Green’s function for this operator may 

be developed exactly as before,except that now the vectors Ey(r,X,) and (r,X,) 

are now defined by;

(V? + (ErM-r - 1)k2 + k 2)E*(rtX ,)  = 0

(V? + (e-p; -  l)^2 + k 2)Ep(rtX .) = 0 (2.6.4)

The eigenfunctions determined from this transverse characteristic Green’s 

function,will automatically be in the form of guided waves.The integration of the 

transverse characteristic Green’s function in the complex kt plane still requires a 

branch cut along the positive real axis,although the position of the poles,and 

therefore the propagation constants of the discrete modes will change.

2.6.1) Lossy Structures.

The transverse characteristic Green’s function developed above,is still 

valid if the structure contains lossy media.lt is possible to make a few observations 

concerning the effect of various types of losses upon the mode spectrum.Three 

loss effects shall be discussed,media losses in the open region,media losses in the
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bound region and conduction losses.

For comparison purposes figure (2.6.1) shows the positions of the branch 

cut and typical poles in both the k,2 and p planes for the lossless case.

1

V v  v-------^

( I m p  j 

R e p

^Im k 2

Figure 2.6.1) The p and k,2 planes for lossless stn 
x  Singularities

R e  k 2

actures.

If the media in the bound region is lossy and/or the conductivity of the 

metal walls is finite,then it is well known, [7],that the discrete poles are displaced 

from the real axis in the p plane,the branch cut however^emains unchanged,figure 

(2.6.2).

If the media in the open region is also lossy,then due to the dependence of 

P upon the value of k in the open region,the position of the branch cut in the p 

plane is displaced,even though the branch cut in thek 2 plane is unchanged,figure 

(2.6.3).
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Naturally,in addition to the changes to the propagation constants,the 

functional form of the modes will also change in the presence of losses.
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Appendix A2.

This appendix shall prove the result quoted as equation (2.5.13) in the text. 

Consider the following integral over the guide cross-section;

Using a sequence of vector identities allows the following steps to made;

\dx\dy E ^irt) . E M  = jdxjdy z x E M .
z x V x H n(rt)

;'(0£ (A2.1)

= jdxjdy J U  x Em(rt) . Hn(rt) + (A2.2)

R » U y -H M(rt)EyH(rt) + \dx Htn(r,)Exn(.r,) + jdxjdyHzn z . V x E M
+  L  ----- =-l*a------- ■ ■ ~ Jya----------------------

(A2.3)

In addition,the electric fields of the modes satisfy;

jdxjdy E M  x H .(r ,) , i  = Sm  = f d x jd y - ^ - R E M . E M
— — f i l l  —  *  —  —

(A2.4)

Substituting in equation (A2.3) gives;
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8™ = £8,„ -  -£-ldxUyE„(r,)E ,n(r,) -  -$-[dxjdyHm(r,)H„(r,) 
ko CO|I -  -  to£ -

ie,

-jdxjdy Em(r,)£„([,) + = 8m-^ l - £k2"•O y

(A2.5)

(A2.6)
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CHAPTER 3.

THE CONTINUOUS SPECTRA OF SEPARABLE OPEN STRUCTURES.

3.1) Introduction.

The previous chapter discussed the spectral approach to electromagnetic 

problems,demonstrating that the fields excited by a source current may be 

evaluated by means of a Green’s function constructed from the modes of the 

guide.

A characteristic Green’s function method was presented that permits the 

complete mode spectrum to be derived.The method is applicable to a wide variety 

of structures including open nonseparable ones.

The first section of this chapter shall consider the mode spectra of a few 

simple open separable structures within the context of the method presented 

above.The subsequent section shall then show that it is possible to develop the 

mode spectra of nonseparable open structures from a conceptually simpler,field 

matching,approach,albeit lacking as yet the proof of built in completeness and 

normalisation available from the characteristic Green’s function method.

32 )  Separable open Waveguides.

This section shall consider the continuous spectra of open separable 

structures.lt shall be shown that the continuous modes,which for these structures 

may be found from the separation of variables,may also be derived using the 

characteristic Green’s function method.Although the strength of the latter lies in 

its ability to tackle nonseparable open structures,it is useful to illustrate its 

application to structures for which known,analytic,modes are available.
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3.2.1) The Grounded Half Space.

As a simple first example,consider the grounded half space illustrated

below.

Figure 3.2.1) The Grounded Half Space.

It is interesting to observe that this structure is separable in both 

rectangular and cylindrical coordinates,permitting two equivalent representations 

for the continuous modes to be derived.

The position of the interface assumed by the method is arbitrary and may 

be taken as the ground plane without any difficulty.

The transverse characteristic Green’s function for this structure is given by 

equation (2.4.41);

„  ,  , ,  2\ Ey(rt>kt)Ev (ft % )  n o  nGffo.r, \ktl )  -------- ------------------------------------  (3.2.1)

-jca\i0 J dxREv(x, 0;kt) x  H v(x, 0 ;k,).y
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with the vectors Ey,(rt;k,) =
(Evx(rt;k,)'
Evz(rM defined by the orthogonality condition;

-j<a\L\dxREy(x,O'Jc,) x Hv(x, 0;kt).y =-jdpfPy/(\ -jcota^{kt)) (3.2.2)

and;

(V} + k,2)Ev(rM  = 0 :y >0

The electric fields may be expressed as a superposition of a plane waves;

Ey(rM  = $(kxyx)e jkyyev(kx) :ky2 = kt2 -  k / (3.2.3)
o -

The odd and even modes,w.r.t. x,may be analysed separately.For the even modes; 

'coskxx 0 ^2 t
=  71 0 sinkxx (3.2.4)

It is a simple task to show that the magnetic fields transverse to y may be derived 

in terms of the Fourier amplitudes,*?v(kx),in equation (3.2.3).

= ]dkx̂ k x,x)^— -Y(kx)ev(kx) 
0 = cop* = -

(3.2.5)

where;

kyY(kx) =
r kt2 -j$kx }
m x k2- k 2 (3.2.6)

This derivation and further observations upon the form of Y(kx) shall be considered 

in more detail in the chapter concerning the inset dielectric guide.

The amplitude vectors,ev(£x),are determined from the interface fields by;
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£vOU = \dx <^k,s)Ev(x, OX) (3.2.7)

Although it is obvious that for the modes,the electric fields transverse to y are zero 

at the ground plane,it is recalled that this boundary condition has not yet been 

imposed.

Substituting equations (3.2.5) and (3.2.7) into equation (3.2.2) permits the 

orthogonality condition to be written as;

-y'top* J dxRE^x, 0\kt) x Hv(x, 0;kt).y = - j jd x j  dx'RE^x, 0;kt)\dkx ty(kx,x)Y(kx)ty(kx.jcOE vfr'.O;*,)

= -y8(lv/>v(^Kl -jcotCLvik,)) (3.2.8)

For the lossless case the the application of the similarity transformation

'E vx(rM  ^
v ^ v („wy.—  -  — -  —  B zE ^rMthat redefines both R E JrM  and Ev(r,\kt) to be of the form reduces the

admittance matrices to a real symmetric form.This allows the observation that the 

terms RE^x, 0\kt)$(kx)Y(kx)$(kx)Ev(x, 0',kt) are purely real or imaginary,dependent 

solely upon the phase of ̂ ,to  be made.The eigenvalue equation may therefore be 

written as;

•• ••
cota^{kt) j  dx I dx' RE^x, 0;kt)jdkx §(kx,x)Y(kx)ty(kxX)Ev( / t0\k,)

= -]d x \d x ' RE f a  0;kt)\dkx $(kx,x)Y(kx)$(kxr fE v(x\0-kt) (3.2.9)

In general this eigenvalue equation must be solved by means of a numerical 

technique such as Galerkin’s method.However the separable nature of this 

particular example permits analytical solutions to be found.
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If the eigenvalue equation,(3.2.8),is re-expressed in terms of the 

vectors,5v(̂ x)»we obtain;

k( m
coftx.Ct,) ,(*,) = -\dkX H «*W -fe*(K )  (3.2.10)

o  ~  “  k t ~  ~

and two features may then be observed.

i) The matrix yfo),given by (3.2.6),has eigenvalues kl and k? 

corresponding to the eigenvectors;

- y p ,v y

-yp'
kx\  y

(k,1+ p2)b ( ty + p 2)1* 

and adjoint eigenvectors;

P'pl
ypV J

kx\  J
(*y+ p2)" (i,2+ p2)*4

ii) Secondly the 1st and 2nd kind of Chebyshev polynomials;

L ( k I) = - j= T 2, ( j - )  : f ,( k x) = ^ U U t l ( j - )
\7t Kt yn Kt

(3.2.11)

(3.2.12)

are the solutions to;

)dk. = 8, (3.2.13)

The first observation is a statement of the fact that an arbitrary field may be 

expressed as the sum of an L.S.E. and an L.S.M. component.This property is 

independent of the structure involved,although in general it is not possible for 

purely L.S.E and L.S.M. modes to exisLHowever for the simple grounded half
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space the second observation suggests that it is possible to derive analytic 

expressions,based upon the L.S.E/L.S.M. decomposition.

Naturally,any two linearly independent combinations of the L.S.E and 

L.S.M. vectors may be taken as a basis for the interface fields in the kx domain,and 

upon consideration of (3.2.12),we form the combinations;

kx
kxT * { y ) ra '

-v'P,
V /

-y p '
kx

V /J

:kx < k, :T.E. (3.2.14)

«v<fe) = *1 ( k . ) kx2kc2 -yPT
-yp + m 2 kx\ P

(3.2.15)

As indicated,these combinations give rise to 7\£* and r.A/z fields respectively.lt is a 

simple task to demonstrate that e*{kx) and e^{kx) are orthogonal,w.r.t. Y(kx) for all 

values of kx and,in addition,equation (3.2.12) guarantees the orthogonality between 

functions of the same type.

The interface fields in the space domain may be recovered by inverting 

equation (3.2.7),although in this case it is possible to use equation (2.4.55) to 

identify the modes in a closed form for all r,.

It is well known that the fields of the T.E. and T.M. modes may be 

completely specified by the Hz and Ez components respectively,which in this case 

are given in the kx domain by;

=  k ^ T  2v ( t ~ )kt
:kx < k, :T.E. (3.2.16)

k? kx
e M  = -±-U2v+l{i r ) k0 k,

:kx < kt :T.M. (3.2.17)

Equation (2.4.55) subsequently identifies the fields in the space domain to be;
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which may be shown to be equivalent to;

H ^ r M  = *,2(-l)vsinvO/2v(*,r) (3.2.20)

E U irM  = fc,2(-l)vsin(v+l)87 2v+1 (hr) :TM. (3.2.21)

The order of Chebyshev polynomials has been chosen so as to satisfy the 

boundary conditions on the ground plane. *

Equations (3.2.20) and (3.2.21) are the familiar expressions for the 

grounded half space,although it is noted that the modes are not normalised in a 

scalar sense,rather in a vector sense as previously discussed.

It was mentioned that there exists two alternative representations for the 

continuous modes of the ground plane.The second,rectangular coordinate 

representation,is developed from the identity;

as an alternative to equation (3.2.13).Using equation (3.2.22),leads to the 

following,alternative,set of modes for the grounded half space;

jdkM x-kxW x-h") = Kkx'-kx") (3.2.22)
o

(k,—) 7  ̂ (kx,x)sinkyy
7U —

:L.S.E. (3.2.23)

(K2 + p2)T



E4(r,;kttkx) =
ypy

V__ I

(*,2+p2)T

2 "T— (.kt—) §(kxjc)sinkyy 
1 7C =

(3.2.24)

32,2) The Grounded Dielectric Slab.

As a second separable example,consider the grounded dielectric slab 

illustrated in figure (3.2.2);

Figure 3.2.2) The Grounded Dielectric Slab.

Unlike the previous example,this structure is inhomogeneous and is is only 

separable in rectangular coordinates.

As before,the fields in the open region may be expressed by a 

superposition of plane waves;

Et (r,;k,) = jdkx$(kx,x)e~jkyye(kx) :ky2 = kt2-kx2 (3.2.25)
— o = “
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with ty(kXrX) defined as above,and;

• •

£(**) = j  $(kx,x)Ey,(x,0;kt) (3.2.26)

The fields in the dielectric slab may be expressed as a superposition of standing

waves;

M

E-y(rM  = jdkMk,* )  sin<?01*^> e(k,) :q2=k,2(t,-l)kc2-kx2 (3.2.27)

Clearly,as required; EJ (x, 0,£,) = £y (*, 0; ,̂).

The magnetic fields transverse to > in each region,may be written in the

form;

Ht(r,-Jc,)xy = (3.2.28)
— - o = = cop*

H 'A rM xy  = ]dkMk„l) (<?̂ ^ )} Y~(kx) ~ ^ -  (3.2.29)
-  - o = *m(<?/i) = (op*

with Y+(kx) defined in equation (3.2.6) and Y~(kx) given by;

/V + (er- l )£02 - j$ k  '

j$kx £fko ~kx
Y~(kx) = - (3.2.30)

For the lossless case,the discussion in the previous section concerning the

similarity transform still applies,and noting that -cotq-  is real if q is either real or
<7

imaginary,allows the eigenvalue equation to be formulated as;

~ -  k,
cota^{kt) j dx j  dx'RE^x, 0;kt)j$(kx,x)Y+(kx)$(kxtx^Ev(x\0',kt)

Sdxj  dx’RE^x, 0;k,)lw.kx,x)Y-<.kx)col (q h M k^E Jx 'A k .)
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- j d x j  dx'RE^x, 0 « (3.2.31)
ki~

The separable nature of the interface again allows analytic solutions to be 

found,most simply if the eigenvalue equation is re-expressed in terms of e V(*J;

-  J<it^£|1(i1)yt (ir)ev(iI) = Pv(k,)cotCK(k,) (3.2.32)

Although the eigenvectors of the matrix Y~(kx) are the same as those of y+oy,the 

eigenvalues differ,e^2 and q2 for Y~(kx) corresponding to k02 and k 2 for y+(/:*).The 

common eigenvectors suggests that pure L.S.E. and L.S.M. modes may exist and it 

shall now be shown that this is indeed the case.

Consider letting;

r u \

Z v ( k x )  = S(kx-v y

kx
-y‘3v J

(*.2+p2)t

-Ae,(kx) = b(kx-v)-

- j f
kx\__ J

±.S.M. (3.2.33)

±.S.E. (3.2.34)

If v < it,,then substituting these expressions into equation (3.2.32) gives;

k02 zrk 2
cota.l(kt)—— = —---- cotqhky q (3.2.35)

k 2 ^
cota%(k,)-?— = cotqh ky q ±.S.E. (3.2.36)
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le;

Zrky(v\k,)tanat(k,) = q (y;k,)tanq(v\k,)h (kt) = —-8(v-v0 :L.S.M.
Ky

(3.2.37)

ky(y\kt)cota!&kt) = q (y\k,)cotq(v,kt)h 'J3̂  (kt) = kyfyv-v') \L.S.E. (3.2.38)

Clearly for all positive real values of k, there exists a continuous distribution of 

solutions characterised by v,0 £ v £ £,.These solutions constitute the continuum of 

the structure.

The continuous eigenfunctions may be identified from equation (2.4.55)

as;

E‘Art-,kt) =

E‘A r M  =

E$(r,;k,) =

E i(rM  =

-jp
V /

<Kv,x)sin(*{y+a$(*l))

2k,ky
kan
2kt

sinatfe) X.S.M.,y<a
= «n (<7«)

kyTt \  * J

<}>(v,x)sin(*fy+aC(£,)) \L.S.E. , >>0

sina*(£,) :L.5.£.,><0-  sin (qh)

(3.2.39)

(3.2.40)

In addition to the continuous spectrum,there also exists the possibility of a 

discrete spectrum.A point in the discrete spectrum is characterised by the 

vanishing of both sides of equation (3.2.32).Consider letting;

h(kx) = S(kx-s)-

rkx '

w (3.2.41)

<fe2+P2)T
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-y p '
K\  L 'JL.S.E. (3.2.42)

(*,2+p2)^

with *>£,.Clearly the L.H.S of equation (3.2.32) vanishes identically,and the 

R.H.S. will also vanish if;

e rcot(qh) 1 (3.2.43)

qcot(qh) =  I ky I (3.2.44)

As expected,these conditions will only be satisfied by a discrete set of values of kt 

for each value of s.The solution of these equations has been discussed by many 

authors,for example [1].

Equation (2.4.50) shows that the normalisation of the discrete surface 

modes requires the evaluation of;

«• .  _
-jton.. /  \KE,(r,-k,) x y \

_  ok, L   ------

=o+
>=o-

(3.2.45)

This is quite simple to perform,although somewhat lengthy,and the result shall just 

be quoted as it has been presented elsewhere,[2].

Equation (2.4.50) allows the discrete eigenfunctions to be identified as;

a '

E*s(rt\kt) -
^(kxtx )e ~ 1 1

IT
(qsec (qh)-cot (qh))

*q

E‘s(rM  =
= sin {qh

~ko* Erk02
------------- —(qsec (qh)-cot (qh))
2k 3

(3.2.46)
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Ehs(rM  =
(qsec (qh)-cot (qh))

:L.S.E. ,y>0

Eg(r,;k,) =

sin (q (y +h)) 
sin (qh

(qsec (qh)-cot (qh))

•JL.SJZ. ,y<0 (3.2.47)

3 3 )  A field Matching approach to the Continuous Spectrum.

This section shall discuss an alternative field matching approach that may 

be used to determine the continuous mode functions.Although the mode functions 

recovered are identical to those obtained from the characteristic Green’s function 

method,the approach is conceptually simpler and,in certain circumstances,such as 

for lossy structures,may be easier to formulate.The field matching approach 

cannot strictly be regarded as independent from the characteristic Green’s function 

as it assumes ’a priori’ some results so far only proved by the characteristic 

Green’s function method.For example it is assumed that the continuous 

eigenfunctions are characterised by k, lying in the range 0 <k,<°°.In fact the proof of 

orthogonality and the correct normalisation using the field matching approach,may 

so far,only be achieved by integrating the Poynting vector over the guide cross- 

section,which is a cumbersome process.

The field matching approach may be succinctly summarised by stating that 

the modes must satisfy the homogeneous wave equation and have electric and 

magnetic fields that are transversally continuous at any interface.Therefore the 

electric fields transverse to y are expanded in each region by a superposition of 

solutions to the homogeneous wave equation and continuity applied at the 

interface.
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For example consider the grounded dielectric slab discussed in the 

previous section.In the open region the source ftee nature of the modes requires 

that the electric fields must be represented by a superposition of standing and 

exponentially damped waves,ie;

* ~

The connection with the characteristic Green’s function method is immediately 

apparent if equation (3.3.1) is compared with equations (3.1.39) and (3.1.40).The 

fields in the dielectric are similarly expanded as;

and clearly the electric fields transverse to y are continuous across the 

interface.Exactly as before,the transverse to y magnetic fields in each region may 

be written in terms of admittance operators acting upon the electric fields.The 

admittance operator for the dielectric region will be identical to that given in 

equation (3.1.30),whereas that for the open region at the interface will be given

Clearly if the continuity of the magnetic fields transverse to y is 

enforced,then the same eigenvalue equation,derived by the characteristic Green’s

*
E y ( r M  =  J dkx$(kx ̂ s i n ^ +(*,, (*,))£ v (kx)

o

+ \d k x{\>(Jcx,x)e~ 1 * 1 sinOv(^)ev(^ ) (3.3.1)

= IdkMk'S) Sint i <?+V'> sino,(*,)?.(*,) 
  0 =  sin(qh)

(3.3.2)

kyY (.kx) ~ jfik  k ^—k  ̂ cotQLyik )̂ ,kx^k,

(3.3.3)
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function method,defining cota^,{kt) andEv(*») will be obtained.

Besides conceptual simplicity,the field matching method may be simpler to 

apply to lossy structures.lt is recalled that cotay(kt) is defined by the characteristic 

Green’s function method as a real quantity and that the modes are constructed 

from contributions from either side of a branch cut,which in the lossless case are 

conjugates.Additionally,the lossless case always leads to admittance matrices 

which may be transformed into real symmetric forms,therefore allowing the real 

and imaginary parts of the orthogonality condition to be separated by 

inspection.However,for the lossy case this is not so and it may be difficult to 

formulate the eigenvalue equation.Also the contributions from either side of the 

branch cut are not conjugates which complicates the identification of the mode 

functions.

Consider the lossy case from a field matching point of view.The eigenvalue 

equation would be formulated exactly as before,except that now the 

eigenvalues,cotc^ik,),will be complex.With this in mind,it is possible to redefine 

cotOy(kt) in the characteristic Green’s function method to allow lossy structures to 

be tackled more straightforwardly.lt is recalled that cotc^ik,) has been defined in 

section 2.6 by;

- j a i l ,  J dx^RE^rM  x = - j ^ vP v(kt)(\ -  jcot<x,(kt))

= - j^ v (P v (k t) - j Q v(k,)) (3.3.4)

In the lossless cas&fy(kt) - jQ s(kt) consists of three terms,a real term due to 

propagating plane waves in the open region,an imaginary term due to non

propagating plane waves in the open region and an imaginary term due to standing 

waves in the bound region.Clearly Pv(kt) is given solely by the plane waves in the
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open region.However in the lossy case all plane waves in the open region and 

standing waves in the bound region contribute to both the real and imaginary 

parts.The ability to formulate the eigenvalue equation by inspection in the lossless 

case,relies on the dependence of P v(kt) solely upon the propagating plane waves in 

the open region.If P v(k,) is redefined as the contribution from the propagating 

plane waves gather than the real part,and - j P v(kt)cota*(kt) as the contribution from 

the non-propagating plane waves and the standing waves in the bound region,then 

the eigenvalue equation may again be formulated by inspection and the 

characteristic Green’s function is conjugated on either side of the branch 

cut.However cota*{kt) is now complexes observed in the field matching approach.

3.4) Pure Polarisation.

The two separable examples that have been examined both exhibited an 

L.S.E./L.S.M. or a T.E./T.M. decomposition of the modes.This is a common 

feature of separable structures and it is reasonable to assume such a 

decomposition from the outset.This reduces the eigenvalue equation to a scalar 

form which is easier to handle than the more general matrix form.

In general,inhomogeneous,nonseparable structures may not possess modes 

with pure L.S.E./L.S.M. or T.E./T.M. polarisations,however it shall be shown that 

even for nonseparable structures the hybrid modes are divided into L.S.E. and 

L.S.M. dominated modes.lt may be the case that pure L.S.E. and L.S.M. 

approximations to the modes may prove adequate in certain circumstances,in 

which case these approximations may also be developed from the simpler scalar 

eigenvalue equation.

3.5) References.

1) R.Collin,"Field Theory of Guided Waves",McGraw Hill,1960.
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MTT-36,no 3,Mar 88,pp542-551.
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CHAPTER 4.

THE CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM OF THE INSET DIELECTRIC GUIDE.

4.1) Introduction.

The Inset Dielectric Guide,(I.D.G.),was introduced in chapter 1 as a 

dielectric waveguide possessing excellent potential for both millimeter wave 

propagation and leaky-wave antenna applications.

Figure 4.1) The Inset Dielectric Guide.

The objective of this chapter is to construct the transverse characteristic 

Green’s function of the I.D.G. using the method presented in chapter 2 and to
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identify its continuous modes.The following two chapters shall then use these 

modes to analyse rectangular waveguide to I.D.G. transitions and radiating 

antenna elements respectively.

In common with most open dielectric waveguides,the I.D.G. is 

nonseparable in the transverse plane.This ensures that the modes of the I.D.G. are 

hybrid and therefore not amenable to identification by the separation of 

variables.Transverse resonance has successfully recovered the discrete surface 

modes,[1],although to date,the continuous modes have not been rigorously 

determined.Previously a partial wave expansion of the continuous modes was 

proposed and subsequently used to analyse radiating strips on the

1.D.G.,[2-5] .However it shall now be demonstrated that this expansion is 

fundamentally inconsistent with the boundary conditions.

The partial wave expansion assumed that each continuous mode comprised 

of a single,purely polarised,standing wave in the open region.This standing 

wave,expressed in the form of a y-directed Hertzian potential proportional to 

y4>a(kx*x)sin(£y;y+a(£z,^ )),was coupled by continuity at the nonseparable interface to 

a summation of standing waves in the slot.A scalar transverse characteristic 

Green’s function was constructed,containing the net complex power leaving the 

interface in the denominator.

This last step is indeed similar to the method presented in chapter

2.However,recall that the transverse characteristic Green’s function is required to 

be the solution of the transverse wave equation with a point source at the 

interface.As the standing wave in the open region and those in the slot are local 

solutions of the transverse wave equation and the transverse characteristic Green’s 

f u n c t i o n , h a s  a discontinuous derivative w.r.t. y at the interface,this 

reduces to the requirement that;
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r 3>G£(rl,r/;^l)l)'n'+0 = -5(x - x ' )  (4.1.1)
L  —  —  J y B y - 0

(for a scalar transverse characteristic Green’s function.)

As stressed in chapter 2,this is not an identity,rather a necessary condition 

on G£(rr,r/;jfc,),if it is indeed the correct transverse characteristic Green’s 

function.However,the form proposed for G£(r„r,';£,),cannot actually satisfy 

equation (4.1.1).This was not realised and it was believed that integrating equation

(4.1.1) w.r.t x* would recover the phase shift of the standing wave in the open 

region.In fact,upon examination of the orthonormalisation by direct integration of 

the modes over the guide cross-section,given in [4],the Fourier transform of

(4.1.1) was recovered,which again could not be rigorously satisfied.

This is basically due to the fact that the partial wave expansion does not 

satisfy all the boundary conditions of the guide,specifically that of the ground 

plane into which the slot is recessed,although in [5] this boundary condition was 

imposed upon the field as a whole.

It is necessary to note at this stage,that although the earlier method is 

similar in some aspects to that presented in chapter 2,the latter not only treats the 

analogous equation to (4.1.1.) correctly,but: is also a dyadic method that yields the 

rigorous hybrid modes of the guide.

The next section shall derive the rigorous hybrid modes of the I.D.G. by 

constructing the correct dyadic transverse characteristic Green’s function.

4.2) Formulation of the Transverse Characteristic Green’s Function for the Inset 

Dielectric Guide.

4.2.1) The fields in the Open Region.

The two examples given in chapter 3 have shown that the fields in the open
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region of an open waveguide may be expressed by a superposition of plane 

waves.In both examples the magnetic and electric fields transverse to y,were 

linked by means of admittance operators.The derivation of these admittance 

operators shall be shown in more detail in this section.

It is possible to derive the admittance operators by two different 

approaches.Clearly Maxwell’s equations may be used to relate the electric and 

magnetic fields,but it is also possible to derive the relationship by the introduction 

of Hertzian Potentials.The latter method is interesting as it shows that the hybrid 

fields may be expressed by a superpostion of purely L.S.E. and L.S.M. polarised 

fields,rotated about the y axis.

Without loss of generality,the electric and magnetic fields may be derived 

from the following pair of y directed Hertzian potentials;

where n+fo;*,) and n£(r,;&,) are electric and magnetic type Hertzian potentials 

respectively.The functions tye(kx,x) and §hikx,x) have been chosen to give Ex 

components that are odd w.r.t. x.

The electric and magnetic fields are given by;

Tfhkx) : #«(**.*) = (-^^cosCkxx) (4.2.1)

V(fe) : $/,(tI^) = ( - ) ' 4sin(M )
7C

(4.2.2)

E + (rM  = - j  copV x n  X ir M  + (*2 + VV.)n;(r,;L)

n +(r,;k,) = j  coeV x n  ;(#-,*,) + (*2 + v v .)n u r t;^) (4.2.3)

Substituting equations (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) into equation (4.2.3) gives;
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E,(r,-M'

% < rM ' 

\  -  y

7_<#*
" o ( t ,2+P2)'1

- J
dkx

; » . W

0 'I
o 0, (**,*)

(U K *)  0 ^
0 ^t(kxtx)

( k x -yP  ̂
-y'P kj

( k x - j f )  

-y'P **

'-2L oN
COE 

0 1

1 0
ky 

.0 - 2 -  V (Ojl

\
m x)

V(kx)
\

f- \
I(kx)

V(kx)
\  y

(4.2.4)

ky k
The terms —  and —  are recognised as the characteristic impedance and co£ top

adm ittances^,) and yh(kx),of purely polarised L.S.M. and L.S.E. fields 

propagating in the y direction.The matrix T(kx)>defined by;

( k x - jp )  

-y'P kx
T(kx) = /  _

<*,2+p2)T

r cos0 -ysin0N 
-y'sin0 cos0 (4.2.5)

performs a coordinate rotation about the y axis in the kx domain.Using these two 

notations,the electric and magnetic fields,transverse to y,may be linked by an 

admittance operator of the form;

f Ex( r M }
- Et(r,;k,) 

v
(4.2.6)

with the kernel,f(x,*';£,) given by;

% (k x,x) 0 '
0 4>e(kxtX) T(kx)

ryt {kx) 0  ̂ ( U k xrx  0 0 '
T~l (kx)0 yh(kx) 0 <!>«(£„*') (4.2.7)

and;

r - 1(U  =
ĉos© ysin0N 
y'sinO cos0 (4.2.8)

The kernel acts upon the electric fields as follows.The integration w.r.t. x’

of the product of
r$h(kxX) 0 ^

0 §t(kxJ ) and the electric field vector,transforms the 
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latter from the space domain to the kx domain.The matrix r _1 (kx) determines from

the amplitudes of the electric fields in the kx domain,the amplitudes of its L.S.E.

(yAkx) 0
and L.S.M. components.The matrix subsequently determines the0 yh(kx)

>

amplitudes of the transverse magnetic fields for each polarisation separately,which 

are then recombined into the hybrid form by the matrix r(^).Finally the magnetic 

fields are transformed back to the space domain.

The interesting step in the process is the decomposition by the matrix 

T~\kx) of the hybrid field into its L.S.E. and L.S.M. components.This may be 

viewed in two ways.lt was shown in chapter 3 that the transverse electric fields for 

L.S.M. and L.S.E. polarisations are proportional to the vectors;

kx
- 3 kx

— , ■ l ±.SM. \  A  :L.S.E. (4.2.9)
(*7+W  (kx2+p2)15

It is therefore not surprising that a matrix whose columns are the adjoint vectors to 

those of equation (4.2.9),ie T~l(kx),identifies the amplitudes of the L.S.E. and 

L.S.M. components of a hybrid field.

An alternative view is to consider the geometrical notation introduced in 

equation (4.2.5),[6] .The two vectors given in equation (4.2.9) define a coordinate 

system for the plane perpendicular to y,in the kx domain and upon which the 

transverse electric fields may be mapped.In general this coordinate system will not 

coincide with the x-z coordinate system used to characterise the structure.The 

matrix T~\kx) transforms a vector given in the x-z coordinate system to its 

equivalent representation in the L.S.E./L.S.M. coordinate system by performing a 

rotation about the y axis,as illustrated in figure (4.2).
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Ei

Fig 4.2) Coordinate rotation about the y axis in the kx domain

Formulation of the transverse characteristic Green’s function requires the 

evaluation of the quantity;

\  (b ^ R E ^ ir M  x / / v(r,;*,) .

= -j(0[Lo J dx^E^ix, 0*\kt) -E^ix,
-HVI(x,0+;kt)  ̂
Hvx(x,0+-,kt) (4.2.10)

It is convenient to deal with quantities that are all of the same parity,ie odd or 

even,w.r.t. x,and therefore equation (4.2.10) shall be expressed in the form;
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-M i ]  d^REySn'Jc,) xH v(r,;kt). y ] ^

= j(0[Lo ]d x { E Vuc(x, 0*-,k() - d x E ^ x ,0+;/:,)j
H vz(x,0+;k,)

t(*,0+;*,)
(4.2.11)

With this in mind,the expression for Hx(rt;kt) in equation (4.2.6) is integrated w.r.t. 

x and the integration w.r.t. x’ of §t (kxyx)Ez{r„kt) is performed by parts to give;

/  'N
H vzOj*kt)

jdxH vx(r,\k{)
= J d x jd kx$h(kx,x)

— o

r  ̂
1 0

,° j - ,\  kx J

T{kx)
f y M  o ^

o yh{kx)

f  \  
1 0 ' f E vA r,\k t) '

T-'(.kx)
0 — dx'Ey,z(r(',kt)

L J
I kx ) \  /

(4.2.12)

thus allowing equation (4.2.11) to be written as;

-/cop J d x ^ R E ^ r M  x H v(r,;k,) .  = -/cop*\ d x  j  4x/(EfU(x,0+;̂ l) 3xE^(x, 0 +',k,))
rl 0 N
0 -1

v y

(  \  
1 0 ry M  o N ' E„(xf.0\k,) '

0 —
T(kx) 0 yh(kx)

L J
a*'Ev, (*',(>*,*,)

k J

I kx J \ / \  /

1̂ 0 X
0 -1 

v y
Noting that the reflection operator,R,has been included as the term 

(4.2.13) may be expressed more succinctly as;

-/cop |  dx^REpirM x Hv(r,;kt) • y j ^  = - / 1 dx J dx\E^(x,0+ \kt) dxE^(x, 0+ ;£,))

(4.2.13)

Equation

jdkxtyk(kx,x)Y(kx)$h(kxjr)  + j  jdkxtyi,(kxjc)Y(kx)tyh(kxj f )
o k, -

< E vx( x \0 \k t) '  

dx'Evz(x\0+,kt)^ (4.2.14)

where Y(kx) is given by;
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y ,( jfc ,)c o s 2 0 + y As in 2 0  ; c o s 9 s i n 9 -

. A . A ( y < -y h )  - O ' , s i n 2 0 + > ACOS2 0 )
j  c o s  0  s in  0 -

K kx

(4.2.15)

ie;

IL  I Y(kx) =
k,2 yp

yp
-(* /-* /)

*,2

( 4 . 2 . 1 6 )

4.2.2) The fields in the Slot region.

The fields in the slot region may similarly be developed from the y 

directed electric and magnetic Hertzian potentials;

tytH(x)cos(qH(y+h))
n;(r,;*,)=> £  ; _2t
  *=1.3....y03£ ( ^ 2+ p 2r c o s ( ^ n/l)

In ; 4>(nC0 = -I^COS(-^JC) 
sa a

( 4 . 2 . 1 7 )

~ _  ^hn(x)sin(qH(y+h)) 2 . ,n n  .
n k ( r M = y  Z  t ;::;,. 2 ^  ; < !» **(*) =  —  s in ( — * ).=i.3..„ ytop(A:x2+P2)^sin(^fl/i)

( 4 . 2 . 1 8 )

where q 2 = it2 -  (-^-)2 -  p2 = (er -  \)k l + k 2 -  (— )2.a a

As before the magnetic fields,transverse to y, may be expressed by means 

of an admittance operator;

/  •N f \

'y.n 0"
\

v t ( T t * k t )
M

= J 4*' £  <M*)
—  n  = 1 , 3 . . .

1 0 i 0

jdxH vx(rt;kt) 0 1 Tn 0 > / , „ Z? 0 1

\  ~ ) f l K I nn

$hn(kx,Xf)
' E vx(rt\ k t) ' 
dx'E vJ(r ,';kt) (4.2.19)

where;
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Two observations are immediately apparent.Firstly the matrix Tnx ,that 

decomposes the hybrid slot fields into their L.S.E. and L.S.M. parts,is different to 

the matrix T~'(kx) performing the same operation in the open region.Although this 

may be seen as stating the obvious,as the fields in the two regions exist over 

different x domains,it highlights the fact that purely polarised L.S.E. or L.S.M. 

modes can not exist.lt is recalled that the existence of purely polarised modes on 

the structures discussed in chapter 3,is dependent upon the proportionality of the 

L.S.E. and L.S.M. eigenvectors in both regions.Alternatively,it may be argued 

that if a purely polarised field exists in one region then,as 0 * 0',fields of both 

polarisations must exist in the other region to ensure continuity at the 

interface,again precluding the possibility of purely polarised modes.

Secondly it is observed that the standing wave nature of the fields in the 

slot region is manifested by both the dependence upon y of the characteristic 

admittances of the L.S.E and L.S.M. fields and the time quadrature,in the lossless 

case,of the electric and magnetic fields.

In a similar manner to that used before,it is possible to write;



$hn(x)jY*<M-XO
( EyX(x\Qr\k,) '

dx'E„(x',Qr;kt) (4.2.22)

where;

q*Y*=-j<Wo

>««COS20/+}’AllSin20/ ; C0Ŝ m9 (yen-yhn)
(— ) a

. cos0'sin0', N -Cy«« sin2 0'+>Ancos2 00 
J  — ----- (y,n-yhn)

(— ) a a

cot(qnh)

kt2+(zr- l ) k 02 yp

7'P
)2)

( — ) 2  '

cot(q„h) (4.2.23)

4.2.3) Formulation of the Eigenvalue Equation.

Equations (4.2.14) and (4.2.22) permit the eigenvalue equation characterising 

the modes of the I.D.G. to be written as;

cop* J dx^RE^rM  x H ^ r M . ^  = p v(kt)( 1 -jcota^ik,))

t o  * •

= JdxJdx^E^Cjj.O;*,) 5xE^(jc, 0;/:,))

/̂ ♦*(**̂ )F(̂ ik(**pO + yJ<tt̂ *(*aPc)F(̂ )<|)*(**̂ )-y X
0 — k, — n=1,3... -

'  E vx( x 'M t) '
dx'Ey,t(x',0;kt)

\
(4.2.24)

ie;
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»  ••

cottt,(k,) j d x f  d x 'iE ^ ix , 0;*,) d x E ^ x ,  0\kl))jtUcxfa(kxj)Y (k x)Qi,(kx,x')
'  E„(x'M ,) '
dx'E„(x',0,k,)

mm mm
-  j  d x j dxXE^ix, 0;t,) 3xÊ (z, Q\k,)) £  <M*)n&.)<mo -  ]dkA„(kx^ ) n k M k xy )

d x E W2(x'S)\kt) (4.2.25)

with;

£,(*,) = I  dx J  dx’(Ey.(x, 0;k,) dxE„(x, 0 M ) ] d k ^ lt(kxjc)Y(kx) U k x,x')

E yx(x’,0 X )  '
dx'Evz(x',Q,kt (4.2.26)

4.2.4) Solution of the Eigenvalue Equation.

Unlike the separable examples examined in chapter 3,the nonseparable 

nature of the I.D.G. necessitates the solution of the eigenvalue equation,equation 

(4.2.25),by numerical means.Using Galerkin’s method,the transverse electric 

fields at the interface are expanded by a complete set of basis functions, [fp{x)} ,and 

a weight function W(x);

E yx(x,0-X) ) 
dxE„0c, 0;i,) = W ( x ) ^ f p(x)Evp(kt)

p = 1

(4.2.27)

The choice of basis and weight functions shall be discussed later.If the terms Qp(kx) 

and Qpn are defined as;

Q,(kx)=  ] d x M k x* ) fp(x W (x )
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Q p n =  jdx^hH(x)fp(x)W(x) (4.2.28)

then the eigenvalue equation may be written in the discrete form;

k,

eoiav(jk(̂ ( f c ) J ^ £ O W ^ e r(fe)Ev(t()

£ v(*f) (4.2.29)

with;

k,
/>,(*,) = E v(k,)ldkxQ(kx)Y(kx)Q T(kx)Ex(k,) (4.2.30)

Equation (4.2.29) is a pencil of quadratics,(often referred to as a 

generalised eigenvalue equation),of the form;

E ^ k , ) . B . E v(kt) = co ta ,(k ,)E ^ k t) . G . E w(kt) (4.2.31)

It is necessary and appropriate at this stage,to consider certain results concerning 

the solution of such matrix equations.The observations may be divided into two 

catagories,those concerning the theoretical properties of the solutions and those 

concerning their numerical determination.

Theoretically,the generalised eigenvalue equation of order N,does not 

neccessarily possess N eigenvalues.This will only be the case if the matrix G is of 

full rank.If G is rank deficient there may exist a finite,an infinite,or an empty set of 

eigenvalues [7].Additionally if the matrices G and 5 are self adjoint,ie hermitian or 

real and symmetric,and either of the two is positive,or negative,definite,then it can 

be shown that the eigenvalues are purely real.With these points in mind the 

properties of the matrices B and G as defined by equation (4.2.29) shall be

E ^kt) £  Q .r ,Q l -  ld ixQ(k,)Y(kx)QT(kx)Ev(k,)
*=1,3...------------ Jk, —  — —
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examined.

In the lossless case,as observed in chapter 3,a similarity transform may be 

applied,redefining B  and G as real symmetric matrices.Further,again in the lossless 

case,it may be shown that G is positive (negative) semi-definite for outgoing 

(incoming) plane waves in the open region.Obviously E ^ , ) . G . E v(k,) is only zero 

if k, corresponds to a discrete mode.For all values of k, comprising the continuous 

spectrum G is a positive (negative) definite matrix.Thus in the lossless case the 

matrices G and B have the neccessary properties to ensure that the eigenvalue 

equation of order N will possess N real eigenvalues.

Even though it has been demonstrated that the eigenvalue equation of 

order N theoretically possesses N eigenvalues,their accurate numerical 

determination must be carefully considered.lt shall be shown later that for a given 

value of *t,the eigenvalues roughly fall into two classes,those of finite amplitude 

and those tending towards infinity.This appears to be a common feature of 

nonseparable open structures and highlights a numerical difficulty.The problem is 

that,whilst the matrix B is theoretically positive (negative) definite,numerically it is 

significantly rank deficient,causing the eigenvalue equation to be very ill 

conditioned.Consequently there are three questions that must be 

answered.Firstly,how accurately is it actually neccessary to calculate the very 

large eigenvalues,in other words,can they be regarded as infinite?Secondly,given 

that these eigenvalues may be ill determined,can the values of the finite amplitude 

eigenvalues still be trusted?Finally what numerical algorithms are available to 

tackle such an ill conditioned problem?

The physical interpretation of a very large eigenvalue,is that the interface 

between the two regions of the structure is effectively behaving as a ground 

plane,fields only existing in the open region.The relative amplitudes of the
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interface fields of these modes,compared to those associated with a finite sized 

eigenvalue is insignificant,and in most applications may be approximated to zero 

without any problem.Therefore very large eigenvalues may be treated as 

infinite.However this still leaves the corresponding eigenvectors,which contribute 

to the far field,to be determined.This is somewhat more difficult.For the I.D.G. it 

is observed that the eigenvectors associated with moderately sized eigenvalues are 

amenable to a fairly simple approximation,which does not deteriorate in validity 

as the size of the eigenvalue increases.lt seems reasonable to assume that this 

approximation is equally valid for quasi-infinite eigenvalues.

The numerical solution of the generalised eigenvalue equation has received 

much attention recently as it is a commonly occuring problem in many 

disciplines,[8].The treatment of ill conditioned problems has also generated much 

interest,[9-12].It is not proposed to discuss the techniques available in any 

detail,rather to briefly state the method that has been used and its relevance to the 

second question posed above.

The numerical rank deficiency of the matrix B precludes the use of any 

routine,such as the Cholesky-Housholder-QL algorithm,that requires that £ is 

positive definite.The method that has been used is a commercially available 

implementation of the QZ algorithm.This algorithm yields a set of pairs of 

values,the ratios of which are the required eigenvalues.lt is stated,[13],that if the 

divisor tends towards zero,and thus the eigenvalue towards infinity,no particular 

problem is presented.However if both values of one pair tend towards zero,then no 

reliance may be placed in any of the eigenvalues obtained.Fortunately,it is found 

that this does not occur for the examples examined in this thesis and,with 

reference to the second question posed above,the finite eigenvalues can be 

accurately determined.Further confirmation of this may be obtained by varying the
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order of the matrix equation.For example,it is observed that if a problem of order 

N yields M eigenvalues of finite size,then the matrix B is approximately of 

numerical rank MProgressively reducing the order of the problem towards M,thus 

improving the conditioning of 5,does not significantly affect the M finite sized 

eigenvalues.

Although it has been demonstrated that the eigenvalue equation may be 

numerically solved with sufficient accuracy to render it a viable proposition,there 

is certainly scope for further investigation of the numerical techniques used.

4.2.5) Choice of the Interface Field expansion Basis.

The expansion basis used to expand the transverse electric fields at the 

interface,theoretically defines a functional space of infinite dimension.Obviously 

in practice,this space must be approximated by one of finite dimension.The rate of 

convergence of the approximate eigenfunctions towards the true eigenfunctions,as 

the order of approximation is increased,is significantly affected by the choice of 

basis functions.Previous work has shown that a basis set that intrinsically 

incorporates any dominant features known to exist in the modal fields,will 

converge more rapidly than will an arbitrary basis set,[l].The surface modes of the 

I.D.G. have been developed by the transverse resonance technique,using the 

weighted Gegenbauer polynomials as a basis.These were employed because the 

weight function can be chosen to be of the same order of singularity at the comers 

of the interface,as that predicted for the electric fields,[14] .This choice proved 

very successful and converged excellently with just a few terms.However analysis 

of the continuous modes introduces a few complications that do not,in 

general,arise for the surface modes.

The dimensions of guides analysed for transmission purposes,are usually 

such that only a small number of surface modes exist at the frequencies of
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interestConsequently the gradient of the fields w.r.t. x,apart from in the region of 

any singularities,tends to be quite low and the singularities are a prominent 

feature.However,the continuous modes encompass a wide range of field gradients 

and it is observed that although the singularities are still present,they are no longer 

the dominant feature.Obviously,although not as significant as for the surface 

modes,it should improve the convergence to incorporate the singularities in the 

basis functions.Whichever basis set is used it is neccessary to use a far larger order 

of expansion for the continuous modes as used for the surface modes.For 

example,if it were possible to find a basis set such that each continuum mode may 

be adequately modelled by a single basis term,(which it is not!),then clearly if M 

significant modes exist for a given value of £„then at least M basis terms must be 

used.Analysis of discontinuity problems at x-band has shown that M may be of the 

order of 50 for reasonable accuracy.Although a matrix problem of such an order 

presents no particular difficulty for the matrix eigenvalue routines,the evaluation 

of the matrix elements is a time consuming process,Therefore it is attractive to use 

a basis set that simplifies the computation of the matrix elements.Not surprisingly 

it is the evaluation of the integrals w.r.t. kx in equation (4.2.29) that is the 

bottleneck,as these must be evaluated numerically.If weighted Gegenbauer 

polynomials are used then the elements of Q(kx) involve Bessel functions,which 

themselves must be determined numerically.lt is apparent that a basis set that 

optimises computational efficiency and rate of convergence must be used.

Consider using the set {(J)^}.Clearly the summation over n in equation 

(4.2.29) is replaced by a single term,in effect diagonalising the matrix due to the 

slot terms.The elements of Q{kx) are given by;
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(4.2.32)

which are relatively simple to evaluate.A further saving in computational effort 

may be made by realising that;

which reduces the number of numerical integrations that must be evaluated 

approximately by a factor of N.This last observation allows the solution of the 

eigenvalue equation to be obtained reasonably quickly,even though the 

unspectacular rate of convergence requires the use of a relatively large of 

expansion terms.Roughly speaking,the number of terms needs to be twice the 

number of modes sought.

It is interesting to note that the partial diagonalisation of the eigenvalue 

equation that motivated the use of { would be complete if the two regions

of the structure shared a common x domain.In fact,this is the spectral domain 

approach to such problems,[6],that has proved popular for the analysis of printed 

circuit and multilayer structures.

43) Discussion of the Modal Properties of the I.D.G. Continuum.

This section shall present and discuss the properties of the continuous modes 

obtained by solving the eigenvalue equation developed above.To counter the 

criticism that the numerical nature of these modes renders them unwieldy,it shall 

be shown that they may be determined with sufficient accuracy to be a viable 

proposition,without the need for excessive computational effort.In fact,it shall be

^  QpdQ + (4-2.33)
1 P-1

a a
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demonstrated that many of the modes may be closely approximated by analytic 

expressions.

Due to the dependence of the mode functions upon frequency,*, and v,not to 

mention the guide dimensions and its electrical properties,it is possible to generate 

a myriad of graphs describing the behaviour of the modes.Fortunately most of the 

interesting properties may be observed from the typical examples that shall be 

presented here.Although these examples are for a shallow slot guide,the general 

properties observed are also exhibited by the deep slot guide.

These examples are for an X band,shallow slot I.D.G. of width 22.86mm and 

depth 10.16mm operating at lOGhz.The structure has been assumed lossless,as for 

most discontinuity applications,radiation losses far exceed material losses.The 

permittivity of the dielectric,P.T.F.E.,has been taken as 2.08.

The interface field components have each been expanded by 40 basis terms 

giving a matrix equation of order 80.This is somewhat more than it proves 

necessary to use in practice but it allows the numerical convergence to be fully 

examined.

It is found that there are two distinct classes of modes.The first,which are 

characterised by finite sized eigenvalues and fields that exist in the slot,shall be 

referred to as slot region modes.The second class,the open region modes,possess 

quasi-infinite eigenvalues and fields that exist almost exclusively in the open 

region.

The existence of two classes of modes may be intuitively explained by 

noting that at the 90 degree comers of the guide,there is an apparent contradiction 

between the boundary conditions required on the slot wall and those required on 

the metal portion of the interface.Physically this results in field singularities which 

are similarly indeterminate in terms of both magnitude and gradient.However,it
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seems reasonable that one set of boundary conditions could have more influence 

upon the fields of a mode than the other.This appears to be the case,as,except in 

the immediate vicinity of the comers,the slot region modes and the open region 

modes are influenced more by the boundary conditions of the slot and the metal 

interface respectively,

4.3.1) The slot region inodes.

Figure 4.3 shows the variation of the finite magnitude eigenvalues as kt is 

varied.lt is immediately observed that the number of finite eigenvalues increases 

with L.This feature is even more apparent in figure 4.4,a rescaled version of figure 

4.3,in which it can be seen that there appears to be a reasonably well defined 

’critical* value of k, above which each eigenvalue becomes finite.The spacing of 

these ’critical* values seems to be be very uniform along the k, axis.lt is also 

observed that the eigenvalues are grouped in pairs of opposite sign,suggesting the 

existence of L.S.E. and L.S.M. dominated modes.Once finite,each eigenvalue 

appears to vary approximately as the cotangent of A:,.This would suggest that ay is 

proportional to £„a supposition confirmed by figure 4.5.

Plots of the interface fields corresponding to the ten lowest eigenvalues 

with la =500,are given in appendix A4.1.For convenience two examples are 

repeated in figures 4.7 and 4.8.These show the two lowest order modes.The phrase 

’lowest order* refers to the dominant slot term used to represent the modes,rather 

than the magnitude of the eigenvalues.In fact,it may seen from the remaining 

figures in appendix A4.1,that the first six modes all have one basis term that is 

significantly larger than the rest,and that a pair of modes have the same dominant 

term.These are examples of the slot region modes and shall be represented by 

H£.n(k,) and E.H.n(kt),the value of n being odd and identifying the dominant slot 

term.The dominance of the slot region modes by a single slot term may be clearly
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seen in the figures in appendix A4.2,showing the basis amplitudes for each mode.

The characterisation of a pair of modes by their dominant slot term does not 

imply that representing them by this single term is acceptable.Even the lowest 

order pair differ enough from the dominant term to necessitate the use of a 

moderate number of basis terms.Unfortunately this is a consequence of using a 

numerically expedient basis.However,when in spite of the significant increase in 

computational effort,Gegenbauer polynomials were tried as the basis,surprisingly 

the convergence was not significantly improved.This may be explained by noting 

that the field singularities occuring at the comers of the guide are very localised 

and over the slot,the true fields differ significantly from the weighted Gegenbauer 

polynomials.

The notation introduced above tacidy assumes that the existence of a pair 

of modes for each value of n indicates the presence of L.S.E.- and L.S.M.- 

dominated modes.This may be substantiated by examining the relative amplitudes 

of the field components of such a pair,for example those given in figures 4.7 and 

4.8.It is observed that,although the modes may be regarded as L.S.E.- and L.S.M.- 

dominated,they are still too hybrid to entertain the possibility of using purely 

polarised approximations to them.In fact ’dominated’ may be too strong a word to 

use in this context.

Although a single term approximation to the slot region modes is not in 

general an acceptable proposition,it is still necessary to justify the presence of a 

dominant term and additionally the existence of quasi-L.S.E. and quasi-L.S.M. 

modes.

The admittance matrices appearing in the eigenvalue equation are of the 

form Q(kx)Y(kx)Q r(£z).The distinction between the slot region and open region 

modes may be traced to the properties of the vector Q(kx) characterising the
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nonseparable interface.The existence of quasi-L.S.E. and -L.S.M. polarisations for 

each class of mode is dependent upon both the matrix Y(kx) and the vector Q(kx).

The eigensolutions of the matrices Y(kx) and Yn are no longer purely L.S.E. 

and L.S.M. solutions.However the L.S.E. and L.S.M. vectors are still orthogonal 

w.r.t. Y(kx) and Yn and may be shown to satisfy;

L.S.E.

Y(kx) v
- k 2 - k y - i

r \
p V

, m 2
\  a J

= Qn -1
\  y

(4.34)

L S M .

Y(kx)
v

A
k 2

f \ 
1

J L
>

a

(4.35)

Even though this decomposition is valid for all structures,the existence of 

quasi-L.S.E. and -L.S.M. modes is not ensured.lt is also necessary for the vector 

Q(kx) to possess certain properties.

The functions Qn(kx) are strictly orthogonal from 0 to ~  in the kx 

domain.However they are sufficiently localised about the maximum value,which

occurs at kx = — ,that for kt »
a a

M l
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(4.36)

where Jfcj, = it? -  (-^-)2.

These approximations,combined with equations (4.34) and (4.35),suggest 

the following modes as approximations to the solutions of the eigenvalue 

equation;

Quasi-L.S.E.

= $VI

f  \
p

)2,\  a J (V(P2+(— j2))11a
£ v ( * * ) - G v ( * x )

" p N
-it2

V x J
(4.37)

with k y y C O t O y  =  q y C O t q y h

Quasi-L.S.M.

R* = Sv*
\

(P2+1)^ £v(**) =
Cvfe)

p
yv

(P2+D'i
(4.38)

with E^vtanotv = ̂ vtan^v/i

These approximations allow the following observations to be made;

i) Clearly equations (4.37) and (4.38) are only valid if k , »  ^-.T his

explains the appearance of critical values of k ,  defining the range of existence of 

the slot region modes.As a first approximation,the critical values may be taken as

k which is reasonably consistent with figure 4.4.
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ii) The modes of equations (4.37) and (4.38) are very close to the modes of 

a dielectric bar in an infinite height trough,the distinguishing feature is the 

spreading that occurs in the open region caused by diffraction at the guide 

comers.This is shown in the figures in appendix A4.3.

43.2) The open region Modes.

Below its critical value of kt a slot region mode changes into an open 

region mode.In figure 4.4 the eigenvalues of these modes appear to vary 

exponentially with kt.Figure 4.6 shows the variation of In I coict^{kt) I against/:, and 

clearly exhibits a reasonable degree of linear behaviour.(The curves level off due 

to the numerical range of the computer.)

Besides their quasi-infinite eigenvalues,there is a further major difference 

between the open region modes and the slot region modes.Superficially the 

interface fields of the open region modes,typified by those shown in figures 4.9 

and 4.10,still appear to be dominated by a single slot term.However closer

examination reveals that the fields are dominated by sin(-^-jc) and cos(-^ -jc)
a a

behaviour where m is even,rather than an odd value indicative of a slot term.

It is possible to model the interface fields of the open region modes very 

easily by making the following observations.

i) The normalised coefficients^ and BxEzn have an almost identical 

variation with n,as illustrated in figure 4.11.(Each term has been scaled by (-1)" for 

convenience.)Thus each mode is characterised by a scalar function of n and a 

vector that is independent of n.

E H
ii) The ratios *” ■ and which are independent of n as observed in

O X E  V2n O X H  vzn

i),are plotted against v in figure 4.12.For the open region modes,not only are these
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ratios constant for all the modes,but it can be seen that each mode has either 

= dxE„ or = BH„,confirming the existence of L.S.E. and L.S.M. dominated

modes.

iii) In the kx domain the open region modes predominantly exist in the 

range kx»  kt.As shown in figures 4.13 an excellent approximation to the fourier 

transform of the interface fields is;

F(kx) =

kxa
kx sin(— ) 

(— y-k,a

m even (4.39)

This is the transform of the function;

F(x) = (-1)t cos(— x) a
.. nK i fl i x m i  I . a I .ci(—  I X-— I ) - « ( —  I x+— I ) a 2 a 2

Ml | Q I N MZ | O k  
n  + s i(—  I x —— I ) - s i(—  I x + —  I ) a 2 a l x \  < 2 -  2

(-l)T cos(— x) a
., nit | a I . . . m i  I fl ucz(—  I X-— I ) -  ci{—  I I )a 2 a 2

. . M l  | fl I v . .  M l  I . , f l  I \sz(—  I x -— I ) - s i (—  I x+— I )fl 2 a 2
xlX I _  2 (4.40)

This function is very close to rcC-l^sint-^-x) over the majority of the dielectric
a

interface and also possesses very localised singularities,(^^ q̂ x),at the guide 

comers.The function is not identically zero on the metal interface but decays very 

rapidly away from the comers,as shown in figure 4.14.
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Unfortunately,although this approximation is excellent for the near field it 

is inadequate for the far field.For network modelling of discontinuities this does 

not present a problem,but to determine the radiation pattern of antenna 

elements,the full numerical process must be undertaken to determine the modal 

fields.The far fields of some open region modes are shown in A4.4 and clearly 

illustrate the diffraction caused by the guide comers.

In general,it is suggested that the slot region modes be numerically 

determined from a moderate order eigenvalue equation as the single term 

approximation is not particularly good and,if it is necessary to use large numbers 

of open region modes,that these may be excellently modelled by the 

approximation discussed above.

Now that the continuous modes of the I.D.G. have identified,it is possible 

to rigorously analyse discontinuities in LD.G.The next chapter shall consider the 

transition from rectangular metallic waveguide to I.D.G. and chapter 6,radiating 

metallic strips on the surface of the I.D.G.
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APPENDIX A4.1) THE INTERFACE FIELDS.
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Figure 4.15 a) Interface fields for the mode with cot a*=-1.43.
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Figure 4.15 b) Interface fields for the mode with cota* =-1.06.
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Figure 4.16 a) Basis amplitudes for the mode with cota* = -1.43.
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Figure 4.16 b) Basis amplitudes for the mode with cota^ = -1.06.
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Figure 4.16 c) Basis amplitudes for the mode with cotct  ̂= 2.29.
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Figure 4.16 d) Basis amplitudes for the mode with cot a* = 3.03.
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Figure 4.16 e) Basis amplitudes for the mode with cota^=-39.9.
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Figure 4.16 f) Basis amplitudes for the mode with cota^ -  52.7.
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Figure 4.16 j) Basis amplitudes for the mode with cotay = 5.01x10s.
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APPENDIX A43 )  THE FAR FIELDS.



a) cotOv = - 1.43

b )c0fOv = -l.O6

c) cot otv = 2.29

Figure 4.17) Far fields of the modes.
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Figure 4.17) Far fields of the modes. 
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CHAPTER 5.

RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE TO I.D.G. TRANSITIONS.

5.1) Introduction.

This chapter shall present an analysis of direct transitions between 

rectangular waveguide and the I.D.G.

Direct transitions from closed waveguide to I.D.G. are practically 

important,being,to date the simplest way to excite this type of guide.These 

transitions,however,are known to involve a significant contribution from the 

I.D.G. continuum and require future attention with a view to improve their 

efficiency,[1].

The non trivial contribution of the continuous spectrum suggests that these 

transitions are suitable candidates for the verification of the complete mode 

spectrum developed in chapter 4.Additionally,it is relatively simple to obtain a set 

of experimental values for comparison.Two examples shall discussed,the 

transition between rectangular waveguide and both the deep slot and the shallow 

slot I.D.G.

Due to the similarity between the fields of the fundamental T.E.W mode of 

the rectangular waveguide and the H E.  10 surface mode of the deep slot I.D.G.,this 

transition is expected,and indeed proves to be,the more transparent of the two 

configurations.In fact,if a dielectric taper is introduced into the rectangular 

waveguide and the height of the I.D.G. is reduced,then the V.S.W.R. of the 

transition may be reduced to less than 1.1 over the x-band,[2] .However the E.H.U 

surface mode of the shallow slot I.D.G. radically differs from the T.E. 10 mode of
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the rectangular waveguide.This results in significant excitation of the continuum 

of the I.D.G.Introduction of a taper does improve the situation,although not to the 

same extent as for the deep slot I.D.G.

Fig 5.1) Rectangular Waveguide to I.D.G. Transitions.
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In order to simplify the analysis,a semi-infinite metal screen is included in 

the structures.This has two advantages,firstly it excludes from the analysis the 

open region above the rectangular waveguide and secondly it results in a bounded 

aperture between the two guides.The two structures under consideration are shown 

in figure (5.1).

5.2) Formulation of the Problem.

The analysis follows a conventional approach [3].The unknown transverse 

electric fields in the aperture are expanded by the mode functions of both the 

rectangular waveguide and the LD.G.Continuity of the transverse magnetic fields 

in the aperture results in an integral equation which may be solved for the aperture 

electric fields.

A T.E. 10 rectangular waveguide mode of unit amplitude excites the 

transition.The transverse electric fields in the aperture,e(rt),may be expressed as;

efo) = £ £  I  <eMMUr<> EMn)
n m p=e,h

=  E < £ ( 0 , H , ( r , >  £ , ( r , )  +  J < t t , £ < E ( r , ' ) , / / v ( r 1/ : * , ) >  E,(r, :*,) ( 5 . 1 )
s 0 v

where:

i) e=T.M.,h=T.E.

ii) Eg^r,) is a transverse mode vector of the rectangular waveguide,n and 

m being the two transverse wavenumbers and p=T.E.,T.M.,its

polarisation.

In order to be consistent with the modes of the I.D.G.,the rectangular 

waveguide modes have also been normalised as;
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-a t2 -h
j  dx jdy E U r,)xH iw (r,). 5 = 5„-8 mm'SpK • p,TC=€th

iii) Et (r,) is the transverse mode vector of an I.D.G. surface mode.

iv) E v(rt;k,) is a transverse mode vector of the I.D.G. continuum.

v )  < a{rt),b{rt) > = \  d x \d y  a(rt) x b ( r t) . z
-a/2 -h

If the electric field amplitude of the T.E. 10 rectangular waveguide mode at the 

aperture is written as (1+R),where R is the reflection coefficient,then the 

amplitude of the corresponding magnetic field is (1-R) = 2-(l+R).Thus the 

requirement for continuity of the transverse'magnetic fields at the aperture may be 

written as;

This equation may be solved for the aperture electric field using Galerkin’s 

method.The transverse electric fields in the aperture are expanded with an 

appropriate basis;

and then tested with the same basis,resulting in the following matrix equation;

(5.2)
t 0 v

I
(5.3)

A = G X (5.4)

Where;
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G“ =
N

+ S<*ifr,)A(r, )><*,(r,

+ fdk,'£,<<bi(rl),Hv(k,\r,)><<l>j(r,),H*(k,-,r,)> (5.5)
0  v

Ai = 2<Qi(rt )t fhloQrt)> (5.6)

Equation (5.4) may be solved for the coefficient vector X.The reflection 

coefficient^ n ,is subsequently given by;

( l+ 5 „ )  = 2:<XtOl(rt),//MoW> (5.7)

and the transmission coefficient^ 2\ ,by;

(5.8)

S3)  Choice of the basis set.

As discussed before,in the context of determining the I.D.G. modes,there are 

two criteria to be considered when choosing the basis set used to expand the 

interface fields,convergence and numerical expediency.If a basis that intrinsically 

models the expected field singularities is used,then Galerkin’s method will 

converge rapidly.However for this analysis,use of the appropriate basis,the 

Gegenbauer polynomials,significantly increases the computational effort required 

to achieve sufficient accuracy.The alternative is to use a simple basis that is 

numerically convenient,albeit at the expense of convergence.The present analysis 

involves an integral and a summation of the numerically defined continuous 

modes,which is a reasonably lengthy process,and in order to minimise the overall 

analysis time the latter type of basis has been chosen.
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The simplest basis that can be used is the following double fourier series;

_  „  4
sin (^ -x)sin (-^ y) 0 

a h

\  -  )
“ 2 2  f—r  

p  =1.3. .* =1.2.. V a fl 0 cos(^-*)cos (-^7-y)
I a h )

X ?
\  3 /

This could be decomposed into the T.E. and T.M. modes of the rectangular 

waveguide although if,in order to improve the matching,the height of the 

rectangular waveguide is different to that of the slot of the I.D.G.,as in the case of 

the deep slot I.D.G. in figure (5.1),this would not be possible,and so the form of 

equation (5.9) shall be retained.

5.4) Transition to the shallow Slot I.D.G.

a=22.86mm 

h=l 0.16mm 

er=2.08
2

a
{ y  2

X

Figure 5.2) Coordinate system for the shallow slot transition

In the coordinate system shown in figure (5.2),the T.E.]0 rectangular 

waveguide mode has an Ey component and no Ex component.

The appropriately normalised components of the rectangular waveguide 

modes may be written as;



T.E.

HT(rt) = * ^ c o s ( Qmn)c o ^ ) c o s ^ )  
yJah a h

HT{rt) = -j=VyT"sin(0mw)sin(— x)sin(-~.)
-  yah a h

T.M.

/ / r ( r , )  = - Y = ^ y T sin(0fWI)cos(— x)cos(-^-> 
yah a “

«T(r,) = -=V>r"cos(0wl)sin(— ^)sin(-^-) 
- Sah a h

where,n=l,3,..,ni=0,l,2,.. and

y T  =
P m n

> r=
C0£

: P = ^ _ ( niL)2_(^)2  
a h

mn

sinC©̂ ) =

mn
h

JHL)2 + ( m7C)2
COS(0TO) =

/171
a

(£E)2 + ( m7l)2
\1

T

The I.D.G. field components in the slot are in the form;

= i f

( .  ,Jfcic sin(^(y+A»sm(— *)----: / " 77"a sin(<7*/i)

0
J t7t cos(<7*(y+/z))

cos(— x)------ — - —a cos(qkh) w

where q\ = (e , -  l ) i *  -  ( — )2 +  *?•a

Therefore the inner products defined in equation (5.5) are given by;

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)

(5.13)
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T  0

^ ( r , ) M l , ( r , )  >  =  J d x j d y

Z' 'E
4

<

a  h

0 c o s ( — x ) c o s ( - ^ T - y )  a A

( .  . m i  . . ,  m n  .  
s m ( — x ) s i n ( —  y )  

a  n

0 , n n  N ,m 7 C  * 
c o s ( — x ) c o s ( — — y )  

a  h

V > r " s i n ( 0 mn)

VyFcosiQ^)

$pn$qm
V^Fsince^) 

VyFcosce^)
(5.14)

for a T.E. mode.Similarly for a T.M. mode of the rectangular waveguide;

< > = 8p„8?m

f

VyFcosCe^) 
-VyFsinCe^)

(5.15)

Therefore;

^ As in 2 ( 0 mil) + y <c o s 2 ( e w i )  ( y A - y J s i n ^ ^ c o s C O , ™ )  ^ 

( y A - y J s in C e ^ X o s C G ^ )  y hc o s 2 ( 0 ^ , ) + y  , s in 2 ( 0 ^ )
(5.16)

The inner products involving the I.D.G. modes are given by;

T  0
^  ^ p ? ( r t)Mv(rt\kt) >  —  J  d x j d y  .— —

  a  - a Va A
~~T

s in ( — x ) s i n ( - ^ - y )  a h

0

0

c o s ( - ^ - jc ) c o s ( - ^ - y )  a /j

I  T 7
a= i ,3... V a

'  jfcn sin(?*(y+/i)) 
s m ( — x ) -

, / itc , (<?*(y+>0)
c o s ( — x ) c o s   — —

a  c o s ( q k h )

' H vyk( k , ) '
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(5' 17)

where;

°f . 2 . ,qn  > !» (< lk(y+h))SM = J dy-^smi^—y) .^  J yfh h sm(qkh)

^  °f. 2 ,q n  s™s(<lk(y+h)) /c 1CNCM = J dy-p-cosp—?)■ - ■■ ■ (5.18)^  yfh h COS ( f t / l)

Therefore;

R l <  <j>p,(r»).tf v fa ;* ,) > <  QnirdtfvirM  >
0 v —

= K z
0 v

' S"S'*iryp(kt)H;r(kt) -SMCrsHyP(k,)Hlr(kt) 
-Cp(1SnH'vxp(k,)Hyr(k,) C” CnH'xp(kt)H'xr(kt) (5.19)

The surface mode inner products will give similar terms to those of equation 

(5.19).

The computed values of S u  and S2\ are given in table 5.1 and figure

(5.3).Measurements of Sn were made using an HP8510 network analyser 

calibrated onto the rectangular waveguide.As at present a calibration for the 

analyser onto the I.D.G. is not available,it was not possible to obtain any 

measurements of S2\ .Figure (5.4) compares the theoretical and measured values of 

both the amplitude and phase of Sn.lt can be seen that good agreement has been 

achieved over most of the x band.At the higher frequencies,particularly at 

llGhz,there does appear to be a discrepancy of about 3dB.These points were 

further examined theoretically,increasing both the number of basis terms and the 

accuracy of the numerical integrations,although no significant changes were
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freq./Ghz \ s u 1 arg(Su ) 1 $21 1 arg(S21) % loss
8.0 0.399 -157.3 0.637 -12.7 43.5
8.5 0.354 -162.1 0.757 173.1 30.2
9.0 0.300 -161.1 0.828 175.3 22.4
9.5 0.306 -141.5 0.848 178.9 18.6

10.0 0.269 -151.7 0.878 178.7 15.6
10.5 0.288 -155.7 0.877 178.7 14.9
11.0 0.233 -153.2 0.902 178.5 13.2
11.5 1 0.173 -142.3 0.922 178.1 12.1
12.0 1 0.207 -154.0 0.934 178.8 8.5

Table 5.1) Rectangular waveguide to shallow slot I.D.G. parameters.

observed.The problem may lie with the experimental results,as in the absence of a 

matched load for the I.D.G.,it was necessary to use absorbing material to prevent 

multiple reflections from the far end of the I.D.G.It was observed that the absorber 

was surprisingly frequency sensitive,its performance generally degrading with 

frequency.As the experimental values of reflection are slightly higher than the 

theoretical values,it is possible that a small reflection from the far end of the 

I.D.G. is constructively interfering at the transition.

Theoretically both the power lost through radiation and the reflection 

coefficient decrease in magnitude with frequency.This is understandable as,with 

increasing frequency,the surface mode of the I.D.G. becomes more tightly bound 

to the guide.The increased concentration of the surface mode fields in the slot 

results in improved coupling at the aperture with the T.E. i0 mode of the rectangular 

waveguide.Notwithstanding this,the opposite polarisations of these two modes 

ensures that a significant continuum field is always excited.

The phase of 5n indicates that the transition is basically capacitive.This is 

consistent with its excitation solely by a y-component of electric field,as this 

couples most strongly to the L.S.M. dominated modes of the I.D.G.Thus,the
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Figure 5.3) Theoretical S-Parameters of the shallow slot I.D.G. transition.
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energy storage in the nonradiating modes is predominantly electric.

Figure (5.5) shows some examples of the transverse electric fields in the 

aperture.The presence of the T£.10 rectangular waveguide mode is clearly visible 

in the Ey component and,in additions singularity caused by the 90 degree comer 

formed by the top of the rectangular waveguide and the metal screen.The Ex 

component is tangential to,and is consequently zero at,the 90 degree comer.As it is 

the minor field component,it is difficult to predict its behaviour,and indeed,it 

varies significantly with frequency.

5 .5) Transition to the deep slot I.D.G.

Although the rectangular waveguide to deep slot I.D.G. transition does not 

excite the continuum of the I.D.G. to the same extent as the shallow slot 

transition,it is by no means an ideal transition.The deep slot I.D.G. analysed is not 

as deep as the rectangular waveguide.Although this improves the performance of 

the transition,it is offset to some degree by the presence of the infinite metal 

screen,that causes diffraction.

a=10.16mm 1 

h=15.24mm 

t=7.62mm ^ 

er=2.08

1  ] y i4
I
I

Figure 5.6) Coordinate system for the deep slot transition.
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In the coordinate system of figure 5.6 the fundamental T.E.]0 mode of the 

rectangular waveguide has an Ex component and no Ey component.Due to the 

polarity of the fundamental mode of the deep slot I.D.G.,the transition fields are 

now expanded with an even basis w.r.t. x,ie;

fe*(r,)N
Z y(r t)

\  -  /

c o s(^ -* )s in  ( ^ - y )  
a h

0 sin(— x)cos(-^ -y)
a n

(5.20)

The I.D.G. related inner product terms will be identical to those given for the 

shallow slot guide,except that now k=0,2...,n=0,2,4..,m=l,2,... and obviously the 

coefficients //]*(&) and Hyk(kt) are different.In this coordinate system the 

rectangular modes are given by;

TJE.

w r W  = “̂ V y T rsin(0JWI)sin(— x )co s(-~ ~ )  
yah a "

H™(rt) = - ^ V ^ c o s ( 0 ^ ) c o s ( — * ) s in ( - ^ )  (5 .2 1 )
yak a "

T.M.

H T ir t) = ~ = r y [y ? * cos(0mn)sin(— x ) c o s ( - ~ 0  
yah a "

H™(rt) = - - = V ) ^ s i n ( 0 mn)cos(— jc)sin(-^-) (5.22)
yah a “

The mismatch between the depth of the I.D.G. and the height of the 

rectangular waveguide complicates the inner products involving the modes of the 

latter.These inner products may be evaluated as;

£ X E <  > <  r sM L  >  =
m n p
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v x
fsrsr0'*cos2(e«.)+y.sin2(em.)) (y.-yAjSrersinCe^JcosO^) • 

(y.-^crsfsin(0«,)cos(0„) C rc r0 ’*sin2(e„.)+y«cos2(era)) (5.23)

where;

ST  = Jdy- j  ■ ■ - -sin(-^.y)sin( ^  y )
i  <h{h+t) h h + i

v
c r  =  J<fy (5.24)

freq./Ghz | l s n l ar%(S n) 1 S21 1 ar%(S 21) % loss
8.0 0.557 151.9 0.801 -152.6 4.7
8.5 0.491 151.4 ' 0.840 -157.5 5.3
9.0 0.442 152.5 0.864 -161.4 5.9
9.5 0.408 154.6 0.877 -164.5 6.5

10.0 0.386 157.5 0.881 -167.1 7.4
10.5 0.374 160.6 0.881 -169.2 8.5
11.0 0.373 163.0 0.874 -170.6 9.8
11.5 0.362 164.3 0.884 -171.9 8.9
12.0 0.356 166.0 0.889 -173.0 8.3

Table 5.2) Rectangular waveguide to deep slot I.D.G. parameters.

The computed S-parameters are given in table 5.2 and figure (5.7).Figure

(5.8) compares the theoretical and experimental values obtained for Sn and it can 

be seen that the correlation between the two sets of data is even closer than for the 

shallow slot I.D.G. transition.This is not surprising as the similarity between the 

fields of the surface mode of the deep slot I.D.G. and the T.E.W rectangular 

waveguide mode improves the numerical convergence of the analysis.lt is also 

noted that as the amplitude of 5 n is approximately 3dB higher than that of the 

shallow slot I.D.G.,the effect of the reflections from the imperfect end-absorber is 

reduced.This increased amplitude is a consequence of the mismatch in the height
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of the rectangular waveguide and the depth of the I.D.G. slot,causing the bottom 

of the metal screen to act as an inductive iris in the former.In fact,this iris is 

responsible for most of the behaviour of the transition,its inductive nature clearly 

indicated by the phase of Sn.lt is also observed that the power lost to radiation is 

significantly smaller than that of the shallow slot LD.G.This confirms the reduced 

involvement of the I.D.G continuum for this transition.

The aperture fields shown in figure (5.9) demonstrate both the singularity 

in the Ey component,due to the bottom of the screen,and the dominance of the Ex 

component by the T.E.l0 rectangular waveguide mode.

The good correlation that has been achieved between theoretical and 

experimental values for these transitions,confirms,not only the validity of the 

I.D.G. continuous modes developed in the previous chapter,but also demonstrates 

that they may be successfully used to analyse practical discontinuity problems.The 

next chapter shall further use the modes in the form of the Green’s function of the 

I.D.G.,to develop network models for metallic strips and patches on the air- 

dielectric interface of the I.D.G.,that are the basis of I.D.G. leaky wave antennas.
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CHAPTER 6.

ANALYSIS OF RADIATING STRIPS AND PATCHES ON THE I.D.G.

6.1) Introduction.

As discussed in chapter l,the I.D.G. provides an excellent basis for the 

construction of leaky wave antennas,[ 1-4].These antennas are simple to 

manufacture,compact,lightweight and may be electrically scanned in two 

dimensions.As shown in figure 6.1,the radiating elements are simply strips or

Figure 6.1) Linear Arrays in I.D.G.;a) vertically,b) horizontally polarised.
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patches of metal placed upon the air-dielectric interface of the I.D.G.,exciting 

radiation with good polarisation properties.

Due to the good degree of isolation that exists between LD.G.’s in close 

proximity,planar arrays may be formed by placing linear arrays in parallel and 

scanned by means of phase controlled feed networks and frequency,[5,6].

The practical implementation of I.D.G. leaky wave arrays necessitates that 

they be accurately designed without excessive recourse to 

experimientation.Ultimately an ability to design and simulate these arrays using 

computer aided design techniques is desired.To develop such a facility,it is 

necessary to provide accurate models of the behaviour of the arrays,both in terms 

of their radiation characteristics,network parameters and frequency dependence.In 

particular it is necessary to consider,

i) The element sizes and orientation.

ii) The interelement spacing and overall array length.

iii) The radiation pattems;beamwidth,purity of polarisation

and the existence of blind spots and side lobes.

iv) The bandwidth.

v) The frequency dependence of the beam direction.

vi) The input impedance to the array.

vii) Methods of exciting the array.

viii) The gain and efficiency.

The analysis of the linear arrays may be undertaken in two ways.Firstly,if 

the array is uniform and long enough to prevent reflections from the far end,then it 

is possible to consider the structure as a whole.This approach treats the array as a
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periodic structure supporting a leaky wave with a complex propagation constant 

along the guide, [7] .Many examples of this method may be found in the 

literature,[8-15],including an application to the I.D.G.,[ 16].Before discussing the 

latter,it is necessary to comment upon the method in general.Its attraction is that it 

can be relatively simple to undertake and allows for mutual coupling effects 

between the elements.The leaky wave pole may be identified by transverse 

resonance,[7] requiring only that a transverse equivalent network be 

developed.However the major limitation is that it is only applicable to uniform 

arrays,which is clearly restrictive.In addition,whilst the array may be correctly 

terminated to prevent reflections,it is not possible to totally eliminate radiation 

from the transition from the feed network.In fact for I.D.G. arrays,this is a 

nontrivial source of radiation,which cannot easily be accounted for by the leaky 

wave approach.

The recent paper concerning the I.D.G.,[ 16].considered transverse strips 

placed periodically upon the surface of a deep slot LD.G.The top of the dielectric 

is recessed into the slot,indicative of the method rather than any design 

advantage.In addition to the general limitations,there are some further restrictions 

in the applicability of the method presented.The method models the transverse 

network as shorted transmission lines in the dielectric,coupled to each other and a 

parallel plate waveguide radiating into free space,by a transformer characterising 

the strips.The parallel plate to free space transition is modelled by a lumped 

admittance assuming monomodal propagation in the parallel plate waveguide.lt is 

assumed that as the other modes are below cut off,that their contribution to the 

fields at the open end of the parallel plate waveguide is negligible.Of course this is 

only acceptable if the dielectric height is reduced substantially into the slot of the 

LD.G.Therefore the method is not applicable to the I.D.G. proper,only its reduced 

height variant.
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The alternative to assuming a periodic structure,is to analyse each radiating 

element individually.This approach is more involved but it does permit 

nonuniform arrays,such as Taylor and Chebyshev arrays,to be 

developed.Naturally,as the elements are being investigated in isolation it is 

necessary to account for mutual coupling effects when combining elements into 

an array environment.This problem shall be discussed at the end of the chapter in 

the light of the behaviour of the individual elements.

In this chapter radiating strips and patches producing radiation of both 

polarisations shall be characterised both in terms of their network parameters and 

their radiation patterns.

6 2 )  Formulation of the Integral Equation.

This section shall demonstrate that the parameters characterising these 

elements may be derived from the solution to an integral equation for the current 

on the patch.This integral equation is a consequence of requiring that the 

tangential electric fields are zero on the patch.

Naturally strips may be regarded as particular cases of patches,upon which 

only one component of current exists,and therefore the general analysis shall 

assume a patch of arbitrary dimensions.

The patch is excited by an incident field Ei(r).A current,/(r),flows on the on 

the patch resulting in a scattered f ie ld s  (r).The sum of the incident and the 

scattered fields must satisfy the boundary conditions of both the empty guide and 

the patch.The boundary conditions of the empty guide will automatically be 

satisfied if both the incident and the scattered fields are expressed in terms of the 

modes of the guide,leaving the satisfaction of the boundary conditions of the patch
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to be ensured.Thus it is required that:

[ Ei(r) + Es(r) ] x n = 0 :r on the patch. (6.1)

where h is the normal to the patch. 

The scattered electric field may be determined from the patch current using 

the Green’s function of the I.D.G.,allowing equation (6.1) to be written as;

[ £,(r) + J dr'GE(r;r*). /(rO ] x h = 0 :r on the patch. (6.2)
patch  —

The dyadic electric Green’s function is given in equations (2.5.15) and (2.5.17) as;

GE(r,-,rJ) = -  1 -* '1 + a  S(z -z0Eg (r,)Ey (O
c. zrk0—pp

MR- -  + z~; J  S(z-z-)E,(r,-k,)Et(r,--k,) (6.3)
0 2 Pz

Recalling that the adjoint fields are related to the original fields by the reflection

(E* Toperator,ie E = _E ,has allowed the inner product involving the Green’s 
< 1) V *>

function to be redefined as a real integral.

Equation (6.2) is an integral equation that may be solved for the patch 

current and subsequently be used to determine the scattered field and hence the 

equivalent network of the patch.

The integral equation may be solved by Galerkin’s method.As the patch 

has been assumed to be of infinitesimal thickness,the current may be expanded as;

m  = Z  xJM(r)Xm + £/w(r)Zn (6.4)
~ A

resulting in the following matrix equation;
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jd r E u(r)Jx(r) 
$ “

jd r jd r7 x( r ) G f ( r , r y l ( r f) jdrjdrV x(r )G f(r ,r r)jT(r')
t s "* ” t S “ “• *“ V

\drEu(r y ,( r )
S ~ ~

\  J

! d r jd r 'J ,(r )G g (ry y l(r ')  jd r jd r 'J ,(r )G g (r ,rV j(r ')
t ~I ~ ~ ~ — ” » ~s “ — "

I

z

where s represents the surface of the patch.

Although not strictly necessary for longitudinally symmetric patches.it is 

convenient to consider separately the cases of odd and even excitation.The 

advantage of this approach is that,if an N term expansion is used for both the odd 

and even current components,then solutions are required to two inhomogeneous 

matrix equations of order N,rather than one of order 2N.Clearly,for a given 

solution accuracy,this reduces the requirements placed upon the numerical matrix 

routine.

Naturally in an array environment,the incident field will comprise of many 

modal components,although it is expected that the dominant contribution will be 

from the fundamental mode.At present it shall be assumed that the patch is excited 

solely by the fundamental surface mode of the I.D.G.,without accounting for the 

mutual coupling affects caused by the interaction of the higher order modes.Under 

this assumption the patch may be modelled by a two port network,utilising either a 

Y-parameter or an S-parameter representation.Although the physical symmetry of 

the patches ensures the reciprocal nature of the two representations,it is necessary 

to use a full n network to model an arbitrary patch,which only simplifies to a 

simple shunt element for transverse strips of infinitesimal width.Under odd and 

even excitation the equivalent admittance networks reduce to those shown in 

figure 6.2

Once the patch currents have been identified,the reflection coefficients R0 

and/?,.under odd and even excitation respectively,may be found using the Green’s 

function,from which the Y- and S-parameters may be identified through;
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B Y0 - ( Y U - Y l2) . B _ Y0 - ( Y n + Y l2)
Afl —

^  + ( 1̂1 + ^ 12)

S„ = ! (* ,  + /?„) : S21 = \{R .-Ro) (6.6)

-Y

Vi

-V!

Figure 6.2) Admittance networks under a) general,b) even and c) odd excitation.

Yu-Y2i

(a) V,

6 J ) Determination of the Radiation Patterns.

As shall now be demonstrated,it is possible to determine the radiation 

patterns of the patches using a far field analysis based upon saddle point
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integration techniques.

Only the continuous spectrum of the I.D.G. contributes to the far 

field,which may be consequently identified from the Green’s function as;

7 .» f REy,(rt'\kt)e+j&'.J(r')
Erajir) =  - " J L -lL ---------U .  (6 .7 )

0 v s ~L

Substituting in the explicit form of the continuous modes gives;

7 7 . . .  r REv(r,'-Jct) e ^ z\ j ( r ' )  „
E ^(r)= dk^w(K ̂ sinOt^+M*,))*- f c e ^ d r '  ----------------  (6.8)

0 v  0 ”  s

or alternatively;

E^(r) = J dk,A^kx.k,)e~i{k-"h,' f") (6.9)

where;

ta.r*.ir REv(r,';kt)e+jV .J (r ')
Ay(kx,k,) =  e v(kK)e jd r' ■ -  -  ■ (6 .1 0 )

Direct evaluation of equation (6.9) is numerically inefficient and it is 

possible to use saddle point integration techniques to render a good 

approximation.For this purpose it is appropriate to transform equation (6.9) into 

cylindrical coordinates in both the space and wavenumber domains.As illustrated 

in figure 6.3,this involves the following substitutions;

kt - k 0sinq :kx = ktcos0 :ky = £tsin0 :J3 = Jfc0cosT|

x  = /?sin8cos<|> :y = /?sin5sin<t> :z = RcosS  (6 .1 1 )
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Pz

Figure 6.3) Cylindrical Transformations.

The Jacobian associated with this transformation is given by;

dktdkx =

dk, dkt 
30 3t] 
3 kx 3 kx 
30 3t|

di\dQ = /toSirnicos'nsin0dT]d0 (6 .12)

Using this transformation equation (6.9) becomes;

Erad(r,) = £  J dri/tjsinricosri J d0sin9^v(T1,0)e-'(M<™’,,i”6c“ (M)*cos8cot,|> (6.13)
v C , Ce

The contours C  ̂ and Ce are shown in figure 6.4.From Cauchy’s theorem the 

integrals along these contours are equal to the sum of the residues from any poles 

less the integrals over the steepest descent paths,(S.D.P.’s),also shown.

Consider the integral w.r.t. ©.There are no poles in the integrand which,as it 

is in the formp (Q)e' jkoRq(e),has a saddle point at the point at which '̂(0) = 0,ie in this
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Figure 6.4) Contour paths in the q and 0 planes.

case at 0 = <|>.From [17],the integral over the S.D.P. is excellently approximated by

p ( $ ) e
-jkoRqW 2 n

-«"(4>)

. .it

e  .Using this result in equation (6.13) gives;

Erad{rt) = -YJ(- l ^ k0R \  0 J
*n r J dtjCOSTl sinr|

sin 5
(6.14)

Repeating the process for the integral w.r.t. r\  gives,within a phase shift,the 

radiation pattern associated with the patch;

*2i7zJc
E *d(r,) =  — jp -co s8 s in i(ie ~  £ A y(8,<|>)— - K „ — (6.15)
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6.4) Transverse Strips on a deep Slot I.D.G.

The main electric field component of the fundamental HE. 10 mode of the 

deep slot I.D.G. is,x-directed.Transverse metallic strips placed upon the air- 

dielectric interface couple strongly to the incident field and produce very pure 

vertically polarised radiation.

Transverse strips of infinitesimal width and thickness only support an 

x-directed component of current.Therefore the vector integral equation given in 

equation (6.2) reduces to a scalar equivalent,involving just the G f part of the 

Green’s function.This scalar integral equation is given by;

The choice of the basis functions used to expand Jx(x) again raises the 

dilemma of numerical expediency and convergence.However,in contrast to 

modelling the modes of the I.D.G.,which requires a large number of terms to 

encompass the wide variety of modal fields whichever basis is used,it is expected 

that the strip current may be modelled with a handful of astutely chosen 

terms.Theoretically it is known that the current will exhibit a singularity of order 

-h  at the ends of the strip and that,away from the guide comers,the Ex component 

of the incident surface mode is very uniform.This suggests that the Chebychev 

polynomials are a suitable basis with which to expand the strip current.This choice 

is further supported by the analytical nature of the integration of the product of 

these polynomials and the functions <M*) used to to represent the modes of the

L
T

-  j  dxEa(x.0)Jx(x)= f  dx S  dx'Mx)
L

~~T
L  L  ~~T ~~T
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LD.G.

Strips of various lengths,placed upon a deep slot LD.G. of dimensions 

1.016mm by 1.524mm and containing P.T.F.E.,(eJ? = 2.08),have been analysed at 

various frequencies.The Y- and S-parameters are plotted in figures 6.5 and 6.6 and 

tabulated in table 6.1.

Network Parameters at 8.0Ghz
Width 1 si 1 arg(sll) s21 arg(s21) % loss re[Y] im[Y]
1mm 1 0.015 90.9 1.000 -89.1 0.01 0.0001 -0.029
2mm 0.021 91.4 1.000 -88.6 0.01 0.0001 -0.042
3mm 0.035 92.3 0.999 -87.7 0.03 0.0003 -0.071
4mm 0.060 93.8 0.998 -86.2 0.09 0.0009 -0.120
5mm 0.089 95.7 0.995 -84.3 0.19 0.0019 -0.178
6mm 0.117 97.6 0.991 -82.4 0.33 0.0034 -0.237
7mm 0.140 99.0 0.988 -81.0 0.47 0.0049 -0.283
8mm 0.158 100.2 0.984 -79.8 0.61 0.0063 -0.320
9mm 0.173 101.2 0.981 -78.8 0.75 0.0078 -0.352

Network Parameters at 9.0Ghz
Width 1 s l l arg(sll) s21 arg(s21) % loss re[Y] im[Y]
1mm | 0.013 91.4 1.000 -88.6 0.03 0.0003 -0.025
2mm 0.017 91.8 1.000 -88.2 0.05 0.0005 -0.034
3mm 0.027 92.9 0.999 -87.1 0.13 0.0013 -0.054
4mm 0.043 94.6 0.997 -85.4 0.32 0.0032 -0.087
5mm 0.057 96.1 0.996 -83.9 0.56 0.0056 -0.114
6mm 0.069 97.3 0.994 -82.7 0.81 0.0082 -0.138
7mm 0.078 98.4 0.992 -81.6 1.06 0.0108 -0.158
8mm 0.084 99.1 0.990 -80.9 1.24 0.0127 -0.170
9mm 0.090 99.7 0.989 -80.3 1.41 0.0144 -0.181

Table 6.1) The Network Parameters of TVansverse Strips on a Deep Slot I.D.G.
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Network Parameters at lO.OGhz
Width s l l arg(sll) s21 arg(s21) % loss re[Y] im[Y]
1mm 0.012 92.2 1.000 -87.8 0.06 0.0006 -0.024
2mm 0.016 92.9 0.999 -87.1 0.11 0.0011 -0.032
3mm 0.026 94.6 0.998 -85.4 0.28 0.0028 -0.051
4mm 0.048 98.6 0.994 -81.4 0.98 0.0100 -0.096
5mm 0.070 102.7 0.987 -77.3 2.11 0.0217 -0.141
6mm 0.088 106.0 0.979 -74.0 3.31 0.0346 -0.177
7mm 0.099 108.0 0.974 -72.0 4.17 0.0440 -0.198
8mm 0.105 109.3 0.970 -70.7 4.73 0.0503 -0.211
9mm 0.111 110.5 0.967 -69.5 5.30 0.0567 -0.223

Network Parameters at ll.OGhz
Width s l l arg(sll) s21 arg(s21) % loss re[Y] im[Y]
1mm 0.014 93.6 0.999 -86.4 0.14 0.0014 -0.029
2mm 0.020 95.1 0.998 -84.9 0.28 0.0028 -0.041
3mm 0.033 98.2 0.996 -81.8 0.71 0.0072 -0.065
4mm 0.048 102.1 0.991 -77.9 1.54 0.0157 -0.095
5mm 0.060 105.1 0.986 -74.9 2.41 0.0248 -0.119
6mm 0.069 107.6 0.981 -72.4 3.22 0.0335 -0.137
7mm 0.078 109.7 0.977 -70.3 4.03 0.0422 -0.153
8mm 0.084 111.3 0.973 -68.7 4.69 0.0496 -0.165
9mm 0.088 112.5 0.970 -67.5 5.18 0.0551 -0.173

Network Parameters at 12.0Ghz
Width s l l arg(sll) s21 arg(s21) % loss re[Y] im[Y]
1mm 0.014 93.2 0.999 -86.8 0.12 0.0012 -0.027
2mm 0.019 94.5 0.999 -85.5 0.22 0.0022 -0.038
3mm 0.030 96.9 0.997 -83.1 0.54 0.0054 -0.059
4mm 0.045 100.6 0.993 -79.4 1.26 0.0127 -0.090
5mm 0.060 104.1 0.987 -75.9 2.20 0.0226 -0.119
6mm 0.072 107.1 0.981 -72.9 3.22 0.0334 -0.144
7mm 0.082 109.5 0.976 -70.5 4.12 0.0433 -0.163
8mm 0.091 111.7 0.970 -68.3 5.08 0.0540 -0.180
9mm 0.100 113.8 0.964 -66.2 6.05 0.0650 -0.196

Table 6.1) Continued.
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Figure 6.5) Variation of the real part of the equivalent shunt admittance of a 
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It is observed from figures 6.5a and 6.6i,that the real pan of the admittance 

and consequently the radiated power increase with strip length.Not only is the 

variation approximately linear,but also virtually independent of frequency above 

9GHz.Approximately,the reactive part of the admittance similarly increases with 

length and is clearly inductive,consistent with the L.S.E. nature of the deep slot 

LD.G. surface mode at these frequencies.

The S-parameters also exhibit the same uniform behaviour with length and 

frequency independence above 9GHz.

So far the parameters suggests that these strips are very promising as array 

elements.The strength of the radiation may be altered by varying the strip 

length,without requiring excessive mechanical tolerances,and in addition,the good 

degree of frequency independence above 9GHz would allow frequency scanning 

arrays to be designed unhindered by the behaviour of the individual 

elements.Unfortunately the frequency independence of the network parameters 

does not extend to the radiation patterns illustrated in figure 6.7.Whilst the 

beamwidth in the transverse plane is slightly better than that of a free space dipole 

and insensitive to frequency,there is surprisingly a beam squint in the longitudinal 

plane.The beam starts to squint between 9 and 10 GHz and moves from broadside 

to endfire as the frequency increases.Obviously this is somewhat unexpected from 

just a single element and requires further investigation.Examination of the 

network parameters also reveals a marked change in behaviour at about 9.5Ghz.

Both the change in behaviour of the network parameters and the beam 

squint may be explained by considering the strength with which the strip current 

couples to each mode of the continuum.The degree of coupling depends upon the 

amplitude of the mode at the strip and the functional forms of the mode and the 

current.As the incident Ex field component is,to a first approximation,constant
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Figure 6.7a) Radiation patterns for a 5mm long strip at 8GHz.
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Figure 6.7b) Radiation patterns for a 5mm long strip at 9GHz.
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Figure 6.7c) Radiation patterns for a 5mm long strip at 10GHz.
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w.r.t. x,it seems reasonable to assume that,except in the immediate vicinity of the 

ends of the strip,the current will also be independent of x.Therefore the strength of 

the coupling to a mode depends primarily upon the amplitude of its constant 

term,ie its ^ (x )  term.Using the approximation discussed in chapter

4,(equation(4.39)),the amplitude of the E„ term at the interface is approximately 

f  k2 T
‘ .The broadside radiation is due to those modes with p = 0 and1

vp ^q2cot2q0h + k j

kt ~ k0 and will clearly be significantly larger than those contributing to the endfire 

radiation which have p = k0 and k, = O.However if at some value of k„coiq0h = 0,then 

the coupling to the modes with this value of k, would exhibit a local 

maximum.This would indeed result in both an increase in the radiated power and 

a side lobe,if not the main lobe,in the radiation pattem.Noting that q0 = 0 is not a

viable solution,the first maximum occurs when q0h = -^r-,ie (er - 1)k2 + k} = (-̂ 7-)2.As
2 2 h

only those modes with 0 < k , < k 0 contribute to the radiation field,this restricts the 

frequency range for which a solution exists to 10.2GHz < freq. < 14.2GHz.This is

illustrated in figure 6.8 along with the solutions to q0h = - y .

Direct experimental verification of these results is difficult,due to the fairly 

small effect of a single strip,in fact comparable to that of the feed transition.In the 

light of the rather unusual theoretical results,experimental confirmation is 

certainly required,although this will have to be the subject of further investigation.
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Figure 6.8) Modal Coupling Approximation
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6.5) Longitudinal Strips and Patches on a Shallow Slot I.D.G.

The fundamental E.H.n mode of the shallow slot LD.G. contains two main 

electric field components^, and .Longitudinal strips and patches couple to these 

components exciting radiation with horizontal and radial electric field 

components.

The ability to produce horizontally polarised radiation,in addition to the 

vertically polarised radiation of the previous section,is useful for many 

reasons.The orientation of an array may be constrained by its location,for example 

on ships and aircraft,and it may be more appropriate to produce vertically 

polarised radiation by rotating a horizontally polarised array through 90 

degrees.Many environments,such as forests,the sea and urban areas,have 

propagation characteristics that change significantly with polarisation.Also in this 

context,the ability to produce elliptically polarised radiation by alternating 

elements of each type,is useful for penetrating certain atmospheric conditions such 

as rain and fog.Finally,interference from strong sources can be minimised by using 

an antenna of the opposite polarisation.

This section shall analyse longitudinal strips of infinitesimal width and 

longitudinal patches with widths up to half that of the guide using a scalar and a 

vector approach respectively.

The choice of basis functions used to expand the z-dependences of the 

currents in both cases is limited by the awkward dependence of the Green’s 

function upon z and z’.Unless a very simple basis set is used,the two dimensional 

integral w.r.t. z and z’ must be evaluated numerically.As this integral is itself part 

of the integrand of the integral over £{,this is not desirable from either a time or an 

accuracy point of view.Consequently the z-dependence of the currents has been 

expanded using simple sine and cosine functions which enable analytic
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expressions to be determined for the integration over the z-z’ plane.

The x-dependence has been expanded using weighted 1st and 2nd kind 

Chebychev polynomials that intrinsically model the expected orders of zero and 

singularity at the edges of the patch.

One final difficulty that arises is the appearance of er in the Green’s 

function given in equation (6.3).The patches are placed on the surface of the 

dielectric at which point the value of e, theoretically changes 

discontinuously.Initially it was hoped that assuming either value,ie displacing the 

patch slightly above or below the interface,would give similar 

results.Unfortunately this is not the case and clearly presents a 

problem.Examination of a number of papers that analyse strips on the top of 

dielectric slabs,[ 18-20] revealed nothing as were primarily concerned with the 

scattering of plane waves and thus adopted a different approach.However one lead 

was to allow for the presence of separate currents on the top and bottom of the 

patch,either both in the air,or both in the dielectric or one in each 

region.Unfortunately this was not fruitful and just complicated the 

problem.Therefore,in an attempt to resolve the problem,a slightly different 

approach was taken.If the length of the patch is extended to infinity,then the 

microstrip loaded LD.G. is recovered.(This structure shall be considered in more 

detail in the next chapter.)The discrete modes of this structure may be identified 

by applying transverse resonance,[4],in which the zr dilemma does not 

occur.However the Green’s function of the LD.G. may also be used to recover 

these modes,all that needs to be done is to assume a propagating form for the 

current,and to solve the homogeneous,ie source free,integral equation,equation 

(6.5).This was tried with both values of er and it was found that neither value 

correctly predicted the dispersion equation of the fundamental quasi-T.E.M.
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mode.However using the value of er for the dielectric,did model very well the 

dispersion equation of the first L.S.M. polarised surface mode of the microstrip 

loaded I.D.G.,(Table 6.2).It is not unreasonable that the first L.S.M. polarised 

surface mode is most easily recovered by this approaches the modes of the LD.G. 

which couple most strongly to the strip are L.S.M. polarised.Although this can 

hardly be regarded as a proof,it is at present the best indicator available for solving 

the er dilemma.

freq./Ghz K Pi (TA.) p2 (L/L) Pi (Gf.) P2 (G.F.)
9.0 188.58 251.9 189.3 271.9 190.5

10.0 209.54 281.6 219.3 302.1 223.2
11.0 230.49 309.7 253.3 332.5 250.1
12.0 251.44 331.5 286.8 362.6 279.2

Table6.2) Shallow Slot MIG Dispersion Characteristics using Transverse 

Resonance, (T.R.), and the Green’s Function,(G.F.),of the LD.G.

Strips of varying length and width,placed upon a shallow slot I.D.G. of 

dimensions 22.86mm by 10.16mm and containing P.T.F.E,(er = 2.08),have been 

analysed at various ffequencies.The 2mm wide strip has been analysed using both 

the scalar and vector approaches.Two basis functions have been used for the 

x-dependence and ten for the z-dependence.

The computed S-parameters,radiation patterns strip currents are given in 

figures (6.11) to (6.19) in appendix A6 at the end of this chapter.

In general the S-parameters exhibit two types of behaviour as the length of 

the strip is changed.There is a ’slow* variation with length which gives maximum 

radiation for strips with lengths in the vicinity of 30mm.Superimposed upon 

this,there is a ’fast’ variation with a period of about 25mm.What is surprising is 

the extremely high levels of radiation that are predicted,in some cases over 90% of
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the total power.

Unlike the transverse strips,the effect of a longitudinal strip is clearly 

measurable and consequently experiments were made.The S-parameters of an 

I JD.G.,fed by a rectangular waveguide with a dielectric taper,were measured using 

an HP8510 network analyser,with and without the strips in place.For moderate 

length strips the effect of the waveguide transitions was negligible in comparison 

with that of the strip and the latter were indeed found to radiate the levels of power 

theoretically predicted.However the validity of trying to exactly quantify these 

experiments is suspect for the following reason.If the radiation from the strip is 

low,the effect of the waveguide transitions masks that of the strip.Whereas if the 

strip radiation is high then this radiation also couples strongly into the 

transition,obscuring the measurement of the surface mode

levels.Therefore,again,direct measurement of the network parameters is difficult 

and can only yield the following qualitative observations.

i) The peak radiation levels do reach levels of 80-90%.

ii) The ’slow’ variation with strip length is also observed although it peaks 

between 40-50mm,rather than between 30-40mm as theoretically predicted.

iii) The ’fast’ variation with strip length is also present and has a period of 

about 25mm

Further details of the experimental results shall not be presented as it is not 

possible to place too much faith in their quantitative behaviour.

The ’fast* variation with strip length of the S-parameters may be attributed 

to the excitation on the strip of the fundamental,quasi-T.E.M.,mode of a 

microstrip loaded I.D.G.,(M.I.G.).Strips of lengths equal to multiples of the half 

wavelength of this mode would be expected to resonate thus giving radiation and
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I Sn I maxima and I S2i I minima.For example,the fundamental wavelength of a 

M.I.G. with a 2mm wide strip is 22mm at 10GHz and examination the 

S-parameters clearly proves the consistency of this value with this explanation of 

the ’fast* variation.

Initially is was thought that the ’slow’ variation with strip length could be 

explained by the excitation of the first L.S.M. polarised surface mode of the

arguing that the interaction between this and the fundamental mode would 

produce the high radiation levels and the ’slow* variation.For example,if these 

modes are excited such that they are constructively interfering at one end of the 

strip,it is possible that for some strip lengths they would be destructively 

interfering at the other end causing a significant transmission minima to 

occur.This explanation does not seem too sound as the surface mode cuts off at 

about 9GHz,whereas the maximum radiation does not significantly diminish with 

frequency.

A more plausible explanation is simply,that there is very strong coupling 

between the two ends of the strip by the continuous modes.To substantiate this 

argument,reference was made to papers concerning interacting steps in dielectric 

slab waveguide,[21,22],shown in figure 6.9.The theoretical results given in these 

papers are similar in their general behaviour to those derived here,exhibiting both 

a ’slow’ and a ’fast’ variation with the distance between the steps.Additionally 

replacing the rib between the steps with air,produces S-parameters that just exhibit 

the ’slow’ variation with distance.Consequently it seems reasonable to attribute 

the ’fast’ and ’slow’ variations,to coupling between the two discontinuities,ie in 

this case the ends of the strip and in [21] and [22] the steps,by the fundamental and 

continuous modes respectively of the intervening medium.
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a) Rib. b) Airgap.

Figure 6.9) Interacting Steps in Planar Dielectric Waveguide.

In addition to the general behaviour discussed above,it is also possible to 

make the following observations on the S-parameters.

i) For short strips,the S-parameters are almost frequency independent.

ii) The variation with strip width is fairly minor at 8Ghz but shows a 

noticeable variation at 10GHz.lt can be seen in figure 6.13 that the ’fast’ variation 

is less prominent as the strip width increases.This is not surprising as the 

increasing the strip width extenuates the difference between the fundamental 

modes of the I.D.G. and the M.I.G.,thus reducing the excitation of the latter.

iii) The comparison between the results obtained for the scalar and vector 

approaches shown in figures 6.14 and 6.15,demonstrates fairly close 

agreement,although there is sufficient discrepancy to warrant the full vector 

approach.

A few examples of the strip currents are given in figure 6.16,showing both 

the presence of the fundamental M.I.G. mode and the singularities on the 

perimeter of the strip.
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Figures 6.17-6.19 show the far field patterns evaluated for a 2mm wide 

strip using the full vector approach.As expected,the dominant components are the 

horizontally and radially components.The beamwidth in the transverse plane is 

good,although it does appear to vary slightly with strip length,as does the relative 

amplitudes of the two main field components.

The variation in the longitudinal plane is interesting.As for the transverse 

strips,the beam is squinted from broadside,although in this case the direction does 

not appear to vary with frequency^ather slightly with strip length.In addition,the 

radiation levels in the forward and backward beams differ,their ratio varying 

primarily with strip length and secondly with frequency.Whilst the angle of the 

beam varies with strip length,it does so by a fairly small amount.This suggests that 

it may be possible to model the continuum fields on the strip by a 

single,continuously radiating leaky mode.Such a leaky mode would certainly give 

rise to a beam squint,although as the strip decreases in length,the contribution 

from the steepest descent path integral in the saddle point analysis,would increase 

and lessen the effective beam squint,as observed in figures 6.17-6.19.lt is also 

interesting to note that the ’slow’ variation of the S-parameters with strip 

length,may also be explained by the interaction between the fundamental 

quasi-T.E.M. mode and a leaky mode,rather than the L.S.M. polarised surface 

mode as earlier considered.Clearly,identification of this leaky mode of the M.I.G. 

could prove very useful and is a task for the future.

6.6) Array Design.

Finally it is necessary to consider the effects of mutual coupling between 

elements in an array environment.

It has been demonstrated that even relatively short longitudinal strips 

excite high levels of radiation and mutual coupling effects are likely to be very
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significant in determining the performance of an array.

It is possible to extend the Green’s function approach to analyse multiple 

strips in close proximity.However this does not seem to be a very efficient method 

of approaching the problem as each new array design must be analysed from 

scratch.

A better approach is treat the array as a cascade of alternate sections of 

empty and microstrip loaded I.D.G.Due to the high levels of radiation,it is unlikely 

that involving only the fundamental modes of the two structures,as has previously 

been undertaken, [4], will provide sufficiently accurate results for all 

purposes.Using in addition to the fundamental modes,the leaky mode of the 

M.I.G.,may prove adequate even though radiative coupling between strips is still 

not taken into account,although the non-spectral nature of the leaky mode does 

cause difficulties in determining its amplitude.

The papers referenced earlier,[21,22],both tackled this problem by 

discretising the continuum fields in either the space domain,[21], or the spectral 

domain,[22] .Thus following this approach,each section of the array may be 

modelled by an multiport network,as illustrated in figure 6.10.In the space domain 

it is simple to see how these networks may be developed using the Green’s 

function analysis above.Instead of considering the excitation of,for example the 

strip section,by just the surface mode of the I.D.G.,a set of excitations is 

considered.If the members of this set provide a complete basis for the two 

transverse planes at either end of the section,a multiport network for each section 

may be derived.Cascading the appropriate networks together and applying a 

known excitation at both ends of the array results in a matrix equation which may 

be solved for the amplitudes of the basis functions at each intersection and hence 

the array characteristics.
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Figure 6.10) Multiport Network Model of a Two Strip Array.

The next chapter shall consider the first stage in this process,the 

development of the continuous spectrum of the M.I.G.
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APPENDIX A6) S-PA R A M ETER SiR A D IA TIO N  PATTERNS AND PATCH CURRENTS

OF THE LONGITUDINAL PATCHES.
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Figure 6.11a) Scalar analysis : \ s n \ vrs strip length.
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Figure 6.1 lb) Scalar analysis: phase S n vrs strip length.
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Figure 6.1 Id) Scalar analysis: phase S2i vrs strip length.
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Figure 6.1 le) Scalar analysis: radiated power vrs strip length.
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Figure 6.12b) Vector analysis: phaseSn vrs strip length,width=2mm.
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Figure 6.12c) Vector analysis: I S2i I vrs strip length,width=2mm.
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Figure 6.12d) Vector analysis: phaseS2i vrs strip l e n g t h , width-2mm.
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Figure 6.12e) Vector analysis: radiated power vrs strip len g th ,width-2mm.
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Figure 6.12f) Vector analysis: I Su I vrs strip length,width=5mm.
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Figure 6.12g) Vector analysis: phase Sn vrs strip length,width-5mm.
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Figure 6.12h) Vector analysis : I 52i I vrs strip length,width=5mm.
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Figure 6.12i) Vector analysis: phase S2i vrs strip length,width=5mm.
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Figure 6.12j) Vector analysis: radiated power vrs strip length,width=5mm.
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Figure 6.12k) Vector analysis: I S„ I vrs strip length,width=7mm.
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Figure 6.121) Vector analysis : phase Sn vrs strip length,width 7mm.
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Figure 6.12m) Vector analysis: I S2i I vrs strip length,width-7mm.
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Figure 6.12n) Vector analysis: phase S2i vrs strip length,width=7mm.
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Figure 6.12o) Vector analysis: radiated power vrs strip length,width=7mm.
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Figure 6.12p) Vector analysis: I Su I vrs strip length,width=10mm.
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Figure 6.12q) Vector analysis : phaseSn vrs strip length,width-lOmm.
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Figure 6.12r) Vector analysis: I S2i I vrs strip length,width 10mm.
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Figure 6.12s) Vector analysis: phase vrs strip l e n g t h , width=10mm.
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Figure 6.12t) Vector analysis: radiated power vrs strip length,width=10mm.
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Figure 6.13a) Vector analysis: I Sn I vrs strip length,at 8GHz.
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Figure 6.13b) Vector analysis: phase S „ vrs strip length,at 8GHz.
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Figure 6.13c) Vector analysis: I S2\ I vrs strip length,at 8GHz.
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Figure 6.13d) Vector analysis: phase 5 2\ vrs strip length,at 8GHz.
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Figure 6.13e) Vector analysis: radiated power vrs strip length,at 8GHz.
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Figure 6.13f) Vector analysis: I Sn I vrs strip length,at 10GHz.
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Figure 6.13g) Vector analysis: phase <Sn vrs strip length,at 10GHz.
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Figure 6.13h) Vector analysis: I S2\ I vrs strip length,at 10GHz.
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Figure 6.13i) Vector analysis : phase S2i vrs strip length,at 10GHz.
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Figure 6.13j) Vector analysis: radiated power vrs strip length,at 10GHz.
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Figure 6.14a) Comparison of vector and scalar analyses: I Su I vrs strip length at
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Figure 6.14b) Comparison of vector and scalar analyses :phase Sn vrs strip length

at 8GHz,width=2mm.
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Figure 6.14c) Comparison of vector and scalar analyses : I S21 I vrs strip length at 

8GHz,width=2mm.
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Figure 6.14d) Comparison of vector and scalar analyses :phaseS2i vrs strip length 

at 8GHz,width=2mm.
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Figure 6.14e) Comparison of vector and scalar analyses .‘radiated power vrs strip 

length at 8GHz,width=2mm.
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Figure 6.15a) Comparison of vector and scalar analyses : I Sn I vrs strip length at 

10GHz,width=2mm.
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Figure 6.15b) Comparison of vector and scalar analyses rphase Su vrs strip length

at 10GHz,width=2mm.
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Figure 6.15c) Comparison of vector and scalar analyses : I S2i I vrs strip length at 
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Figure 6.15d) Comparison of vector and scalar analyses :phaseS2i vrs strip length

at 10GHz, width=2mm.
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Figure 6.15e) Comparison of vector and scalar analyses .-radiated power vrs strip 

length at 10GHz,width=2mm.
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Figure 6.16) Patch currents on a 2mm wide strip at 10GHz.
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Figure 6.17) Radiation Patterns for 2mm wide strip at 8GHz.
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Figure 6.18) Radiation Patterns for 2mm wide strip at 9GHz.
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CHAPTER 7.

THE CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM OF THE MICROSTRIP LOADED I.D.G.

7.1) Introduction.

Figure 7.1) The Microstrip Loaded I.D.G.

The microstrip loaded I.D.G.,(M.I.G.),illustrated in figure 7.1,is of interest 

for two reasons.Firstly as a propagation medium in its own right,[l].The M.I.G. 

shares all the manufacturing advantages of the I.D.G. and,in addition,supports a 

quasi-T.E.M. mode resulting in a wide monomode bandwidth.lt is possible that 

the M.I.G. may exhibit some of the disadvantages of microstrip at higher 

frequencies,such as unacceptable conduction loss,currently this aspect is under 

investigation.The similarity between M.I.G. and microstrip suggests that the 

integration of these two structures should be relatively straightforward.
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The second,and probably more immediate reason for interest,is as a means 

of analysing leaky wave I.D.G. arrays formed from longitudinal metallic 

strips.These leaky wave antennas may be regarded as cascades of alternate 

sections of I.D.G. and M.I.G.,allowing them to be analysed using a mode matching 

approach.Associating transformer networks with each of the transitions from the 

I.D.G to M.I.G. and M.I.G. to I.D.G.,allows the array to be modelled as a sequence 

of multimodal transmission lines.This has already been undertaken,[1],although it 

was assumed that only the fundamental mode of each guide is significant in 

determining the the element length and the interelement spacing. As discussed in 

the previous chapter,this is not exactly the case,although in general the approach is 

promising and it is useful to have an independent means of corroborating the 

results of the previous chapter.

Finally,it also provides a further example of a nonseparable open structure 

whose spectrum cannot be fully characterised except by means of the method 

developed in chapter 2.

7.2) Formulation of the TVansverse Characteristic Green’s function for the 

Microstrip loaded I.D.G.

As the strip thickness has been assumed infinitesimal it is clear that the 

transverse characteristic Green’s function and the eigenvalue equation 

characterising the modes of the M.I.G. will be identical those of the 

I.D.G.However the presence of the strip alters the domain of the basis functions 

used to expand the interface fields and,in contrast to the I.D.G.,it is not possible to 

use the functions <t>>,n(jc) as the basis.

It is known that the Ex field component will be singular at both the guide 

comers and the edges of the strip,the orders of singularity being andD
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respectively.Intrinsic satisfaction of these edge conditions suggests the use of the 

weighted Jacobi polynomials as the basis and indeed,these these have successfully 

been used previously to recover the discrete modes of the M.I.G. [1].However the 

weighted Jacobi polynomials are even more numerically unwieldy than the 

weighted Gegenbauer polynomials proposed for the analysis of the I.D.G.,not 

even possessing an analytic Fourier transform.Again,at the expense of 

convergence,the use of a numerically expedient basis is attractive and this is the 

approach that has been adopted.

The basis that has been chosen are the functions;

where g(x) is either 1 or sgn(x) depending upon the polarity of the fields w.r.t. x. 

and m=0,2,4...

Again a significant saving in computational effort may be made by 

employing the following property of the continuous and discrete Fourier 

transforms of these functions,^ ( y  and Qpn.

= 0 : 1*1 > f , Ix l < f (7.1)

((-iy,/2cos(kxj )  -  cos(kx )) (7.2)
Vfl-W ^  J (_£HL)2_£2

) [ (_£ZL)2_(_£ZL)2
((-l)?/2COS(^y) -  cos(kx^))Qp{kx)

a -w a —w
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( p n  )2 ( gn  
a - w  a -w

(7.3)

Q„.= -

nrc , /iTCw v— cos(— -) 
a 2a

Va-W Vfl  ̂ 2̂ _(n7C)2
a-w  a

(7.4)

Q p n Q q . ~
I a - w  l̂a a

2 nn  , n n w . cos(—— )2a
q\£.pn 8f>Gf«

a -w K fa -w
( p n  )2 ( gn ^

a -w a -w

(7.5)

73) Discussion of the Modal Properties of the M.I.G. Continuum.

If the width of the strip is small compared to that of the guide,it is tempting 

to regard the microstrip loaded I.D.G. as a perturbed LD.G.This argument suggests 

that the modes having an odd Ez component,which is therefore small at the center 

of the interface,differ only slightly from those of the LD.G.Unfortunately,whilst 

the modes of the I.D.G. show some similar characteristics to those of the 

I.D.G.,they are in fact significantly different.These differences shall be discussed 

using the modes determined for a M.I.G. of width 22.86mm,depth 10.16mm and a 

strip width of 2mm operating at 10 GHz.The permittivity of the 

dielectric,P.T.F.E.,has been taken as 2.08.

In order to test the perturbation argument,modes of both odd and even 

polarity w.r.t. x shall be presented.All the results graphs are given in appendix A7 

at the end of this chapter.

The main similarity between the M.I.G. and the I.D.G. modes is the 

existence of two classes of modes,characterised by finite and quasi-infinite 

eigenvalues respectively.In general the quasi-infinite eigenvalues of the M.I.G. 

tend to be much larger than those of the I.D.G.,which is unfortunate from a 

numerical point of view as it degrades the conditioning of the eigenvalue
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problem.In fact it was not possible to determine the fields of many of the higher 

order modes due to numerical difficulties.The increase in the magnitude of the 

quasi-infinite eigenvalues is not surprising as they are related to the effective 

admittance presented by the interface to the mode,which is clearly increased by 

the presense of the strip.

Figure 7.2 shows the variation of the quasi-infinite eigenvalues against k, 

for modes having an odd Ez component.lt is again apparent,that a critical value of 

kt exists above which the eigenvalue becomes finite.However it is also observed 

that,although a pair of modes still share a common critical value,they are no 

longer necessarily of opposite sign.Figure 7.3 illustrates that once finite the 

eigenvalues do not appear to follow any identifiable pattern and certainly do not 

resemble those of the I.D.G.

Figure 7.4 shows the interface fields for the first few modes.lt is interesting 

to note that again,in many of the fields,there appears to be one dominant basis 

term combined with singularities at both the guide comers and the edge of the 

strip.lt is not possible to discern any noticeable difference in the strengths of the 

two singularities which suggests that if,at a future date,intrinsic satisfaction of the 

edge conditions by the basis functions were contemplated,then distinguishing 

between these singularities does not justify the increased computational effort.

Figures 7.5 and 7.6 show respectively,the amplitudes of the basis terms and 

the Fourier transforms of the interface fields.lt is difficult to identify any 

approximation to either set of spectra,although it is clear that the Fourier spectra 

are much wider than those of the I.D.G.

The eigenvalues of the modes having even Ez components,shown in figures 

7.7 and 7.8,are even further from those of the I.D.G.Not only are the finite sized 

eigenvalues without any pattern,but also the existence of a critical value of k, for
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each is less apparent.The interface fields of these modes,given in figure 7.9,do not 

appear to differ in their general characteristics from those already discussed.For 

completeness the spectra of these modes are given in figures 7.10 and 7.11.

All the structures that have been analysed so far,both separable and 

nonseparable,have included only one interface.This does encompass a wide 

variety of practical waveguides,although it is clear that ideally it is desirable to 

extend the method to include structures containing an arbitrary number of 

interfaces.The next chapter shall undertake this extension and,in particular,derive 

the continuous spectrum of slotline with finite thickness metallisation.

7.4) References.

1) T.Rozzi,R de Leo and A.Morini,"Analysis of the ’Microstrip-Loaded Inset 

Dielectric Guide’",1989 MTT-S digest,pp923-926.
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APPENDIX A7) GRAPHS OF THE M.I.G. MODES.
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CHAPTER 8.

THE CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM OF SLOTLINE WITH FINITE THICKNESS

METALLISATION.

8.1) Introduction.

All the structures that have been considered so far,have been characterised by 

a single nonseparable interface.The objective of this chapter is to extend the 

transverse characteristic Green’s function,presented in chapter 2,so that the 

complete mode spectra of structures containing multiple nonseparable interfaces 

may be recovered.

An example of such a structure is slotline with finite thickness 

metallisation.Slotline has proved popular due to its simple fabrication and the ease 

with which sources and active devices may be incorporated.However,in common 

with microstrip,the grounded dielectric slab of slotline can support surface modes 

which,when excited at discontinuities,give rise to losses and cross-talk.Accurately 

describing this effect and the modelling of circuit components requires the 

complete mode spectrum of slotline.

Previously,assuming infinitesimal metallisation thickness,transverse 

resonance has been used to recover the hybrid surface modes of slotline operating 

in the millimeter band,[1].As the frequency of operation is increased,not only do 

the continuous modes play a greater role.but also the assumption infinitesimal 

metallisation thickness becomes less appropriate.lt is a simple matter to extend 

transverse resonance to the case of finite thickness metallisation and it shall now 

be shown how the continuous modes may also be found for this case.
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8.2) The Transverse Characteristic Green’s function for Structures with Multiple 

nonseparable interfaces.

This section shall demonstrate how the transverse characteristic Green’s 

function may be formulated for structures with multiple nonseparable 

interfaces.Initially the theory shall be developed for a structure containing two 

nonseparable interfaces and then generalised to the case of N nonseparable 

interfaces.

y=t
y=0

y - ’h
Figure 8.1) Slotline with finite Thickness Metallisation.

Consider as an example the finite thickness slotline illustrated in figure

8.1.The structure may be divided into three regions,a,b and c,separated by the two 

nonseparable interfaces AA’ and BB’.It is immediately apparent,that the presence 

of the dielectric prevents the introduction of electric and magnetic walls midway 

between the two interfaces that would otherwise allow the problem to be tackled 

using symmetry.

One possible method to treat such structures is to consider each interface 

successively.For example the finite thickness slotline modes could be constructed 

from plane waves in the open region and those of the intermediate structure shown 

in figure 8.2,the latter having already been determined using the method given in
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chapter 2.Although theoretically possible,such an approach is of negligible use as 

it would rapidly become computationally untenable.The alternative is to formulate 

the transverse characteristic Green’s function in one fell swoop,using the method 

that shall now be presented.

/

b

y=°°

/ / / / / /  ^
/ /  B

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  y — h
Figure 8.2) Slotline Intermediate Structure.

The formulation proceeds through the introduction of the two component 

magnetic vector potential and its associated transverse characteristic Green’s 

function as discussed in chapter 2.The only difference in the method is the 

identification of the magnetic vector potential transverse characteristic Green’s 

function,defined by;

(V? + K,)GA(rt,r,''Xt) = -ixx + zz)8(rf-rt0 (8.1)

where now r,' may lie on either of the two interface planes AA* and BB*.

The solution to equation (8.1) is constructed from the solutions to the 

homogeneous Helmholtz equation in each of the three regions a,b and c in figure

8.1,which shall be identified as AS(rf;ATk)lAi(ivvAn) and ASfojX^.The function 

Av(r,'Xt) and the adjoint function E^(rt\Kt) shall be defined as;
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Av(rtX ,) = A$'b'e(r,Xl) :r, in a,b,c

E*(rt'X,)= jW ^ /^ r ,)} 4 :rt ina,b,c (8.2)

Continuity is ensured by requiring that;

A$ ( x , r X t) -  A t  (x j X , )  : A t  (x, O X , ) = A$  (x , 0 ; ^ )

E U X 'tX J^E tfrtX ')  : Et(x,0Xt) = E$(x,0X') (8.3)

Consider expressing the magnetic vector potential transverse characteristic 

Green’s function as;

, .  A v( r , X , ) E y  ( f t  X , )  / o  a \
G ^ , y x , ) = r - - - - (i y - -  (8.4)

If this expression is substituted into equation (8.1),then the discontinuity of its 

derivative w.r.t. y results in singularities of the form 

/  (x.xOSCy -  0) + h (x,x05Cy -  O.These may be found explicitly by integrating equation 

(8.1) w.r.t. y,ie;

J dy(V? +  K ^ G a Oj j / X , )  =  < x x  +  zz)8(p -  pO

H av ( x , t X , ) x y  [E%{x \ tX ,) ]A - H t ( x , t X , ) * y  [ E t ( x , r X , ) ] A

Yv ( X ‘i)

H t ( x , QX,)xy [ E t ( x \0X,)]A- m i x , 0X,)yy  [E$Oc',0;Xr<)]*

+ ----------------------------- W j ------------------------------ ( >

where p is a one dimensional parameter that lies on either of the nonseparable 

interfaces.This restriction on the field vectors may be expressed as the 

orthogonality condition;
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J dx RE^XA'X,) X [Hy (x*t X .)  -  Hy (*.f ;^r,)] • 9

J d x R E ^ x ,O X ,)  x o x , ) - m i x , 0;V,)] • $ = (8.6)

where R is the reflection operator introduced in chapter 2.

As for the case of a single nonseparable interface,the solutions to this 

equation allow the electric field transverse characteristic Green’s function to be 

written as;

GeQj s /X ,)  -  2 — ~
Evir'tXr,)Ev irt Xr,)

-jCDWvX,)
(8.7)

The solution of equation (8.6) is facilitated by the introduction of the 

following admittance operators;

Hi(x.t-X,)= ] dx,Y°(x,x')E‘l(x’,rX,)

Hi(x.tX,)= ]dx’Y‘(x.x')Ei(x’.OX,)

'  H j( x , tX ,)  '  

-H *(x, O X ,)
-  j  dx’

'Yu M  Y U M
Yb2 , (x ,x )  J 'fe C v O

' t i u / . t x , ) '

EbA x ’,0 X .)
(8.8)

allowing the denominator of GsE(rt,rt'X ,) to be written as;

- j (op j d x j  dx 'iR E ^ixj X , )  RE\i(x, O X,))
(Y a(x ,xy-Y ^  M  - y f 2 (x,x') )

-Y b2, M  -Y c(x7xy-Yb22 (xx')

m ix ',ix ,)  
E v(x', O X ,)

 jE v ( ^ t / ) 8 j i v 0  — jCOtCLs/Q̂r,)) (8.9)
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Not surprisingly,the problem is characterised by the transverse fields at 

both the interfaces,necessitating the use of two basis sets to discretise and hence 

solve equation (8.9).

The generalisation to structures divided by N-l nonseparable interfaces 

into N regions,simply involves extending the definitions o f^yO ^ ,) andFyfoV,) in 

equation (8.2) and the domain of the parameter p.The orthogonality condition may 

then be stated as;

-ixx  + zz)5(p — pO =

[ £ ! ( * ' , -«C*‘(x,y.X,)xy [E rV y.;X .,1)l/l] (8.10)

with (x,yn’X t) = E$+l (x,ynX,)-

Defining admittance operators of the form;

W G w O  m 1 X x X
-nr'(x,y„v,K ) = 1 d x ' YX'(x,x') Y%'(x,x0

r E^'ix’.y.X ,)  '

E V '(x ',y^X ,) (8.11)

permits the denominator of G ^inX X ,) to be written as; 

-jPv(K,)5iiM -jcota.) = -yco|! j d x j d x ' ( R E p X y  i X , )  REVL{x,y2X l) •) (8.12)

Yl (x,xy~Yii (xX) -Y\2(xX )  0 0 '
-Y \ 1 (xX) -YhiZxy-Y], (x,x') -Yhix.x') 0 Ev{x,,y2X ,)
~ 0 - Y h M  -Yhb.x'hYt, M  - Y ^ M

0 0 - n , M

0 o - o  . J < ’ j

8 J ) Formulation for Slotline with finite thickness Metallisation.

In the previous section it has been demonstrated how the transverse 

characteristic Green’s function of a structure containing multiple nonseparable
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interfaces may be formulated.The detailed derivation of the continuum of slotline 

with finite thickness metallisation shall now be presented.Clearly many of the 

steps are identical to those undertaken for the I.D.G. and therefore shall not be 

repeated unnecessarily.

The fields in region (a) may be treated as for those of the I.D.G. yielding the 

admittance operator given in equation (4.2.15).

The transverse electric fields in region (b) may be represented by;

Evx(rt'X,) 
dxEvt(r,X,)

sin fo y + S ,,)  2 . ,  nil .
— $**(*) "TTt  ̂v«(̂ r») • — ,— Sin( •*)

» ~ 3 . .  S1I1Sn -  S a  a
(8.13)

The amplitudes <?v„(K,) and the phase shift may be expressed in terms of the 

interface fields;

evltX , )  =  j d x  < M * ) £ V( * .  0'Xt)

s in  ( q n t + ^ n )  7
V̂n(̂ T/) • » J ({)/,„(x)is V(X,/,At- )smq„ _

(8.14)

The transverse magnetic fields in region (b) are given by;

c o s  ( q ny + ^ „ )H  v z i f t ’X , )

jdxHvx(rtX .)
= j'L$hn(x)Yne vnX ,> sin£„

( 8 . 1 5 )

where;

VMnYn =
k2 yp

-yp
k U — )2
 a

(«£) 2 
a

(8.16)

The admittance operator Yb(x,x0 defined in equation (8.8) may now be identified
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from equations (8.15) and (8.16) as;

a(  . N
^ v ( ^ t ^ » ^ r j) ' YncotqHt

-H v(x,0-X .)
V J

= j'L4>kn(x,x')
H

-Y ncosecqnt J  dx'tyhnix*)
E,{X ,t ’Jhr,) 

E v(x \ OX,) (8.17)

It is perfectly acceptable to treat the dielectric and open regions constituting 

region (c) separately.However,the drawback to this approach is that it introduces 

another set of interface fields that must be discretised by Galerkin’s method.The 

alternative is to recognise that the separable nature of air-dielectric interface 

allows region (c) to be regarded as a set of uncoupled transmission lines 

terminated by known admittances.Recalling that the matrix T~l (kx) introduced in 

chapter 3 decomposes the electric field into its L.S.E and L.S.M 

constituents,allows the transverse magnetic fields aty=0_ to be written as;

H v(x, 0;Xri) = \dkx$h(kxtx)T(kx)
y*

, y*+jy/tonky'h
ye'+jyt tank'h

0 yh
, yh+jyh'tenky'h 
yh'+jy h

T-' (kx) J dx’̂ k ^ E ^ x . O X , ) (8.18)

where the primed quantities refer to the dielectric region and; 

k j = k t - k l  : k] ' ={zr - \ ) k 20 + k } - k 2x

yh = cop*
, k '  (0Eo

yh : k,
(0£r£o

= ~

(8.19)

The admittance terms in equation (8.18) are complex quantities.lt may be shown 

that a real term is present only if kx < k„which is not surprising as this corresponds 

to a propagating transmission line mode terminated by a real admittance.
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If equations (8.17),(8.18) and (4.2.15) are substituted into equation (8.9) then 

the denominator of the transverse characteristic Green’s function may be 

identified as;

M M ••

J\$T t)5,iv(l- jc o ta v( \ r,))=  ] d x \ d x ' i R E ^ t 'X t )  R E ^ Q ' X ^ d k ^ X X )

' /vaYa(kx) 0 

0 Y‘(kx) QhX.x') - fZ $ hH(x)
' YHcotqHt -Y_ncosecqnt 
-Y Hcosecqnt Yncotqnt

Ev{x»/ X-,) 
E v(x \ OX,) (8.20)

which leads to the eigenvalue equation; 

c o ta ^ X ,)  \ d x \  dx\R E ^(x,t X ,)  R E ^ x , 0 X t))\dlcx<bh(kx,x)
W * )  0 '

0 -Re[r'0t,)]
fyhX.x')

E ,(x  ,t ‘X -^

£ v(x \  OX,) = \d x \d x X R E ^ x jX ,)  RE*(X,0-X,))
f  Yncotqnt -Y ncosecqn 

^ A"(x) -Y Hcosecq„l Yncoiqni

J"

Ey{x »f X ’>) 
EvC .̂O; ,̂) (8.21)

Before solving equation (8.21),there are two aspects that need to be 

considered.Firstly,the existence of singularities in the matrix yc(Jfcz).These occur at 

those values of kx corresponding to the surface modes of a grounded dielectric 

slab and raise the question as to whether the integral over kx should include a 

residue from these poles.The analysis presented in [1],included a 

residue,interpreted as a substrate leakage term.However,as pointed out by the same 

author in [2],the amplitude of e(kx) at the poles is,in fact,identically zero and thus 

removes the residue from the calculation.Therefore,the integral over kx is a 

principal value integral.
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The second aspect that must be considered is a numerical one.If the

metallisation thickness,t,tends to O.then the elements of the matrix

f YHcotqmt -Yj,cosecqnt \  
v  v  m tn t\ become infinite.In fact,if this matrix is written as^ £ n C O S € C q n l  )

f Y_n - Y A
-Y y  cosecqHt as t -> 0,then it can be seen that this is the mechanism that forces

E(x, 0) -» E(x,r),although numerically this causes problems.To overcome this 

difficulty,it is appropriate to redefine the unknowns as £(*, 0) and 8£(*),where

£0c,O = £(*,O) + 8£(jt).This redefines the problematic matrix as

rYn(cotqnt-cosecqnt) Yncotqnt N 
Yn(cotqnt-cosecqnt -Y ncosecqnt) which is numerically well behaved as t 0.

Equation (8.21) may be solved using Galerkin’s method.As in the case of the 

I.D.G.,the functions <^00 have been used as the expansion basis for both 

interfaces.

8.4) Discussion of the continuous modes of slotline with finite thickness metallisation.

As the objective of this chapter is to demonstrate an extension to the 

transverse characteristic Green’s function^ather than an exhaustive study of 

slotline,the properties of the modes shall only be briefly discussed.

The examples given are for a slotline with a slot of width 2mm,a dielectric of 

height 0.635mm and permittivity 9.8 and operating at lOGHz.Three metallisation 

thicknesses,I0|im,20|im and 50pm have been considered.

Figure 8.3 shows the variation of the eigenvalues with k, for a metallisation of 

thickness l0pm.Clearly,as observed for the I.D.G.,the existence of two classes of 

modes,characterised by finite and quasi-infinite eigenvalues,is apparent.This is not 

surprising as this effect is caused by the presence of a slotted groundplane,a 

feature common to both guides.
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Obviously slotline has two open regions and this is manifested by the division 

of the open region modes into two types.lt can be seen in figure 8.3a,that there is 

one type which has a pair of modes with eigenvalues of opposite sign sharing the 

same critical value of k( and another type which has a pair of modes with 

eigenvalues of the same sign,sharing a different critical value of k,.(Recalling that 

the critical value is the value of k, above which a mode is a slot mode and below an 

open region mode.)

Once finite,the eigenvalues do not appear follow any clear pattern,although a 

sinusoidal behaviour is suggested.

Figures 8.4,8.5 and 8.6 given in appendix A8 at the end of this chapter,shown 

the interface fields for the first few modes with metallisation thicknesses of 

10p/n,20|i?w and 50jxm and £,=10000.Figure 8.4 demonstrates that,if the metallisation 

is thin,then for some of the modes,as expected,there is a negligible difference 

between the fields at the top and bottom of the slot.These are modes which could 

probably be accurately recovered by assuming infinitesimal metallisation 

thickness.However it can also be seen that there are modes whose fields differ 

significantly at the two interfaces,highlighting the need for a two interface analysis 

if they are to be accurately identified.Not surprisingly,as the metallisation 

thickness increases most of the modes fall into the latter catagory.

Finally,it is noted that although slotline,under certain circumstances,may be 

analysed by assuming infinitesimal thickness metallisation,many of the structures 

proposed for use in the millimeter band such as trapped image line and inverted 

strip dielectric waveguide,will always require the use of a multiple interface 

analysis to accurately recover their complete mode spectra.
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APPENDIX A8) THE INTERFACE FIELDS.
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CHAPTER 9.

CONCLUSION.

The purpose of this chapter is to review and draw conclusions from the work 

presented in this thesis and to suggest areas for future work.

9.1) Review of the work presented in this thesis.

The original objective of this work was to develop a method to permit leaky- 

wave antennas formed in I.D.G. to be analysed and accurately synthesised.The 

analytical approach adopted requires the rigorous hybrid spectrum of the 

LD.G.The open nonseparable nature of the I.D.G. necessitated the development of 

a novel hybrid transverse characteristic Green’s function method to recover this 

spectrum,the derivation of which,presented in chapter 2,has a rigorous basis in 

functional analysis and includes as a particular case,the familiar transverse 

resonance method.

This Green’s function is constructed from solutions of the homogeneous 

wave equation in each region of the guide,the amplitudes of which are defined by 

continuity and an eigenvalue equation.The eigenvalue equation may be solved in 

the space domain using Galerkin’s method.

The hybrid transverse characteristic Green’s function is important as it allows 

the complete mode spectra of many of the guides proposed for use in the 

millimeter band to be recovered.Without these spectra,the accurate design of 

circuit elements based upon these guides would have to be undertaken using 

purely numerical methods such as the finite element method.As discussed in 

chapter 1,whilst finite elements has a role to play,it is neither the most efficient nor
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enlightening method to apply in many circumstances.

To illustrate the use of the hybrid transverse characteristic Green’s 

function,open separable structures whose modes may also be identified by the 

separation of variables,were analysed in chapter 3.

Chapter 4 refocused attention upon the I.D.G.,demonstrating how its 

complete mode spectrum,and in particular its continuous spectrum,could be 

recovered.Careful consideration was given to the numerical aspects,illustrating,for 

example,that the choice of basis functions used to expand the modal fields must be 

a comprimise between numerical expediency and the rate of convergence.

The continuous modes of the I.D.G. were found to divide into two classes,slot 

region modes and open region modes,each class further dividing into L.S.E.- and 

L.S.M.-dominated variants.The slot region modes,characterised by finite 

eigenvalues,may be recovered from a matrix equation of moderate order and the 

near fields of the open region modes,characterised by quasi-infinite 

eigenvalues,were found to be very amenable to an analytic approximation.

To validate this spectrum,chapter 5 presented an analysis of transitions from 

closed rectangular waveguide to the I.D.G.Excellent agreement was obtained 

between theoretical and experimental values,not only confirming the validity of 

the mode spectrum but also its practical utility.

Chapter 6 presented an analysis of radiating strips and patches placed upon 

the I.D.G.Elements producing both vertically and horizontally polarised radiation 

were considered and several interesting phenomena were observed.For 

example,single transverse strips give rise to a beam that is offset from broadside,a 

phenomenon that may be explained by considering the strength of coupling 

between the strip and each continuous mode.Also,the network parameters of 

longitudinal strips suggest that the ends of the strip are strongly coupled by both
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the fundamental mode and the continuous modes,a phenomenon previously 

observed for interacting steps in planar dielectric guide.Finally,a network model of 

linear arrays that accounts for mutual coupling was discussed which permits linear 

arrays to be synthesised from standard building blocks.

Chapter 7 derived the continuous spectrum of the microstrip loaded I.D.G.,a 

structure that is not only of interest as a transmission medium,but also as one of 

the building blocks discussed in chapter 6.Again the continuous modes split into 

slot region and open region modes,although as yet,approximations to neither have 

not been found.

Finally,as many of the guides proposed for use in the millimeter band possess 

multiple nonseparable interfaces,chapter 8 presented an extension of the transverse 

characteristic Green’s function developed in chapter 2,to allow the spectra of this 

class of structures to be recovered.In particular,the continuous spectrum of slotline 

with finite thickness metallisation was identified.

92) Areas for future Work.

The work presented in this thesis has encompassed a reasonably wide variety 

of subjects,each of which has suggested areas for future work.In particular;

i) Theoretical formulations.

The hybrid transverse characteristic Green’s function has been developed for 

structures that consist of isotropic,piecewise inhomogeneous materials.Whilst this 

includes many practical structures,it is conceivable,that in the future the use of 

anisotropic,chiral or non-linear materials in either waveguides or particular circuit 

elements,will motivate a generalisation of the transverse characteristic Green’s 

function to include these effects.

Secondly,as discussed in section 2.4.5.,it could prove useful to seek an
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alternative derivation of the transverse characteristic Green’s function based upon 

the scattering of a packet of plane waves by the nonseparable interface.Although 

leading to the same result,it is probable that the conceptual insight gained will 

provide more efficient methods of deriving the complete mode spectra of certain 

structures.

ii) Numerical Evaluation.

The efficient and accurate numerical evaluation of the equations resulting 

from the theoretical process is an important aspect of any analysis.The work 

presented in this thesis has identified two specific areas that require careful 

consideration.Firstly,the choice of basis functions used to expand the modal fields 

and secondly the solution of ill-conditioned matrix eigenvalue problems.Both 

these aspects have been examined within the context of this work,although there is 

certainly scope for improvement.

iii) Rectangular waveguide to I.D.G. transitions.

The rectangular waveguide to I.D.G. transitions analysed in chapter 5 are an 

important method of feeding the I.D.G.Having demonstrated that these transitions 

may be theoretically analysed,it is now possible to optimise their 

performance.Obviously this is an important topic and requires further 

investigation.

iv) IJ).G. leaky-wave array design.

The analysis of single radiating elements on the I.D.G. is only one step 

toward the goal of providing a C.A.D. system for the design and synthesis of 

I.D.G. leaky-wave antennas.lt has been indicated that the next step is to produce a 

library of basic building blocks from which linear arrays may be 

constructed.There is certainly scope for future investigation of many aspects of
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I.D.G. based antennas which,to date,have demonstrated excellent potential.

v) The development of I.D.G. circuit components.

Now that the complete mode spectrum of the I.D.G. is available.it is possible 

to theoretically investigate the design of a wide variety of I.D.G. circuit 

components such as filters,couplers,transitions to other guides and the integration 

of sources and active devices.

vi) Application of the transverse characteristic Green's function to other structures.

The transverse characteristic Green's function method and its extension 

given in chapter 8 permits the complete mode spectra of many important 

structures to be developed for the first time.

9.3) Concluding remarks.

The development of dielectric waveguides for use in the millimeter band has 

been hampered by their open nonseparable nature.Without their continuous 

radiation modes it has been difficult to theoretically minimise radiation losses 

from circuit components.Similarly.the promise of compact,lightweight,electrically 

scannable leaky-wave arrays has been,to some degree,offset by difficulties in their 

theoretical synthesis.

A method of deriving the complete mode spectra of this class of waveguides 

has been presented in this thesis and has been shown to be useful in overcoming 

these difficulties.

With the ever increasing demands being placed upon electromagnetic 

systems.it is inevitable that the commercial exploitation of the millimeter band 

will motivate continued research in this field.
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SYMBOLS.

S U P E R S C R IP T S .

A A djoint quantity.

T T ranspose.

Conjugate.

For y > y'
±  J  <  ■

a,b,c In region a,b,c.

P.k=e,h T.M. or T.E. polarisation,

s Solenoidal.

1 L am ellar.

Fourier transform variable.

CAPITAL LETTERS.

Av(kxjct) Far field  amplitude vector.

M r,t)  M agnetic vector potential.

E(r,t) Electric field  vector.

EM.n I.D.G. surface mode vector:quasi-L.S.M . polarised.

E M .M  I.D.G. continuum mode vectonquasi-L .S.M . polarised

slot mode.

F{x) F(kx) Near field  approximation to the open modes o f the

I.D.G. continuum.

EL<rt) Electric field  vector o f a rectangular waveguide mode.

Ei(rt) Incident electric fie ld .

Es(rt) Scattered electric field .

M odal Green’s function.

GE(rtr0 Electric field modal Green's function.



T(kx) Continuous coordinate rotation matrix.

T= D iscrete coordinate rotation matrix.

W(x) W eight function.

V(kx) The continuous amplitude o f the magnetic type Hertzian

potential.

vH The discrete amplitude o f the magnetic type Hertzian

potential.

z(z;K ) ^he eigenfunctions in z.

SMALL LETTERS, 

a I.D.G. slot width.

£>(**) Fourier transform o f the transverse electric fields at

the air-dielectric interface o f the I.D.G.

£v« Discrete Fourier transform o f the transverse electric

fields at the air-dielectric interface o f the I.D.G. 

f(r) Source function.

M r) M agnetic vector potential source.

M r) Electric field  source.

fp(x) Basis functions used to discretise the transverse

electric fields.

h I.D.G. slot depth.

k0 Free space wavenum ber.

K  x-directed wavenum ber in the open region.

ky y-directed wavenum ber in the open region.

k, Transverse wavenum ber in the open region.

y-directed wavenum ber in the bound region. 

r Spatial coordinate vector.
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£«(£»£0 Magnetic field modal Green’s function.

GE(rtr 'X ) Electric field characteristic Green's function.

GA(rtr';Xr) Magnetic vector potential characteristic Green's function;

//(r,0 Magnetic field.

H £ .lQ I.D.G. surface mode vectorrquasi-L.S.E. polarised.

#•£•!.&) I.D.G. continuum mode vectorrquasi-L.S.E. polarised

slot mode.

#2w(r/) Magnetic field vector of a rectangular waveguide mode.

I  Dyadic identity operator.

](kx) The continuous amplitude of the electric type Hertzian

potential.

./H The discrete amplitude of the electric type Hertzian

potential.

JOyQ Surface current density.

L An operator.

L~l The inverse operator to L.

np Normalisation coefficient.

Defined on p2-29

Cv(\r,) Defined on p.2-29

Qp&x) Inner product = |  dx^h{kxtx)fp(x)W{x)
mm

Inner product = J<&♦*.(*)/,WiFC*)

R = (it-zz) The reflection operator,

Rt The reflection coefficient under even excitation.

R0 The reflection coefficient under odd excitation.

T(t;X,) The eigenfuntions in time.
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rt Spatial coordinate vector in the transverse plane.

t Tim e.

yon >o(p0 Characteristic admittances.

y*(kx) *<WT.M. and T.E. characteristic admittances.

z*(kx) 2k(kx) T.M. and T.E. characteristic impedances.

GREEK LETTERS.

Phase shift in the standing waves,w.r.t. y, o f a

continuous mode.

p z-directed propagation cpnstant.

Yvflr,) Denominator o f the characteristic Green's function.

Kronecker delta function.

6(X-V) Dirac delta function.

£ Perm ittivity dyadic.

« Scalar permittivity,

e, R elative permittivity.

e(rf) Electric field vector at the waveguide transition.

X Complex arguments of the characteristic Green's function.

4n(r) E igenfunction.

<fo.(r) Improper eigenfunction.

¥ r tmX , )  Transverse eigenfunction.

5 <t> Observation angles in cylindrical coordinates.

w Angular frequency,

ji Perm eability dyadic.

M Scalar permeability.

v Variable characterising the continuous modes for a given

1 0 - 4  value of k,



nj(rrA) nftr,;*,) E lec tric  and m agnetic  type H ertz ian  potentia ls.

< a (r , )M r t) >  Inner product notation.

{ i M odulus.

arg argum ent.

res residue from a pole.
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